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It is probably not an exaggeration to say that one of the central problems 
of immunology is: how does a cell recognize an antigen when it sees one? 
BURNET was probably the first to recognize clearly the importance of the 
recognition problem and also the first to attempt to offer a solution (BURNET 

and FENNER, 1949). His original indirect template theory, based on so-called 
recognition units for self-markers, was too much of an exercise in imagination 
to gain wide acceptance. When he advanced his next theory, the "clonal 
selection theory" (BURNET, 1959), it naturally encountered strong opposition 
by the chemically oriented, and by then firmly entrenched, instructive theories. 
However, as immunology progressed at an ever increasing rate, more and more 
facts accumulated, which could be best explained in terms of clonal selection. 
The word "receptor" began to appear in the literature. 

I propose to try and bring together in this review some of the indirect 
evidence for the existence of receptors, i. e. antibody-like sites on the surface 
of immunocompetent cells. I will then describe the more direct evidence and 
will finally discuss some of the problems and inconsistencies that still await 
solution. 

1 c. T. in Microbiology, Vol. 54 
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2. Indirect Evidence for Receptors 

a) Immunoglobulin-like Molecules on Lymphoid Cells 
The first indication that immunoglobulin-like molecules may be present 

on the surface of lymphoid cells came from the work of GELL and SELL (1965) 
on blast transformation with anti-allotypic sera. Their experiments showed 
conclusively that rabbit lymphocytes carry genetically determined allotypic 
markers identical to those found on immunoglobulin molecules. The markers 
were present even on cells taken from neonatal animals (SELL and GELL, 1965), 
i. e. long before the cells became functional as immunoglobulin producers. 
These investigations, further supported by the work of HERZENBERG on allotype 
suppression (HERZENBERG et aI., 1967), could be taken as fairly strong 
evidence that immunoglobulins participate as structural components in the 
formation of the lymphocyte surface. The autoradiographic and fluorescent 
antibody experiments of RAFF et al. (1970) seem to prove this point beyond 
any doubt. 

b) Receptors and the Secondary Response 
An appropriate system for the study of the receptor is the secondary 

response, in which recognition plays a central role. A few years ago, FAZEKAS 
DE ST. GROTH and WEBSTER (1966a and b) published two papers with an 
original title - Disquisitions on original antigenic sin - in which they re
examined an old observation by FRANCIS (1953) and others: if a man or animal 
is primed by contact with one antigen (e.g. influenza virus of a certain serotype), 
boosting with a crossreacting antigen will produce antibodies reacting better 
with the primary antigen. The authors proposed that priming induces in cells 
a trapping mechanism for the antigen used in priming. This mechanism can 
also trap the cross reacting antigen, which will then proceed to stimulate cells 
to produce antibodies, but of the kind which they had been intended to 
produce, i. e. directed towards the original antigen. The nature of the trapping 
mechanism was left open, but the investigators mentioned sessile antibody -
in other words receptors - as a likely explanation. 

It is well known by now that lymphoid cells taken from primed animals 
are stimulated to incorporate H3-thymidine in vitro, when brought into contact 
with antigen (DUTTON, 1967). This reaction has the specificity of the antibody 
response - in other words cells are only stimulated by the homologous antigen
which can only mean that the primed cell must somehow recognize the antigen. 
The simplest solution is the presence of specific receptors. CROSS and MAKELA 
(1968) stimulated in vitro cells from a mouse primed with NIP (4-0H, 3I-5-N02 
phenylacetic acid) - chicken globulin and transferred the cells to syngeneic 
irradiated mice. As expected, the recipients gave a secondary type of response. 
But when free hapten was added to the incubation mixture, the antibody 
response was partly inhibited (see also MITICHISON, 1967). The conclusion is 
inescapable that the hapten had competed with the conjugate for some site 
with specificity directed to the hapten. A different type of inhibition experi
ments, carried out by FELDMAN and his colleagues (SEGAL et al., 1969) led to 
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similar results. These workers prepared affinity labelling reagents: N-bromo
acetyl B-N-DNP-Iysine (BADL) and N-bromoacetyl-N-DNP-ethylene diamine 
(BADE). These compounds bind covalently to anti-DNP-antibodies and block 
their combining sites. The blocking is specific, since it can be inhibited by 
excess hapten (DNP-Iysine). The reagents were able to block stimulation of 
antibody formation by antigen, when added to spleen cultures of primed mice 
(see also PLOTZ, 1969). 

Further support for the receptor theory has come from the experiments of 
STEINER and EISEN (1967a, b) and from those of the group led by BENACERRAF 
(PAUL et aI., 1967a and b; PAUL et aI., 1968; SISKIND et aI., 1968). These 
experiments were concerned with the influence of a number of factors on the 
affinity of antibodies for antigen. If a large enough dose of antigen is given, the 
average affinity of the antibodies produced tends to be low. The explanation 
is that, under these conditions, all cells capable of responding are stimulated. 
If a small dose is given, however, only cells bearing high affinity receptors will 
be able to intercept the antigen and be stimulated. Therefore the overall 
affinity of the antibodies produced will be high. This finding enables us to 
understand the well known increase in affinity of antibodies with duration of 
immunization. With the passing of time, the concentration of antigen remaining 
in the body decreases, so that only cells with high affinity receptors are stimu
lated. Therefore, late antibodies bind antigens (including crossreacting anti
gens - LITTLE and EISEN, 1969) more strongly. 

High affinity antibodies are also produced when animals primed with a 
hapten-protein conjugate are boosted with hapten bound to a different carrier. 
Apparently, only cells with high affinity receptors are capable of interacting 
with the heterologous antigen and therefore only these are stimulated. Similar 
considerations apply in tolerance (PAUL et aI., 1967a; THEIS et aI., 1969). If 
animals are made tolerant by administration of high doses of antigen, all 
immunocompetent members of the clones are affected. But if the dose is 
insufficient, only high affinity cells will bind antigen and be inactivated. Low 
affinity cells will remain active and will produce low affinity antibody. More
over, cells bearing crossreacting receptors may not react sufficiently with the 
original antigen - say BSA - to become tolerant, but they might react with 
sufficient affinity with the crossreacting antigen, e.g. DNP-BSA, to produce 
antibodies. This is how one explains breakdown of tolerance to BSA, due to 
crossreacting DNP-BSA. PAUL et ai. (1967a) have shown that antibodies pro
duced under these conditions have a higher affinity for DNP-BSA than for BSA. 

Yet another phenomenon involving receptors is the regulation of the 
antibody response. A number of investigators (reviewed by UHR, 1968; MOLLER 
et aI., 1968) have shown in recent years that if animals producing antibody 
are treated with more antibody of the same specificity, especially antibody of 
the 7 S class, further antibody production is stopped. The mechanism of this 
regulatory effect is not known with certainty but the general opinion is that 
excess antibody in the circulation competes for antigen with the antibody-like 
surface receptors on the competent cells. 
1· 
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c) Receptors and Tolerance 
It has been assumed for some time that antigen reacting directly with the 

competent cells induces tolerance, whereas "processed antigen" i. e. antigen 
which has first been taken up by macrophages, induces antibody production 
(reviewed by SULITZEANU, 1968). This hypothesis, although based on much 
indirect evidence, could not be tested directly because of the difficulties of 
inducing tolerance in vitro. However this has now become possible. We were 
able recently to paralyze lymphoid cells of primed mice by exposing them 
in vitro to fairly low doses of antigen (BIRNBAUM and SULITZEANU, 1969). 
Comparable results were obtained by BYERS and SERCARZ (1968) with primed 
lymph node fragments and by BRITTON (1969) with normal mouse lymphoid 
cells. A most convincing demonstration of "in vitro" induced tolerance has 
also been provided by DIENER and ARMSTRONG (1969). These investigators 
exposed mouse spleen cells in vitro either to a small dose (20 ng) of flagellin 
of S. waycross or to a small dose (4 X 106) of SRBC and, simultaneously, to a 
tolerizing dose (1 fLg) of S. adelaide flagellin. The cells were then transferred to 
lethally irradiated recipients, which were subsequently challenged with the 
same pair of antigens. The recipients responded poorly to the tolerizing antigen 
but gave a normal response to the other antigen. Tolerance was produced even 
when the cells were exposed to the antigen pair at 4°. The inescapable con
clusion from this and the other experiments is that the large antigen dose 
paralyzed the corresponding clone, most likely by reacting with receptors on 
the cell surface. 

3. Precommitment 

It would seem appropriate to interrupt for a moment this account of factual 
evidence in order to emphasize one point which may not be immediately 
evident. To suscribe to the idea of receptor is tantamount to accepting the idea 
of precommitment. If lymphoid cells are precommitted, they must be able to 
recognize an antigen without having ever seen it before. And to recognize the 
antigen they, and only they, must possess the instrument of recognition - the 
specific receptor. The experiments of DIENER and ARMSTRONG (1969) are a nice 
illustration of this point. Another illustration, obtained with a different but 
most interesting experimental system, is provided by the work of ABDOU and 
RICHTER (1969a). Rabbits were irradiated and their competence restored by 
injecting them with allogeneic bone marrow cells. Rabbits thus treated give 
a good antibody response to sheep red blood cells (SRBC). However, if the 
bone marrow donors are injected with SRBC 24 hours before the cell transfer, 
the recipients are incapable of responding to an injection of SRBC, although 
their response to a different RBC (horse) remains unimpaired. The experiment 
shows again that only one type of clone is somehow inactivated in this system
the clone(s) capable of interacting with SRBC in the donor. 

WIGZELL and ANDERSON (1969) used an "in vitro" device to deplete a 
specifically reacting cell clone. They transferred to irradiated recipients primed 
cells mixed with antigen (HSA, BSA or OA), in order to stimulate an adoptive 
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secondary response. When the lymphoid cells were first passed through columns 
of glass or plastic beads coated with antigen, the immune cells were selectively 
retained by the column and the eluted cells lost the ability to transfer memory. 
Retention could be blocked specifically by free antigen. To show that retention 
was not due to cytophilic antibody, the investigators passed cells from animals 
immunized to two antigens through columns containing only one of the antigens. 
As expected, only the right kind of response was lost under these circumstances. 
These results entitled WIGZELL and ANDERSON to conclude that the primed 
lymphoid cells were retained on the column through surface cell receptors 
capable of reacting with the antigen. ABDOU and RICHTER (1969b) went one 
important step further. Not only did they succeed in depleting a normal cell 
population (as contrasted to the primed cells of WIGZELL and ANDERSON) of 
antigen reacting cells (ARCs) - they also managed to recover the cells from 
the column, obtaining, in effect, what seems to be a popUlation of cells enriched 
in ARCs. Obviously, if one could do this routinely with reasonable yields, the 
way would be open for the isolation of cell receptors. 

4. Direct Evidence for Receptors 

I have discussed thus far experiments which can be interpreted most easily 
in terms of receptors. I will now describe another line of evidence, which might 
be taken to constitute more direct proof for the existence of receptors. I am 
referring here to a line of research initiated in our laboratory some four years 
ago, which has since been taken up by ADA and his group and by HUMPHREY 
and KELLER. It occurred to us quite a number of years ago that, if BURNET'S 
theory is correct, it should be possible to detect the presence of antibody-like 
sites on the lymphocyte membrane by reacting the lymphocytes directly with 
a highly labelled antigen. Obviously, the labelled antigen should bind to 
lymphocytes carrying the receptor and to them alone. This idea was so simple 
and straightforward that, in retrospect, it is surprising that so few people had 
thought of trying it. The explanation is perhaps, that although the word 
receptor was coming into print at an ever increasing rate, people did not take 
it quite seriously. 

When this work was started, we thought it necessary to avoid two major 
pitfalls. First, non-specific binding and second, binding of antigen due to 
pinocytosis. To minimize non specific binding, an antigen (BSA) was used with 
a high specific activity (100 fLCi/fLg) since in this way one could work with 
very little protein in the binding test (0.01 fLg or less). To minimize uptake due 
to pinocytosis, the reaction was performed in the cold (4°). The results of these 
experiments were quite interesting. A small number of the normal spleen and 
lymph node cells became labelled after contact with antigen in the cold (NAOR 
and SULITZEANU, 1967; SULITZEANU and NAOR, 1969). One cell in 1,500 was 
highly labelled, but since about half of the labelled cells were macrophages, it 
would be more correct to say that one out of 3,000 lymphoid cells was highly 
labelled (i. e. contained over 1,600 molecules of antigen). These figures are 
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astonishingly similar to the figure quoted by BIOZZI (BIOZZI et aI., 1968) for 
rosette forming cells (RFC) in the spleen of normal mice, which is 1 : 1,500. 
The labelled cells (Fig. 1) did not belong to a single morphological class. On 
the contrary, many cell types were seen, ranging from medium lymphocytes to 
large blast cells. Quite unexpectedly, however, typical small lymphocytes, of 
the size of RBC, were very rarely labelled. When similar binding experiments 
were done with cells taken from immunized mice, a much higher proportion of 
the cells became labelled and the intensity of labelling of the individual cells 
was higher (NAOR and SULITZEANU, 1969a). Many macrophages were also 
strongly labelled, since they were probably carrying cell-bound cytophilic 
antibody. The expectation that cells taken from tolerant donors would show 
reduced binding appeared to be confirmed, since this is what we found in three 
replicate trials (NAOR and SULITZEANU, 1969b). Unfortunately, one deals in 
these experiments with such low numbers of labelled cells that the significance 
of the differences observed must remain to a large extent doubtful. 

The interpretation of these results was by no meanS simple. One could be 
certain that the data relating to cells from immunized donors were dependable, 
because of the large numbers of labelled cells recovered. On the other hand, 
the significance of the results obtained with normal cells was uncertain. Were 
we dealing here with an artifact, totally unrelated to the point we were trying 
to make? One experiment led us to believe that this was unlikely. When normal 
mouse lymphoid cells were exposed to a mixture of antigens, actually four 
iodinated albumins (Table page 8), the number of labelled cells was much higher 
than when the experiment was carried out with one albumin only (SULITZEANU 
and NAOR, 1969). We concluded, therefore, that the albumins were bound to 
specific sites, present on distinct cell clones. 

A very similar type of study was performed by BYRT and ADA (1969), but 
they carried it much further. BYRT and ADA tested the binding of flagellar 
proteins and of hemocyanin to mouse and rat cells, in a reaction system which 
included sodium azide, to prevent phagocytosis of antigen by macrophages. 
They labelled the antigens with J131, which produces so much blackening that 
the labelled cells become visible at low magnification. This enabled them to 
scan considerably more cells than we could - 1-5 X 105 cells. In so far as their 
experiments paralleled ours, there were few important differences. Perhaps the 

Fig. 1. Membrane-bound receptors for bovine serum albumin (BSA) on mouse 
lymphoid cells. The cells were exposed to highly iodinated 125I-BSA at 4°, washed, 
smeared on slides and subjected to autoradiography. Each silver grain represents ap
proximately 100 molecules. 1) Blast-like cell from lymph node of normal mouse. [Su
LlTZEANU and NAOR: The affinity of radioiodinated BSA for lymphoid cells. II. Binding 
of 125I-BSA to lymphoid cells of normal mice. Int. Arch. Allergy 35, 564-578 (1969).J 
2) Medium lymphocyte from spleen of mouse immunized to BSA. [NAOR and SULITZEANU: 
Affinity of radioiodinated Bovine Serum Albumin for lymphoid cells; Binding of 125I_BSA 
to lymphoid cells of immune mice. Israel J. med. Sci. 5, 217-229 (1969). J 3) Peritoneal 
cells from mouse immunized to BSA. The macrophages carry cytophilic antibody to BSA, 
by means of which the labelled antigen becomes attached to the macrophage cell membrane 
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Table. Binding 01 lour radioiodinated albumins to mouse spleen cells 

Antigen used in No of cells with grain counts Total 
binding experiments cells 

0-3 4-6 7-10 11-15 16 or more surveyed 

Mixture of antigens 5,667 238 62 20 13 6,000 
BSA 5,843 115 29 6 7 6,000 
DSA 5,968 25 4 2 1 6,000 
GPSA 5,858 34 4 1 3 6,000 
HSA 5,987 9 3 1 6,000 

Spleen cells of normal mice were exposed at 4° to a mixture of 4 radioiodinated 
albumins (Bovine, Dog, Guinea Pig and Human) or to each of these albumins 
separately. The total amount of radioactivity used for each binding test was 
4 X 106 cpm. This was divided equally among the 4 antigens in the tube containing 
the antigen mixture. The distribution of labelled cells was examined in autoradio
graphs. The proportion of labelled cells in the cell suspension exposed to the mixture 
of antigens was much higher than in any of the cell suspensions exposed to a single 
antigen, indicating that different albumins were bound to different cell clones 
(from SULITZEANU and NAoR). The affinity of radioiodinated BSA for lymphoid 
cells. II. Binding of 125-I-BSA to lymphoid cells of normal mice. Int. Arch. Allergy 3 5: 
564-578,1969 (S. Karger, Basel/New York). 

major one concerns the type of the labelled lymphocytes, which were in their 
opinion of the small variety. The outstanding contribution of ADA'S work was 
the demonstration that the binding of antigen to normal lymphoid cells, far 
from being an artifact, has indeed an immunological significance. To prove 
this, lymphoid cells were exposed to flagellin in the usual way, kept at 0° in 
vitro to allow the labelled" cells to be damaged by irradiation and then trans
ferred to syngeneic, irradiated animals. One day later, the recipients were 
challenged with an immunogenic dose of the flagellin used in the binding tests 
and with a similiar dose of an unrelated flagellin. The results of this beautiful 
experiment (ADA and BYRT, 1969) were clear cut: antibody was produced only 
against the unrelated antigen, which must mean that the cells which had bound 
the labelled flagellin in vitro were the cells that would have otherwise responded 
to this flagellin. 

Binding experiments were also performed by HUMPHREY and KELLER (1969) 
with the synthetic, multichain polypeptide TIGAL [(T, G)-A--L 509; SELA et aI., 
1962J and with haemocyanin and their results are quite similar to those already 
mentioned. The antigens they used had an extremely high specific activity-
1,400 Ci/g, so that practically each molecule could be visualized (20-30 grains 
per molecule in autoradiography). Yet the distribution of labelled cells was, 
in general, not different from that described by us or ADA. 

HUMPHREY and KELLER tried to induce primary and secondary antibody 
responses with the labelled antigens. With the very highly labelled preparations, 
they got neither a primary response, nor priming and not even secondary 
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responses. In contrast, TIGAL prepared with non-labelled iodide had all these 
activities. As in the case of ADA'S work, the only explanation must be in terms 
of a specific radiation damage inflicted on precommitted, receptor-bearing cells. 

5. Receptors on Cells Mediating Delayed Hypersensitivity 

Compared to the compelling evidence for the existence of receptors on 
antibody-producing cells, there is very little support for the existence of 
receptors involved in delayed hypersensitivity. DAVID and SCHLOSSMAN (1968) 
were able to inhibit the migration of peritoneal cells of guinea pigs sensitized 
to oc-DNP-polylysine, by adding the corresponding antigen to the cultures. 
Only the heptamer or the higher peptides were effective. This requirement for 
the higher peptides in order to elicit the in vitro reaction is paralleled by a similar 
requirement for the elicitation of the reaction in vivo. This experiment may 
certainly be taken to demonstrate specific recognition. ROITT and his colleagues 
(GREAVES et aI., 1969) found recently that anti-light chain serum, or its Fab 
fragment, could suppress the mitogenic response to tuberculin, as well as the 
mixed lymphocyte reaction, implying that the receptors involved in these 
reactions may have an immunoglobulin-like structure. One need hardly 
mention the obvious objection that the effect of such treatments could be 
simply due to steric hindrance. DAGUILLARD and RICHTER (1969) showed that 
rabbit thymus cells treated with goat anti-rabbit IgG serum failed to give a 
blastogenic response, although the cells did respond to cellular mitogenic 
agents (allogeneic or xenogeneic cells). The authors concluded on this basis 
that thymus cells can only mediate cellular immunity and that such cells have 
no surface recognition sites. It would seem far too early, however, to accept 
this view, even if the evidence on which it was based were much stronger. The 
fact remains that it is extremely difficult, if not altogether impossible, to 
conceive of any immunological reactivity not requiring stereospecific inter
actions and it is equally difficult to conceive of such interactions taking place 
at any other location except at the cell surface. 

6. Receptors for the Carrier Molecule 

At the same time that the receptor theory was becoming respectable, it 
was becoming clear that the immunocyte receptor alone was not adequate to 
account for all the phenomena related to the induction process (JERNE, 1967). 
Since the receptor was supposed to possess a specificity more or less resembling 
that of the antibody, it could only interact with the determinant group. How
ever, a large variety of experimental data indicated that other parts of the 
antigen molecule played a role in the induction process - the so called carrier 
effect (MITICHISON, 1967; review: PLESCIA, 1969). The first indication for the 
carrier effect came from experiments on the elicitation of secondary responses 
to hapten - protein conjugates. As a rule, secondary responses to the hapten 
can be elicited only by injecting the hapten conjugated to the original protein 
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carrier; this in spite of the fact that much of the antibody produced is specific 
for the hapten alone. A carrier effect has also been found in the induction of 
tolerance and in delayed hypersensitivity. Probably the most striking demon
stration of the carrier effect is provided by the work of RAJEWSKI et al. (1967) 
on the immune response to lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) isozymes. 

The LDH system comprises several enzymes, built of 4 polypeptide sub
units, of the type AAAA, BBBB or AABB. If rabbits are primed with AABB 

Fig. 2. Presumed mechanism of the carrier effect. Peripheral lymphoid cells of rabbit 
sensitized to BSA, cultured for 3 days in the presence of 1 [kg 125I-BSA. A cluster is seen, 
consisting of a central macrophage surrounded by lymphocytes. The macrophage has 
taken up the labelled BSA, thus serving as a "carrier" cell for the carrier portion of the 
BSA molecule. Any lymphoid cell in the cluster capable of responding to a BSA deter
minant (i. e. a cell belonging to the BSA "clone"), would be stimulated to produce antibody 

to BSA [SULITZEANU, KLEINMAN, BENEZRA, and GERI: Nature (Lond.) (in press) ] 

and boosted with the same antigen, antibodies are produced, as one would 
expect, which react both with A and with B. Therefore AABB can prime to 
both antigens. If AAAA is used as booster, the animal responds by producing A 
antibodies. But if BBBB is used as booster, the response is weak or absent. 
This means that, although the animals are primed to B, they cannot respond 
to B alone, but must be stimulated with AB. A plays the role of the carrier. 
The carrier effect has led MITICHISON (1967) to postulate the existence of a 
second type of receptor capable of recognizing the carrier and of interacting 
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with it. The well-known role of cellular cooperation in the immune response 
(MILLER and MITCHELL, 1969; MOSIER and COPPLESON, 1968) suggests that the 
carrier receptor might be found on a different cell type, possibly on the memory 
cell (ROITT et al., 1969), on the "mediator" cell postulated by PLESCIA (1969), 
or on the macrophage. It is more than likely that the antigen-reactive cells 
(ARC) in the normal animal and the memory cells (produced in response to 
the carrier determinants) in the sensitized animal, are in effect the "mediator 
cells" of PLESCIA. This view is strongly supported by the work of RAJEWSKI 
et al. (1969): rabbits primarily stimulated with the BSA-sulfanilic acid con
jugate gave a secondary response to HGG-sulfanilic acid only if also immunized 
to HGG. It stands to reason that the memory cells, produced by the adminis
tration of HGG, provided the receptors on which the HGG-sulfanilic acid 
molecules could become anchored, in order to stimulate another cell type 
(antibody forming cells - AFC) to produce antibodies to the hapten. This 
explanation makes it immediately apparent why blast cell-lymphocytes 
clusters should form in antigen stimulated cultures of primed lymphocytes 
(SULITZEANU et al., in press). The central cell in such clusters (Fig. 2) probably 
binds the carrier portion of the antigen molecule, with the haptenic deter
minants free to stimulate cells of the appropriate clone, should any of them be 
among the peripheral cells in the cluster. The fact that macrophage-lympho
cytes clusters are also found in high frequency in such cultures suggests that 
macrophages might also act as carriers for antigen, either non specifically or 
by means of cytophilic antibodies functioning as "specific" receptors. 

So far, no direct evidence has been found for true antigen receptors on the 
macrophages. A unique nucleic acid in rat macrophages has been shown by 
GOTTLIEB (1969) to complex with antigen taken up by these cells, but there is 
little to implicate this material as a bona tide receptor. On the other hand, 
there are good indications that macrophages have distinct receptors for im
munoglobulin molecules and therefore for antibodies, of both the 7 Sand 19 S 
classes (LAY and NUSSENZWEIG, 1969; HUBER et al., 1969; HENSON, 1969). 
The antibodies, on their part (in particular the cytophilic antibodies - re
viewed by SULITZEANU, 1968) may act for all intents and purposes as indirect 
macrophage receptors for antigen. The role, if any, of such interactions between 
antigens and macrophage-bound cytophilic antibodies in the induction process 
remains yet to be uncovered. Additional receptors have been postulated, 
specific for the complement components (LAY and NUSSENZWEIG, 1968, 1969). 
It seems in fact that, once the inhibitions against receptors will have fallen, 
we are likely to be deluged by hordes of them and separating the genuine from 
the imaginary is going to become a problem. 

7. Characteristics of Receptors 

Purists will raise an eyebrow at the thought of someone trying to describe 
an entity, the very existence of which has not been yet definitely proven. 
Nonetheless, it may not be entirely worthless to summarize the little we know, 
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or think we know, about what receptors are like. The receptors of the non
stimulated lymphoid cells are, perhaps, IgM-like molecules (DWYER and 
MACKAY, 1970), distributed on the cell surface in a patchy fashion (ADA, 
personal communication). We do not know the immunoglobulin type of the 
receptors present on stimulated cells but it would be certainly interesting to see 
whether they are IgG like. Receptors seem to appear early in life, since they 
have been found on cells from a 22 week old human fetus (DWYER and MACKAY, 
1970). As mentioned before, there is a correlation between the immunological 
state and the number of cells bearing receptors. There are more such cells in 
immune animals, and, possibly, fewer in tolerant animals. In a limited ex
periment with human peripheral blood cells, lymphocytes of agammaglob
ulinemic patients displayed a lower affinity for foreign antigens than lympho
cytes of normal persons, indicating a reduced number of receptor-bearing cells 
(NAOR et aI., 1969). 

Most experiments suggest that cells are generally precommitted to one 
antigen (PLAYFAIR et aI., 1965; PLAYFAIR, 1968; PAPERMASTER, 1967; Su
LlTZEANU and NAOR, 1969; ADA and BYRT, 1969; WIGZELL and ANDERSON, 
1969; ABDOU and RICHTER, 1969), in other words, that they carry receptors of 
a single specificity. To the examples I gave so far I will add OSOBA'S ex
periments, which are quite clear cut. OSOBA (1969) worked with MARBROOK'S 
in vitro system (1967), with limiting dilutions of spleen cells stimulated simul
taneously with two species of RBC - sheep and chicken. He found some 
cultures containing PFC for SRBC and others containing PFC for CRBC. 
Evidently, these cells could recognize and react to one type of RBC only. The 
specificity of the receptor is generally similar to that of the antibody the cell 
is destined to produce. Thus, excess hapten can block stimulation of secondary 
responses by the conjugate and this block can again be reversed by excess 
hapten-protein conjugate (MITICHISON, 1967). However, the specificity of the 
receptor might be higher than that of the antibodies. As an example, guinea 
pig cells sensitized to oc-DNP-PLL by an immunogenic member of the series 
(heptamer or larger) can be stimulated to incorporate thymidine only by an 
immunogenic member of the series (STULBERG and SCHLOSSMAN, 1968; 
SCHLOSSMAN et aI., 1969). The receptor has, therefore, specificity for the hep
tamer or for a higher member, although the antibodies produced on challenge 
with the heptamer will react quite well with the hapten alone. Their specificity 
is less stringent. It is not unlikely that receptors are also specialized to conform 
with the specialization of the immunoglobulin-producing cell, e.g. cells pro
ducing IgM or IgG, PFC or RFC (SHEARER et aI., 1968; SHEARER and CUD
KOVICZ, 1969; SHEARER et aI., 1969). The affinity of the receptor reflects the 
affinity of the antibody the cell will produce, as shown by the changes in 
antibody affinity mentioned in section 2b. Since we know so little about the 
receptors, most questions remain open. It would be important to know, for 
instance, whether the receptors are structural components of the cell membrane 
or whether they are merely normal antibodies in the process of being secreted 
by the cell. 
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8. Comments 

It is clear that to accept the receptor one has to accept the basic tenet of 
the clonal theory in practically its original form. Many people will find this 
difficult at a time when some experimental work is still incompatible with 
the theory. I am referring here to the experiments of ADLER et al. (1966) and 
NISBET et al. (1969), to the evidence on antigenic competition (reviewed by 
ADLER, 1964) and to recent findings on the excessive frequency of PFC (NOSSAL 
et aI., in press). These phenomena, while stressing the complexity of the problem, 
cannot be considered as arguments strong enough to refute the receptor concept. 

A complication has recently arisen from the newly discovered specialization 
of immunocompetent cells into cells reacting with antigen (ARC) and those 
producing antibody (MILLER and MITCHELL, 1969). Do both cell types have 
specific receptors? There appears to be little doubt that the ARCs do. It has 
been shown (ABDOU and RICHTER, 1969c) that the immune response of rabbits 
tolerant to HSA or BGG can be restored with normal bone marrow cells, which 
are the source of ARCs in the rabbit. This cannot be done with cells from 
donors tolerant to the same antigen as the recipient. In mice, in which ARCs 
are derived from the thymus (MILLER and MITCHELL, 1969), tolerance has been 
shown repeatedly to involve this organ (TAYLOR, 1968; ARGYRIS, 1968; ARM
STRONG et aI., 1969; see also ISAKOVIC et aI., 1965, and STAPLES et aI., 1966, 
for experiments with rats). It would seem therefore, that the cells affected in 
the tolerant state are the ARCs and the specificity of tolerance can be ex
plained in terms of ARCs bearing specific receptors. PLAYFAIR (1969), on the 
other hand, found that in mice the specificity of the antibodies is determined 
by the marrow cells, which are the source of antibody-forming cells. While, 
as admitted by PLAYFAIR (1969), it is possible that both cell types have antigen 
specific receptors, it is perplexing to note that mouse thymus cells have no 
demonstrable affinity for antigen in the radioactive antigen binding tests 
(BYRT and ADA, 1969; HUMPHREY and KELLER, in press; NAOR and Su
LITZEANU, in press), whereas the bone marrow cells bind the label in large 
numbers, probably non-specifically. 

Once the receptor theory is accepted, the prolonged discussion as to 
whether competent cells are uni- or multipotential must be considered as 
settled. Evidently, it would be hard to assume the existence of an infinite range 
of receptors on the individual cell membrane and experiments such as those 
of ADA and RICHTER strongly support the idea of unipotent cells. Also, the 
confusion surrounding the terms precommitted and committed cells is resolved, 
since these terms become identical. All committed cells are in fact precommitted. 
The receptor theory also requires that the antigen, whatever its tribulations 
in the body, should finally react with the receptor of the immunocompetent 
cell, whether to induce a primary or secondary response or to induce tolerance. 
To demonstrate that this is so one has to show the presence of antigen in the 
stimulated, immunocompetent cell. NOSSAL has found indeed antigen in 
antibody-forming cells (NOSSAL et aI., 1967), but his in vivo experiments could 
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not be interpreted unequivocally. We have been pursuing the same problem 
using a system more likely to give a dependable answer (BIRNBAUM and 
SULITZEANU, unpublished experiments). Lymphoid cells of mice primed to BSA 
were incubated with J125-labelled BSA in vitro, washed to remove excess 
antigen and placed in diffusion chambers. Most of the labelled cells placed in 
the chambers were lymphocytes, with practically no blast cells. Three days 
later, however, there were no labelled lymphocytes in the diffusion chambers, 
,but a fair number of labelled blasts. It is reasonable to assume that some of the 
labelled blasts were derived from memory cells transformed as a result of 
direct interaction with the antigen they contained. 

One does not need an exceptional prophetic talent or an inordinate amount 
of optimism to predict that receptors will be soon isolated, analyzed and 
catalogued. This, after all, would only be a minor problem compared to the 
next major challenge - to discover the link between receptor activation and 
mechanics of cell stimulation. The model proposed by BRETCHER and COHN 
(1968), which postulates that antigen induces conformational changes in the 
receptor molecule, is interesting, but, to say the least, incomplete, as it 
disregards completely the role of the ARC. A fair guess would be that, following 
attachment of antigen to receptor, a major imbalance in the normal metabolism 
of the cell membrane might occur. There are now reasons to believe that the 
cell membrane, far from being a static structure, is undergoing constant 
turnover (WARREN and GLICK, 1968). It is not difficult to imagine that, with 
receptors frozen by bound antigen, the turnover might be seriously impaired. 
How this is translated into cell division and immunoglobulin production 
remains a formidable problem, but the interesting analogy, recently noted by 
BRAUN and his coworkers (ISHIZUKA et aI., in press) between hormone
mediated and antigen-mediated cellular activation, might point the way to 
an eventual solution. 
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The chemistry and the biological fate of the antigen are two major para
meters in determining whether the antigen interacts with the immunocom
petent cell. Interest in the metabolic fate of synthetic polypeptides developed 
from attempts to explain the differences in immunogenicity between poly
peptides composed of L-amino acids and those composed of D-amino acids. 
The major areas of interest have been the degradation and organ localization 
of the antigens and the correlation of the nature and magnitude of the anti
body response with the fate of the antigen. 

The metabolism of protein antigens has been investigated extensively in 
a variety of species in order to explore the induction of the immune response. 
These studies focused either on correlating the persistence of antigen with the 
appearance of antibody (CAMPBELL and GARVEY, 1963, 1965; RICHTER et aI., 
1965) or on localizing antigen in tissues, presumably at its site of action 
(COHEN et aI., 1966; NOSSAL et a1., 1968a, 1968b; MILLER et aI., 1968). How
ever, experiments designed to determine explicitly the site of antigen action 
may face the same sorts of difficulties as might be encountered in trying to 
study fertilization by investigating the blastula: detailed inspection of the 

1 The nomenclature of the synthetic polypeptides is modified from that defined 
in the Tentative Rules on Abbreviated Nomenclature of Synthetic Polypeptides 
[Europ. J. Biochem. 3, 129-131 (1967)]. The other abbreviations are defined in 
their context. Ab is the symbol for antibody throughout. 

2 The author is the recipient of a Research Career Development Award from the 
National Institutes of Health (K3-AM-5242). The research carried out in his labo
ratory was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation (GB-8379) 
and from the National Heart Institute (HE-i771). 
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developing embryo would not reveal the nature of the initiating event. At 
the current stage of knowledge about the cellular basis of the antibody response, 
it may be equally as difficult to discern the mechanism of antigen action. 

Studies in Rabbits 
Early studies on the catabolism of poly(Glu56Lys38Tyr6) (GILL and DAM

MIN, 1962) showed that the 13lI-polypeptide was rapidly eliminated from the 
circulation following intravenous injection. The elimination pattern did not 
vary significantly among the primary, sensitized and anamnestic responses, if 
the persistence of free iodine or small iodine-containing peptides in the serum 
was taken into account (GILL et aI., 1964b; GILL et aI., 1965); this was a 
problem only with large doses, e. g., 60 mg. Passage through Sephadex G-25 
equilibrated with 0.11 M NaCl-0.04 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, separated 
polypeptide-bound isotope from free iodine or iodine attached to small pep tides 
(CARPENTER et aI., 1967). The average serum volume of rabbits was measured 
as 4.4 ± 0.3 % of the body weight, and this value was used in all calculations 
(GILL et aI., 1964b). 

The method of iodination did not affect the elimination of the labeled 
polypeptide from the serum, the excretion of degradation products in the 
urine, or the localization of the polypeptide in organs (GILL et aI., 1965; 
CARPENTER et aI., 1967). Both the iodine mono chloride method (McFARLANE, 
1958) and the method using free iodine in alkaline solution (TALMAGE et aI., 
1954) gave the same results. Enzymatic hydrolysis and chromatographic 
analysis of 13lI-labeled poly(Glu58Lys36Tyr6) showed that the iodine label was 
present as 48 % mono-iodo-tyrosine, 22 % di-iodo-tyrosine, and 7 % thyroxin; 
the rest was found either as free iodine or remained at the origin. 

Studies of the role of polypeptide metabolism in immunogenicity became 
more cogent following the observation that D-amino acid polymers were not 
nearly as immunogenic as their L-amino acid counterparts. Using moderate 
amounts of antigen for immunization (20 mg), 80 [J.g Ab/ml were elicited by 
poly(Glu58Lys42) (6/12 animals responding), but no antibody was elicited by 
poly (DGlu57DLys43) (0/24 animals) (GILL et aI., 1963). The observation that 
poly (DGlu57DLys43) did not elicit antibody formation was ascribed either to a 
failure in the sequence of steps leading to antibody production or to an in
ability of the y-globulin chain to fold around the determinant portion of the 
D-polypeptide. The latter explanation was soon discounted on theoretical 
grounds and by the demonstration that polY(DGlu55DLys39DTyr6) could elicit 
an average of 160 [J.g Ab/ml (13/17 animals) in comparison with the 517 [J.g 
Ab/ml elicited in all animals (38/38) immunized with the optical enantiomorph 
poly (Glu56Lys38Tyr6) (GILL et aI., 1964a). Therefore, it appeared as if there 
was a defect in the inductive phase of the antibody response: either the 
D-polypeptide could not be transported to the site of antibody production or 
some prerequisite hydrolysis could not be performed by the usual enzymes 
(GILL et aI., 1963). 
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An investigation of the first possibility focused on studying the state in 
which synthetic polypeptides circulated by vertical and horizontal starch gel 
electrophoresis of the 13lI-polypeptides in serum (PAPERMASTER et aI., 1965). 
Following electrophoresis, the gels were fixed and stained to localize the 
protein components of the serum, and then radioautography was done to 
localize the polypeptides. The in vitro experiments were carried out by mixing 
0.4 to 1.1 mg of synthetic polypeptide per ml of normal rabbit, guinea pig, 
ox or dog serum to give a final specific activity of 10 fLCjmg polymer. All of 
the sera bound the synthetic polypeptides, and the patterns with the sera from 
the different species were similar. In vivo studies were performed by injecting 
10 mg of synthetic polymer into New Zealand white rabbits and drawing blood 
samples for electrophoresis at 5 and 20 minutes; the results were the same as 
those of the in vitro studies. The most extensive studies, which employed 
rabbit serum analyzed by vertical starch gel electrophoresis at pH 8.6, are 
summarized in Table 1. The electrophoretic bands of a synthetic polypeptide 
mixed with serum were generally different from those of the polypeptide 
itself; therefore, most of the polymer apparently interacted with various serum 
proteins. The negatively charged polymers bound to more serum proteins than 
the positively charged ones, and the polymer containing equal amounts of 
glutamic acid and lysine, poly (Glu47Lys47TyrG), showed binding characteristics 
intermediate between those of glutamic acid-rich and lysine-rich polymers. 
The optical configuration of the amino acids did not influence the binding 
pattern, since poly (Glu66Lys38Tyr6) and poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyr6) bound in the 
same way to the serum proteins. Additional electrophoretic experiments using 
horizontal starch gel electrophoresis in acetate buffer pH 5.5, borate buffer 
pH 8.6, phosphate buffers pH 6.3 and 7.8, and carbonate buffer pH 10.6 and 
experiments using the vertical technique in phosphate buffer pH 8.6 all 
showed that the synthetic polypeptides bound to serum proteins. These studies 
confirmed the generalization that glutamic acid-rich polymers bound to more 
serum proteins and that the configuration of the amino acid residues did not 
affect binding. 

There is immunochemical evidence that the binding of synthetic antigens to 
serum proteins is not necessary for immunogenicity or for antigenic specificity. 
Fractionated antiserum containing only purified antibody quantitatively 
precipitated synthetic polypeptides; hence, the antibody was directed against 
the synthetic antigen alone and not against an antigen-serum protein complex. 
Also, there was no evidence that any antibody was formed against serum 
proteins. Radioautographic studies showed that synthetic polypeptides and 
homologous serum proteins localized to quite different parts of the kidney 
(CARPENTER et aI., 1967); therefore, the binding did not affect their inde
pendent catabolism. 

Thus, there is no evidence for any specific in vivo coupling of synthetic 
polypeptide antigens to serum proteins or for the involvement of a specific 
transport mechanism in the induction of an antibody response to the poly
peptides. The range of the antibody responses elicited by the various poly-
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peptides in the glutamic acid-rich group (30 to 570 [J.g Abjml), in the lysine
rich group (40 to 750 [J.g Abjml) and by the polypeptide containing equal 
amounts of glutamic acid and lysine (500 [J.g Abjml) was the same. No corre
lation exists between the immunogenicity of a synthetic polypeptide and its 
serum binding pattern (Table 1) . 

The second possibility to explain the differences in the immunogenicity of 
the L- and D-polypeptides is that the catabolism and organ localization of the 
polypeptides is the crucial factor. Following intravenous injection of 10 mg of 

100 
pol)' O-Glu "O- L)'sHO·T)'r6 

BiogelP-2, 0.05/.1 Pl>ospho/~, pH6.8 
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Fig. 1. Urinary excretion of peptides from the degradation of poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyrll). 
The chromatographic analysis of the dialyzable urinary radioactivity obtained from 
animals injected with the D-polymer is shown by the black circles: a small but consistant 
amount of material appears in the peptide range. Animals injected with Nal3lI alone are 

shown for comparison (open circles). (CARPENTER et aI., 1967) 

poly (Glu58Lys36Tyr6) (No.2) or of polY(DGlusSDLys39DTyr6), the polypeptide 
was rapidly eliminated from the serum (GILL et al., 1965) . The L-polymer was 
rapidly degraded and excreted by the fourth day, whereas the D-polypeptide 
was very slowly degraded, and only 30 to 35 % was excreted in three to four 
weeks. Both the L- and D-polypeptides were equally susceptible to phago
cytosis, since 15 to 25 % of a 200 [J.g aliquot of poly (Glu58Lys36Tyr6) or of 
poly(DGlu55DLys39DTyr6) could be taken up in 30 minutes by 2 X 106 macro
phages (GILL et al., 1964b). The L-polymer elicited 356±212 [J.g Ab/ml in 
15/15 rabbits, and the D-polymer elicited 162 ± 206 [J.g Ab/ml in 13/17 rabbits. 
The serum elimination rate and degradation of the L-polypeptide were inde
pendent of the amount injected, but the amount of the D-polymer degraded 
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was a constant fraction of the amount injected. The radioactivity in the urine 
was analyzed on a calibrated Biogel P-2 column, and a significant portion of 
this radioactivity was contained in peptides of molecular weight 1,000 to 
1,500 (Fig. 1). 

The effect of injecting one isomer on the subsequent metabolism of the 
other isomer was studied in order to determine whether there was any common 
metabolic pathway that could be pre-empted by the previous injection of one 
of the enantiomorphs. In a group of rabbits which were injected with 10 mg 
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Fig. 2. The effect of injecting 10 mg of poly (Glu58Lys36Tyr6) (No.2) on the subsequent 
metabolism of 10 mg of poly (oGlu550Lys39oTyr6) injected 7 days la ter. The data for the 
serum elimination and urinary excretion of both polymers are the averages for nine 

rabbits. (GILL et aI., 1965) 

of poly(Glu58Lys36Tyr6) (No.2) on day 0 and subsequently with 10 mg of 
poly(nGlu55nLys39nTyr6) on day 7, there was no effect on the rate of elimi
nation of the D-polymer from the serum or on the amount of D-polymer 
degraded and excreted in the urine (Fig. 2). Essentially the same experiment 
was carried out in the reverse order and again pre-treatment did not cause any 
effect : the serum elimination pattern and degradation of the L-polymer were 
the same (Fig. 3). A third experiment was done in which a priming dose of 
1 mg of the D-polymer was given two weeks before the 10 mg dose of the 
D-polymer to see whether the metabolism of the latter amount could be en
hanced by priming and then to test the effects of both of these treatments 
on the subsequent metabolism of the L-polymer. Priming had no effect on the 
degradation of the second dose of D-polymer, and the two doses of the D-
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Fig. 3. The effect of injecting 10 mg of poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyr6) on the subsequent 
metabolism of 10 mg of poly (Glu58Lys36Tyr6) (No.2). The data are the averages for four 

rabbits. (GILL et aI., 1965) 
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Fig. 4. Degradation and distribution of isomeric synthetic polypeptides. Ten milligrams 
of poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyr6) or poly (Glu58Lys36Tyr6) (No.2) labeled with 1311 were in
jected on day o. The percentage of injected antigen is the percentage of non-dialyzable 
radioactivity in blood, liver and kidneys. The serum elimination rates for the polymers 
are similar, but the D-polymer is retained in the organs to a much greater extent. 

(CARPENTER et aI., 1967) 
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polymer did not have any effect on the metabolism of the L-polymer. Thus, it 
appears that the enzymes involved in its metabolism are not induced by the 
D-polymer and that there are different pathways of degradation for the 
isomeric synthetic polypeptides. 

The difference in metabolism of the D- and the L-polymers is paralleled 
by differences in the organ retention of the two polypeptides (CARPENTER 
et aI., 1967). The fates of the D- and L-isomers during the first 48 hours 
following injection are shown in Fig. 4. The serum elimination rates were 
similar, but the L-polymer was degraded at least ten-fold faster. The maximal 
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Fig. 5. Degradation and distribution of poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyrG) over a 19-day period 
(non-dialyzable radioactivity). The urinary excretion rate of 131J is about 2 % of the 
injected dose/day. The amount of polymer in the liver declines slowly after the first week, 
whereas the amount in the kidney continues to rise during the second and third weeks. 

(CARPENTER et aI., 1967) 

amounts of L-polymer in the liver and kidney were less than 2.5 % of the 
injected dose, but both of these organs contained 10 to 15 % of the injected 
dose of D-polymer within the first two hours. The amounts of L-polymer in 
the liver and kidney declined after two hours, but those of the D-polymer 
continued to rise (Fig. 5); other organs contained small quantities of D
polymer. The L-polymer was virtually unmeasurable in any tissue after three 
to five days (Fig. 4 and Table 2). The amount of D-polymer in the liver de
clined after the first week, but that in the kidney continued to rise, reaching 
a maximum of 30 to 35 % of the injected dose in three to four weeks (Fig. 5). 
The retained material contained a large fraction of peptide-bound radio
activity, which represented intact antigen or large fragments thereof (Fig. 6). 
The slow decline in the amount of D-polymer in the liver and the small but 
steady urinary excretion of radioactivity indicated that the liver was an 
important site of polypeptide degradation. Comparison of the specific activities 
of liver at 24 and 48 hoars with the specific activities of plasma in the same 
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animal showed that there was an eightfold increase in dialyzable radioactivity 
in liver compared to plasma for animals injected with the D-polymer, but no 
such gradient existed in animals injected with the L-polymer. This observation 
provides further evidence that in the liver of animals injected with the D
polymer there were peptides which were not in free diffusion equilibrium with 
the extracellular fluid. 
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Fig. 6. Organ localization of peptides from the degradation of poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyr). 
The curves show the distribution of dialyzable radioactivity obtained from homogenates 
of liver and kidney obtained 24 hrs after injection of the D-polymer. A l arge portion of 
the radioactivity from both organs is contained in peptides, and the patterns are virtually 

identical for the liver and the kidney. (C ARPE NTER et aI.. 1967) 

Table 2. Retention of enantiomorphic polypeptides in various organs after intravenous 
infection 3 

Polypeptide Day Liver Kidney Spleen Lungs Intes- Adre-
tine nals 

poly (Glu58Lys36TyrS) 1 1 0.8 0.1 0.1 0 .6 0 
(No. 2) 7 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0 

poly (DGlu55DLys39nTyr6) 1 14 24 1 0·3 1.0 0.02 
7 10 29 0.7 0.2 0.5 0 .05 

19b 3 31 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.04 

3 GILL et al. (1965); CARPENTER et al. (1967). Ten mg of polymer labeled with 
1311 by the iodine monochloride m ethod were used in each case. 

b None in lymph nodes, thymus, muscle. 
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Fig. 7. Upper frame. Radioautographic localization of poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyr6) and of 
autologous serum proteins. The center photograph shows the anatomic areas of the 
rabbit kidney: there are distinct boundaries between the cortical area, which contains 
tubular cells and most of the glomeruli, the inner and outer medullary regions, and the 
papilla. The radioautograph on the left shows the cortical localization of the polymer; 
8 mg of polymer were injected intravenously and the whole kidney had a specific activity 
of 475 cpm/mg. The radioautograph on the right shows the medullary localization of 
autologous serum proteins. The specific activity of the injected proteins was the same as 
that for the polymer, but following the intravenous injection of 8 mg of protein, the 
specific activity of the kidney was only 11 cpm/mg. This finding indicates that only very 
small amounts of autologous serum proteins remain in the kidney, and they are in the 
medulla. Lower frame. Radioautograph of the cortical region of the kidney from an 
animal injected with 13lr-labeled poly (DGlu55DLys39DTyr6) 19 days previously . The 
radioactivity is present in the cytoplasm of the proximal tubular cells. The scattered 
grains over the glomeruli are no greater than background. (CARPENTER et aI. , 1967) 
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Radioautographic studies showed that the retained D-polymer was localized 
in the cortex of the kidney, where it was in the proximal tubular cells (Fig. 7); 
the pattern of localization was the same throughout the entire three-week 
period following injection of the polymer. The L-polymer showed an identical 
localization during the first few hours after injection, although much less 
material was present. Autologous serum proteins (8-10 mg) labeled to the 
same specific activity as the polymers localized in the medullary zone in very 
small amounts (Fig. 7); thus, the renal localization' of the polypeptides was 
not dependent upon their interaction with plasma proteins. Since there is 
adequate evidence that the proximal tubular cells participate in the normal 
catabolism of proteins (HUGHES, 1956; OLIVER and MACDoWELL, 1958; 
SOLOMON et al., 1964), the persistence of the D-polymer indicates that the 
enzymes necessary for its degradation are lacking in the kidney. However, 
there was no histological evidence of renal damage caused by the D-polymer, 
nor was there any evidence for the combination of antibody or complement 
with the retained D-polymer (CARPENTER et al., 1967). 

Table 3. The localization ot poly (nGlu55nLys39n Tyr6) and ot autologous serum proteins 
in kidneys with patent and with ligated ureters a 

Kidney 

Patent ureter 
Ligated ureter 
Localization 

Percentage of injected polypeptide or protein 

20 min 2 hrs 

2.6 8.1 
1.1 2.4 
Cortex (proximal tubular 

cells) 

Autologous serum proteins 

20 min 2 hrs 

0.1 0.2 
0.2 0.1 

Medull;:! 

a CARPENTER, et al. (1967). The polypeptide and the serum proteins were labeled 
with 1311 by the iodine monochloride method. 

In order to investigate how the polypeptides entered the renal tubules, 
studies were done with acute ureteral ligation. Acute ligation of one kidney, 
with the other being used as the control, caused a striking reduction in the 
amount of D-polymer entering the proximal tubular cells (Table 3). This 
finding indicates that most of the polypeptide was normally filtered by the 
glomerulus and then absorbed. In contrast, there was no significant effect of 
ureteral ligation on the uptake of serum proteins, since they are normally not 
filtered in appreciable quantities by the glomerulus. However, minute amounts 
may enter the tubular cells from the peritubular capillaries (SHUSTER et al., 
1963)· 

The importance of the kidney in the metabolism of the D-polypeptide was 
further emphasized by studies in anephric animals (Table 4): the serum level 
of the polypeptide remained higher than in rabbits with kidneys, but localization 
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Table 4. The effect at nephrectomy on the retention at poly(nGlu55nLys39nTyr6) in the 
serum and organs a 

Organ Percentage of poly(nGlu55nLys39nTyr6) Percentage of 
retained poly( Glu58Lys36Tyr6) 

(No.2) retained 

Anephric rabbitsb Normal rabbits Normal rabbits 

6 hrs 24 hrs 48 hrs 6 hrs 24 hrs 48 hrs 6 hrs 24 hrs 48 hrs 

Serum 35 24 7 26 10 4 23 11 3 
Liver 8 9 16 7 14 14 2 1 0.8 
Kidney 16 24 20 0.9 0.8 0.4 
Spleen 1 1 2 0.5 1 1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Lungs 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.5 0-3 0·3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Intes- 0.5 0.7 2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.7 

tine 
Adre- <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0 0 0 

nals 

a CARPENTER et al. (1967). The polypeptides were labeled with 131I by the iodine monC' 
chloride method. 

b The animals became azotemic in 48 hours with the blood urea nitrogen rising from 
30 to 134 mgj100 mI, but they remained clinically well and active. 

to the liver and other organs was not significantly different from that in normal 
animals. Since the excess polymer in the serum was not equal to the amount 
which the kidneys would have extracted had they been present, the remainder 
must have been evenly distributed among the other body compartments. 
These findings show either that the liver was already functioning at its maxi
mum capacity for concentrating D-polymer or that some heterogeneity 
existed in the injected molecules such that the kidney rapidly extracted a 
certain population which was not readily taken up by the liver. There is some 
evidence for biological heterogeneity in synthetic polypeptides (GILL et aI., 
1964b), but it did not significantly affect serum elimination or tissue localiza
tion, since both were the same for the D-polypeptide when used before or after 
centrifugation at 105,OOOx G for 120 minutes. 

In summary, the marked differences in metabolic behavior between the 
isomeric polypeptides appear to be the major factor in the disparate immuno
genic potencies of the polypeptides. The liver is probably the major site of 
catabolism of the polypeptides, and the kidney is the main storage depot for 
the D-polypeptide. Since the D-polymer can be degraded to some extent, 
there may be D-proteases and D-peptidases in the rabbit. There is some 
evidence for the existence of such enzymes in the finding of an enzyme capable 
of degrading poly (D-Iysine) in the allantoic fluid of the chick embryo (TSUYUKI 
et aI., 1956b) and in pancreatic extracts (TSUYUKI et aI., 1956a). 

Under some circumstances antigenic competition can occur between the 
L- and D-isomers of a polypeptide when they are administered in Freund's 
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complete adjuvant. MAURER and PINCHUCK (1968) reported that immunization 
with 60 mg of a D-amino acid polymer in complete Freund's adjuvant de
pressed the response to the L-enantiomorph administered later in complete 
Freund's adjuvant. On the other hand, neonatal animals given a series of 
intraperitoneal and intravenous injections of D-amino acid polymers (130 mg 
in solution) showed a normal response to subsequent immunization with the 
L-enantiomorph in Freund's complete adjuvant. 

Studies of the metabolic fate and organ degradation of poly [y(D-glutamic 
acid)] from the capsule of the anthrax bacillis were undertaken by Goodman 
and his colleagues (ROELANTS et aI., 1969a, 1969b) in an attempt to correlate 
immunogenicity· with the metabolic fate of the antigen. The antigen was 
studied in three forms: soluble, alum-precipitated, and complexed with 
methylated bovine serum albumin (MeBSA). Only the complex with MeBSA 
in complete Freund's adjuvant elicited an antibody response in rabbits. The 
metabolic fate of poly [y(D-glutamic acid) ] following intravenous injection 
into rabbits is summarized in Table 5. All three forms of the antigen were 
rapidly cleared from the plasma, especially the soluble form. The soluble 
antigen and the MeBSA complex were degraded slowly and incompletely, 
whereas the alum-precipitated form was degraded rapidly and extensively. 
Only a homogenate of liver degraded poly [y(D-glutamic acid)]. The soluble 
and alum-precipitated forms were retained mainly in the liver, and some of 
the alum-precipitated form was also retained in the glomeruli and peri
glomerular regions of the kidney. The MeBSA complex was retained mainly 
in the kidney where it was in the glomeruli and the proximal convoluted tubules. 
In the spleen, the alum-precipitated antigen and the MeBSA complex were 
retained in the red pulp where they were associated with large mononuclear 
cells, presumably macrophages. Both forms of the antigen showed scattered 
localization in the white pulp, and the MeBSA complex also showed focal 
localization in the white pulp. 

The clearance from the plasma, the urinary excretion, and the total amount 
of polymer retained following injection of the three forms of the antigen into 
immunized rabbits were approximately the same as in normal animals. The 
major differences lay in the organ retention pattern: the MeBSA complex 
was retained mainly in the liver (50 %), whereas only a small amount was 
present in the kidney (5 %). In the immunized animals, the antigen retained 
in the spleen following the injection of soluble or alum-precipitated poly 
[y(D-glutamic acid) ] was extensively degraded, whereas the polymer in the 
animals immunized with the MeBSA complex was approximately 60 % intact. 

These studies showed that the metabolism of poly [y(D-glutamic acid) ] 
occurred mainly in the liver and that the main storage depots were the liver 
and the kidney. The relative proportions of polypeptide stored in these organs 
depended upon the form in which the antigen was presented and whether 
the animal had any circulating antibody. The only finding that suggested a 
correlation with immunogenicity was the retention of intact antigen in the 
spleen following immunization with the MeBSA complex, which was the only 
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Table 5. The metabolic tate and organ 

Form of Metabolic fate of tritiated poly [y(D-glutamic acid) ] 
poly [y(D-glutamic acid) ] intravenously into normal rabbits 
used for immunization 

antibody I plasma urinary excretion 
response b 

(fLg Abjml) 
2 hrs. 3 wks. 2 days 1wk. 3 wks. 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Soluble 0 1 <1 10 15 15 

Alum-precipitated 0 7 <1 25 65 85 

MeBSA-complexed 30-80 7 <1 5 15 15 

a ROELANTS et al. (1969 a, 1969 b). 
b Following intradermal or subcutaneous immunization with the antigen in 

complete Freund's adjuvant. 

form in which the antigen elicited an antibody response. The retention of 
antigen in lymphoid tissue in sensitized animals has been pointed out by 
several groups, but its relationship to immunogenicity is, as yet, unclear 
(COHEN et aI., 1966; HUMPHREY and FRANK, 1967; NOSSAL et aI., 1968a, 
1968b; MILLER et aI., 1968; MCCONAHEY et aI., 1968). 

Studies in Mice 
The metabolic fate of linear, enantiomorphic polypeptides (Table 6) has 

been studied in mice by JANEWAY, HUMPHREY and SELA (JANEWAY and SELA, 
1967; JANEWAY and HUMPHREY, 1968, 1969). Poly (DGlu51DAla40DTyr9) 
(No. 247) and poly(Glu49Ala43TyrB) (No. 253) were labeled with 1261 by the 
chloramine T method (GREENWOOD et al., 1963), and 5 fLg were injected in 
saline into the hind footpads of (CBA xC 57) F 1 hybrid mice of both sexes. 
The results of these experiments are summarized in Tables 6 and 7. The D
polymer was broken down 22 times more slowly than the L-polymer; in ad
dition, some of the intact D-polymer was excreted in the urine. After footpad 
injection, 200 to 1,000 times more D-polymer was retained in the draining 
lymph nodes and spleen than was the case with the L-polymer. The major 
sites for retention of the D-polypeptide were the liver and kidney; in the latter 
organ the polymer localized in the proximal convoluted tubules. Radio
autographs of the draining lymph nodes showed that the D-polymer was 
almost exclusively in macrophages and that the L-polymer was initially in 
macrophages and increasing also in germinal centers. Similar differences in 
the metabolism of the D- and L-polypeptides were seen in experiments using 
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degradation of poly [y(D-glutamic acid)]a 

injected Degradation of poly [y(D-glutamic State of polymer 
acid)] by organ homogenates d in the spleens of 

organ localization 
immunized rabbits 

(3 weeks) 

liver kidney spleen liver kidney spleen serum 
(%) (%) (%) or 

lymph 
node 

75 4 1 ++++ 0 0 0 extensively 
degraded 

12 1 0.1 extensively 
degraded 

11° 54° 17 ca. 60% 
intact 

° In immunized rabbits, 50% of the retained polypeptide was in the liver and 
5 % was in the kidney. Other localization patterns with the MeBSA-complexed 
antigen were similar to those observed in normal rabbits. 

d Incubated at 37° for 48 hours. Qualitative estimation ranges from 0 to + + + +. 

the same dose of antigen emulsified in complete Freund's adjuvant. Thus, 
the results of the metabolic studies in mice were quite similar to those in 
rabbits. 

A similar metabolic study was carried out using 1 ILg of poly (nGlu51nAla40 
nTyr9) (No. 247) injected intraperitoneally in saline into newborn mice (JANE
WAY and HUMPHREY, 1969). The patterns of organ localization were essentially 
the same as those in adults. In addition, the susceptibility of newborn mice to 
the induction of tolerance by the D-polypeptide was similar to the susceptibility 
of adults on a weight basis. 

The localization of antigen in adult (CBA X C 5 7) F 1 hybrid mice of both 
sexes was studied in detail by McDEVITT et al. (1966) and by HUMPHREY et al. 
(1967). The antigens used in these studies were poly (TyrSGlu15)-poly (nLAla73)

poly(Lys4) (No. 509) labeled with 1251 or similar antigen preparations labeled 
with 1261 and/or with tritium. When a single primary injection of 10 ILg 
antigen in saline was given into the hind footpads, approximately 1 % to 2 % 
was retained at the injection site after 24 hours, and much smaller amounts 
were retained by the lymph nodes, liver, spleen, lungs and kidneys. Most of 
the 1251 was excreted in the urine after the first 24 hours. Radioautographic 
study of the lymph nodes showed that there was marked retention of the 
antigen in the subcapsular sinus and in the medullary areas; the dense cortex 
and the intermediate zone showed very little label. Localization of the antigen 
over the germinal centers was very slight but definite: it was minimal at 
12 to 24 hours, more marked at 3 days, and quite definite, but still light, at 
7 and 14 days. 

3 c. T. in Microbiology, Vol. S4 
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Table 6. The physical chemical and biological properties 01 synthetic polypeptide antigens 
given lor 

Formula Polypeptide antigens 

No. type molecular weight 
weight percent 

tyrosine 

poly (D Glu51DAla40DTyr9) 247 linear 19,700 13·7 
poly ( Glu" Ala4STyrB) 253 linear 23,000 11.7 
polY(DGlu8°DLyss4DTyr&) 251 linear 44,000 7.2 

poly( Glu8°Lyss4Tyr&) 252 linear 61,000 7.2 
polY(DGlu49DAla4SDTyrB) 236 linear 33,800 12.8 
poly(TyrBGlu15)-polY(DLAla 73)_ 509 branched 232,000 14·3 

poly (Lys4) 
poly(Tyr, Glu)-polY(DLAla)-poly(Lys) branched 45,000 10.6 
poly(Tyr, Glu)-polY(DLAla)-poly(Lys) 594 branched 20,000 4.6 
poly (DTyr&D Glu4)-polY(DPr087)- 713 branched 171,000 9.0 

polY(DLys3) 
polY(DTyr2DGluS)-poly(Pro92)- 715 branched 225,000 2.9 

poly(Lys3) 
poly(Glu53Lys38TyrB) 2 linear 70,000 7.5 
poly(DGlu55DLys39DTyr&) 1 linear 93,000 7.5 

& Estimated and graded on a scale of ° to + + + +. 

In a second experiment, the localization of antigen given as a primary 
injection in complete Freund's adjuvant was studied. A large amount of antigen 
was retained at the injection site, and the pattern of tissue localization was 
similar to that seen with the injection of the antigen in saline, but the localiza
tion occurred somewhat more slowly and was quantitatively less intense. One 
difference was the existence of marked aggregates of radio-labeled antigen 
within or on the walls of dilated lymphatics in the nodes; this finding was 
apparently due to the presence of antigen-containing oil droplets. There was 
no evidence for the specific retention of antigen in antibody-producing cells. 

A third experiment explored the localization of antigen in the secondary 
response: the radioactive antigen was injected in saline following a primary 
dose of unlabeled antigen in Freund's complete adjuvant. The amounts of 
radio-labeled antigen retained were somewhat higher than the amounts 
retained at a corresponding time after the injection of the antigen in saline 
into unsensitized animals. There was a striking change in localization, however, 
with an intense concentration of antigen within all of the germinal centers of 
the lymphoid follicles. Again, there was no detectable antigen in plasma cells. 
Similar studies with 126I-Iabeled hemocyanin showed a pattern of distribution 
very similar to that seen with the synthetic polypeptide. Therefore, the major 
difference in antigen metabolism between primed and unprimed animals was 
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used tor metabolic studies in the mouse. The data tor the antigens used in rabbits are 
comparison 

Qualitative estimate of biological properties 3 References 

immuno- induction persistence 
genicity of in the animal 

tolerance 
serum tissues 

+ ++++ + +++ JANEWAY and HUMPHREY (1968) 
+++ 0 0 0 JANEWAY and HUMPHREY (1968) 
oto + + +++ JANEWAY (1969a); JANEWAY and 

SELA (1967) 
0 0 JANEWAY (1969a) 

+ +++ + +++ MEDLIN et al. (1970b) 
+ +++ McDEVITT et al. (1966) 

+++ HUMPHREY et al. (1967) 
o to + +++ HUMPHREY et al. (1967) 
++ ++ + +++ MEDLIN et al. (1970a) 

++ +++ ++ ++ MEDLIN et al. (1970a) 

+++ 0 0 0 GILL et al. (1965)b 
+ +++ 0 ++++ GILL et al. (1965)b 

b In the rabbit. 

the localization of antigen in the germinal centers of the lymphoid follicles 
in the primed animals. The significance of this observation for the induction 
or the maintenance of the immunological response is not clear, however. 

MEDLIN, HUMPHREY and SELA (1970a, 1970b) studied the immunogenicity 
and metabolism of the branched polypeptides poly (DTyt'DGlu4)-poly (DPr087)

polY(DLys3) (No. 713) and poly (DTyr2DGlu3)-poly (Pr092)-poly (Lys3) (No. 715) 
(Table 6) in adult (CBA xC 5 7) F 1 hybrid mice of both sexes. Both polypeptides 
were more immunogenic than linear polymers of D-amino acids, and a relatively 
high primary response was seen following the injection of the polymers in 
saline or in Freund's complete adjuvant. The authors ascribed the greater 
immunogenicity of the branched polypeptides to their higher molecular weight 
and greater degree of complexity. There was clear evidence of an increased 
secondary response after small primary doses administered in adjuvant and 
in the case of polY(DTyr2DGlu3)-poly(Pr092)-poly(Lys3) (No. 715), following 
primary injection in saline also. Such an anamnestic response was seen with 
linear polymers only after a long interval between the first course of im
munization and the booster injection (JANEWAY, 1969b). 

The dose dependence of the antibody response for both antigens was 
different from that described for other D-amino acid polypeptides in the mouse 
and in the rabbit. Within the dose range used, the larger the quantity of the 

3* 
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Table 7. The metabolic tate of enantiomorphic synthetic polypeptide antigens in 
(C BA xC 57)F 1 hybrid mice a 

Location Percentage of injected polypeptide 
retained in various locations 

3 days 7 days 14 days 21 days 

poly(DGlu51DAla40DTyr9) (No. 247) b, c 

Liver 13 15 11 12 
Kidney 32 17 9 12 
Spleen 1 1 1 1 
Draining lymph node 6 5 2 2 
Urine 20 25 35 45 

poly(Glu49Ala43Tyr8) (No. 253)b 
Liver 0·3 0.08 0.02 0.02 
Kidney 0.1 0.04 0.01 0.007 
Spleen 0.02 0.003 0 0 
Draining lymph node 0.03 0.01 0.006 0.006 
Urine 75 90 100 100 

a JANEWAY and HUMPHREY (1968). The polypeptides were labeled with 1251 by 
the chloramine T method. 

b Polymer in saline (5 [Lg) was injected into the hind footpads. A similar 
distribution pattern was seen when the polymer was incorporated into complete 
Freund's adjuvant. 

c Essentially the same results were obtained in newborn mice (JANEWAY and 
HUMPHREY, 1969). 

branched polymers given, the greater the primary response. A striking feature 
of the response to poly (DTyr6DGlu4)-poly(DPr087)-poly(DLys3) (No. 713) 
administered intravenously over a dose range of 0.01 to 100 [Lg was the presence 
of a primary antibody response without the induction of immunological 
memory or of paralysis. On the other hand, polY(DTyr2DGlu3)-poly(Pr092)
poly(Lys3) (No. 715) given in similar doses demonstrated a primary response 
which could then be followed by a secondary response or by partial or com
plete paralysis, depending upon the dose of antigen given initially. 

The degradation of polY(DTyr2DGlu3)-poly(Pr092)-poly(Lys3) (No. 715) 
in vivo was somewhat faster than that of polY(DTyr6DGlu4)-polY(DPr087)
poly(DLys3) (No. 713); the cumulative 1251 excreted by 24 days was 50 % and 
25 %, respectively. The initial phase of degradation was rapid, and nearly all 
the radioactivity excreted was soluble in trichloroacetic acid. After the first 
few days, however, 40 % of the excreted 1251 was bound to macromolecular 
material. The majority of the retained antigen was in the liver and the spleen, 
but relatively little was retained in the kidney, since the polymers were too 
big to be filtered through the glomerulus and absorbed by the tubule. A 
significant amount of polymer was excreted in the bowel where it was slowly 
degraded by feces; up to 15 % of the retained antigen was associated with 
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the intestinal tract. The polymers could also be degraded by urine, but not 
by serum. Simultaneous injection of either poly (DTyr6DGlu4)-poly (DPr087)
poly(DLys3) (No. 713) or poly (DTyr2DGlu3)-poly(Pr092)-poly(Lys3) (No. 715) 
and polY(DGlu49DAla43DTyrB) (No. 236) showed that administration of the 
linear polymer did not affect the clearance and degradation of the branched 
polymer. 

The organ localization of both branched polypeptides was essentially the 
same. In the spleen, they were in the phagocytes lining the sinusoids of the 
red pulp. Localization in the white pulp was restricted to macrophages, and 
there was little or no evidence for the presence of polypeptide in the germinal 
centers of lymphoid follicles. In lymph nodes, the polymers were sequestered 
in the macrophages of the medulla and the subcapsular sinus. The polypeptide 
in the liver was in the Kupffer cells lining the sinusoids. The kidney showed a 
small amount of polymer in the glomeruli and a very small amount in the 
proximal convoluted tubules. In the gastrointestinal tract, the retained poly
peptide was associated with macrophages in the wall of the bowel. One ex
cretory mechanism for the larger polymers, which could not be effectively 
excreted through the kidney, was phagocytosis and removal of the polymer
containing phagocytes through the bowel wall into the feces. This mechanism 
could not account for a major portion of the polymer excretion, however, and 
it was inferred that there must be extensive polymer degradation in the tissues. 
The amounts of the two branched polymers retained in the tissues, including 
the macrophages, were comparable (25 % to 50% of the injected dose), and it 
was approximately the same as the amount of poly(DGlu61DAla40DTyr9) (No. 247) 
retained in the tissues (20 to 60 % ). The major exception was the persistence 
of more poly (DTyr2DGlu3)-poly (Pr092)-poly (Lys3) (No. 715) in the circulation, 
and this was postulated to be the basis of the greater ability of this poly
peptide to induce tolerance. 

In summary, after intravenous administration of poly (DTyr6DGlu4)
poly (DPro87)-poly (DLys3) (No. 713), poly (DTyr2DGlu3)-poly (Pro92)-poly 
(Lys3) (No. 715) and poly (DGlu49DAla43DTyrB) (No.236), the polypeptides 
were removed rapidly from the blood and taken up by macrophages. The 
poly (DTyrBDGlu4)-poly (DPro87)-poly (DLys3) (No.713) was retained intra
cellularly so well that it vanished from the circulation, whereas poly (DTyr2 
DGlu3)-poly (Pr092)-poly (Lys3) (No.715) concentrations in the blood fell 
somewhat more slowly and remained present for a long period of time. Poly 
(DGlu49DAla43DTyrB) (No. 236) also remained present at low but detectable 
levels for several weeks. Thus, the capacity of the polymers to induce tolerance 
appeared to correlate with the level and duration of their persistence in the 
tissues and, especially, in the circulation (Table 6). The branched polymers 
injected in saline elicited readily detectable circulating antibody, whereas the 
linear polymer poly (DGlu49DAla43DTyrB) (No. 236) did not; the reason for this 
finding remains unexplained. Finally, these experiments showed that retention 
of antigens within macrophages did not, by itself, increase their immuno
genicity. 
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Studies in Guinea Pigs 
The metabolism of various conjugates of poly (L-Iysine) and poly (D-Iysine) 

in guinea pigs was investigated by LEVINE and BENACERRAF (1964). Studies 
in vitro utilized splenic preparations from responder and non-responding 
guinea pigs, which were made from frozen spleens extracted with phosphate
buffered saline and stored frozen until used. The enzymatic degradation of the 
polypeptide conjugates was performed in the presence of cysteine at pH 4.9 and 
at 37° for 20 hours; the concentration of the various conjugates in the digestion 

Table 8. The immunogenicity at various conjugates at poly(Lys) and POlY(DLys) in 
guinea pigs and their degradation in vitro and in vivo a 

Polymer 

F-poly(Lys) (h) 
F-poly(LysS) (h) 

DNP-poly(Lys) (1) 
DNP-poly(LysS) (1) 

F-polY(DLys) (1) 
DNP-polY(DLys) (1) 

Immuno
genicity in 
strain 2 and 
responder 
random bred 
guinea pigs 

+ 
± 

+ 

In vitro degradation 
by splenic enzymes 

re
sponderb 

non-re
sponderb 

degraded degraded 
degraded degraded 

none none 

In vivo degradation 
and urinary 
excretion 
(after 3 days) 

responder non-
responder 

70-90 % 60-80 % 
80-90% 

<1% 

a LEVINE and BENACERRAF (1964). The symbols are: (h), relatively high molecular 
weight (approximately 80,000); (1), relatively low molecular weight (20,000-40,000); 
LysS, succinylated lysine; F, fluorescein; and DNP, 2,4-dinitrophenyl. 

b The chromatographic patterns of the degradation products were the same for 
a given antigen in the responders and non-responders. 

Table 9. Response to various hapten-polycation complexes in guinea 

Guinea pig strain Response defined DNP-poly (Lys) 
by immunization 

[Lg Ab/ml DR [Lg Ab/ml with BPO-poly(Lys) 
(BSA complex) 

Strain 2 responder 820 +++ 
Random bred responder 1,600 ++++ 
Random bred non-responder 0 0 1,180 

Rank order of immunogenicity 1 
in responders 

Relative rate of trypsin 2 
hydrolysis 

a LEVINE (1969). All polymers had a relatively high molecular weight. 
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mixture was 2 mg/mL The digestion products were then analyzed by paper 
chromatography or by starch gel electrophoresis (Table 8). Fluorescein-labeled 
polylysine or succinylated polylysine was degraded by extracts from both 
responder and non-responder spleens, and the peptide patterns were approxi
mately the same. The succinylated conjugate was less immunogenic than the 
parent compound, but this was not reflected in the degradation patterns. The 
in vivo studies employed intraperitoneal injections of tritiated DNP-poly
lysine conjugates and detection of the radioactive label in the urine over a 
period of three days. From 70 % to 90 % of the DNP-polylysine was degraded 
by the responder guinea pigs, and 60 % to 80 % was degraded by the non
responders. Succinylation of DNP-polylysine did not significantly alter its 
degradation by non-responder guinea pigs, although the DNP-polylysine alone 
was immunogenic. Finally, poly (D-Iysine) was not degraded in vitro by splenic 
extracts nor was it degraded in vivo. Therefore, there appeared to be no direct 
correlation between the in vitro or in vivo degradation of the various polylysine 
antigens and their ability to elicit an immune response. However, in the cases 
where the polylysine derivatives were immunogenic, they could all be degraded, 
whereas the non-immunogenic poly (D-Iysine) could not be degraded. So, 
degradation may playa role in immunogenicity, but the relationship is not a 
simple and direct one. 

The dinitrophenyl derivatives of various polycations showed markedly 
different immunogenic potencies (LEVINE, 1969). The antibody response to 
DNP-derivatives of polylysine, polyarginine, polyhomoarginine and poly
ornithine are shown in Table 9. Strain 2 guinea pigs responded with a progres
sively decreasing amount of antibody to these derivatives, and the responders 
among random bred guinea pigs showed the same rank order of response. The 
non-responders of the random bred strain responded to the various conjugates 
when they were immunized with the polycation complexed with bovine serum 
albumin (BSA). However, this procedure destroyed the rank order of the im-

pigs and the susceptibility of these compounds to trypsin hydrolysisa 

DNP-poly(Arg) I DNP-poly(Rarg) I DNP-poly(Orn) 

[Lg DR [Lg Ab/ml [Lg DR [Lg Ab/ml [Lg DR [Lg Ab/ml 
Ab/ml (BSA AbJml (BSA Ab/ml (BSA 

complex) complex) complex) 

440 +++ 130 ++ 0 0 
400 +++ 120 ++ 20 0 
0 0 470 0 0 480 0 0 500 

2 3 4 

1 3 4 

I 
The symbols are: BPO, benzoylpenicillin; DR, delayed hypersensitivity and 

Rarg, homoarginine. DR graded on a scale of 0 to + + + + 
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mune response, and the guinea pigs responded to the polylysine conjugate 
much better than to the other polycation conjugates, which all elicited ap
proximately the same amount of antibody. 

In an effort to determine whether the rank order of immunogenicity was 
a function of the ability of the polymers to be hydrolyzed, the susceptibility 
of the various conjugates to hydrolysis by trypsin was tested. The rank order 
of hydrolysis was similar, but not the same: DNP-polyarginine was hydrolyzed 
faster than DNP-polylysine. Thus, there was no clear correlation between the 
susceptibility to trypsin hydrolysis and the rank order of immunogenicity. 

Radioactive Labels for Metabolic Studies 
The establishment of the validity of the iodine label is important, since it 

is used so frequently in metabolic studies. On the basis of the observation that 
slices of liver and kidney are capable of deiodinating thyroxin (ALBRIGHT et al., 
1954) and di-iodo-tyrosine (TONG et al., 1954) in vitro, deiodination of a labeled 
antigen without affecting the macromolecule itself has been postulated to 
occur in vivo. There is no evidence that this does occur, however, and meta
bolic studies in rabbits (CARPENTER et al., 1967) showed that the very active 
deiodinases of the kidney did not affect retained, iodine-labeled D-polymer. 
The experiments of LAWS (1952) on the metabolism of 131I-Iabeled albumin 
demonstrated the presence of small amounts of labeled peptides in addition to 
free iodide in the urine. This finding provides additional evidence that the 
protein was degraded and not simply deiodinated. Since animals provided 
with 131I alone did not excrete labeled peptides (CARPENTER et al., 1967), it 
seems unlikely that any significant reutilization of iodine occurred in animals 
whose thyroid function had been adequately blocked. Others have failed to 
show iodine reutilization as well (COHEN et al., 1956; WALTER et al., 1957). 

Experiments by JANEWAY (1969 a) on the validity of the iodine label 
utilized the hapten 4-hydroxY-3-iodo-5-nitrophenylacetic acid (NIP) con
taining 1311 conjugated to poly (DGlu6°DLys34DTyr6) (No. 251) or to poly 
(Glu6°Lys34Tyr6) (No. 252), which were then labeled with 1261. Mice were in
jected intraperitoneally with a solution of either NIP-polypeptide conjugate, 
and the catabolism of the polypeptide was followed. The catabolism was 
essentially the same when measured either by the excretion of 1261 or of 131I 
(Fig. 8). Thus, there was no evidence for a selective hydrolysis of the hapten 
from the polypeptide carrier, and both markers were valid labels. 

The validity of the external 1251 label and the internal tritium label was 
tested by using poly(Tyr, Glu)-polY(DLAla)-poly(Lys) labeled with 1251 by 
the chloramine T method and poly (Tyr, Glu)-polY(DLAla)-poly(Lys) (No. 594) 
synthesized with tritiated alanine and by using a doubly-labeled polymer, the 
tritiated polypeptide labeled with 1251 (HUMPHREY et al., 1967). In (CBAx C57) 
F 1 hybrid mice of both sexes, primary and secondary responses to the poly
peptides were studied. The tritiated polymer was less immunogenic than the 
iodinated polypeptide, and this was attributed to its lower tyrosine content 
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and smaller molecular weight (Table 6). The localizations of the tritiated, 
iodinated and iodinated-tritiated polypeptides were quite similar in the 
primary and secondary responses, and they were essentially the same as those 
described by McDEVITT et al. (1966). Again, no antigen was found in antibody
producing cells. Although the antigen localization patterns were the same with 
both labels, the ratio of tritium to 1261 in the retained, doubly-labeled antigen 
varied over a two to five-fold range. indicating a selective loss of iodine. This 
fi\lding was ascribed to the fact that the tenninal portions of the branched 
polymer. which contained the tyrosine, were relatively short compared with 
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Fig. 8. The cumulative excretion of 11'1 and 10$1 by mice injected with 95 Itg of poly 
(GlutOLYl'''Tyr') (NO. 252) or with 88ltg of poly(oGluHoLysNoTyr') (No. 25 1). Both 
polypeptides were labeled with lUI and coupled with the NI P hapten containing Ill! 

(NUlIP). (JANEWAY, 1969a) 

the inner polY(DLAla) sequences and were susceptible to L-amino acid peptid
ases present in cells and tissue fluids. Such enzymes would not split the bond 
between the adjacent alanine residues when one of them had the D-config
uration. Hence. the portion of the molecule containing the tritium would be 
indigestable. and the tritium label would be selectively retained in the tissues 
for a long period of time. Direct confirmation of this hypothesis was obtained 
by showing that the tyrosine-containing sidechains of the polypeptide could be 
cleaved when a 4 % solution of polypeptide was incubated for 2 to 15 hours at 
35 0 with normal mouse or rabbit serum. Thus, the authors concluded that 
radio-iodine can be regarded without qualification asa valid marker for antigens. 

There was no indication for the reutilization of tritium from the poly 
(DL-alanine) and, in addition, mice injected with tritiated DL-alanine did not 
show any specific organ localization of the amino acid ( H UMPHREY et al. , 1967). 
These findings sllggest that the tritium label was not reutilized. However, 
since the tritium was present in a form which was not very susceptible to 
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degradation, the question of the reutilization of tritium incorporated into a 
polypeptide and its influence on the validity of internal labeling with tritium 
as a radioactive marker has not been resolved. 

The use of tritium-labeled poly [y(D-glutamic acid)] apparently did not 
cause any significant problems with reutilization of the tritium (ROELANTS 
et al., 1969a, 1969b). The evidence against utilization of labile tritium atoms 
or of degradation products of the polypeptide was inferred from the following 
observations: (a) electrophoretic identity of all the radioactivity excreted in 
the urine or retained in the spleen with the electrophoretic patterns of glutamic 
acid; (b) the solubility in trichloroacetic acid of high molecular weight radio
active material isolated from the spleen - a property peculiar to high molecular 
weight y (D-glutamic acid) polypeptides; and (c) the resistence of the high 
molecular weight radioactive material to proteolytic digestion under conditions 
which extensively degraded other proteins, including poly [y(L-glutamic acid)]. 
These findings provide further evidence that the tritium label may be a useful 
radioactive label for metabolic studies. Nonetheless, they utilized an unusual 
antigen, and caution must be exercised in extrapolating to L-amino acid 
polypeptides and proteins. 

The use of ferrocene as a label resulted in serum elimination and urine 
excretion curves which were the same as those for the iodinated polymers 
(CARPENTER et aI., 1967). However, the organ localization of the polymers was 
influenced by the ferrocene label, and a significant amount of reutilization of 
iron occurred with incorporation into hemoglobin and into unknown materials 
in the liver and the kidneys. Ferrocene is also an excellent hematinic (MADINA
VEITIA, 1965), and its incorporation into liver has been previously documented 
(DRATZ et aI., 1964). For these reasons it is not as satisfactory for tissue studies 
as iodine, which appears to have the unique advantage of not being rein
corporated into other compounds. 

The 35S-sulfanilate, which GARVEY and CAMPBELL (1956, 1957) have used 
extensively, is similar to iodine in that it was not significantly reutilized but 
remained bound to the injected antigen, even after the latter was degraded to 
small peptides. HAUROWITZ and WALTER (1955) using the 35S-azophenylsulfonate 
label also found that retained 3DS-radioactivity persisted essentially unchanged 
and was bound· to a protein fraction. Results with the 14C-azobenzoate label 
(FRIEDBERG et aI., 1955) were similar, and in both cases double-label experi
ments showed that 3DS and 14C persisted in tissues much longer than 131!. 
However, it is not known to what extent the retained azophenylsulfonate and 
azobenzoate labels represent the persistence of antigen. Other studies (FLEI
SCHER et al., 1959; WALTER et aI., 1961) show that internal labels such as 
35S_ or 14C-amino acids lead to a considerable amount of reutilization, and 
incorporation into tissue protein may occur. 

In conclusion, external labels are probably the most reliable of the available 
isotopic labels for macromolecules, and of these, iodine provides the best 
tracer for metabolic studies. 
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Discussion 
When an animal is injected with an antigen, there is a balance between 

immunological stimulation and paralysis which depends upon the chemistry 
of the antigen and the genetic background of the host. This balance varies for 
each antigen, and the chemical properties of the antigen set the level and range 
of dosage that can be used in stimUlating an antibody response. The antigen 
acts intact, and the role of antigen catabolism is to function in concert with 
the original dose to regulate the amount of antigen available to stimulate 
antibody formation. A poor immunogen is probably a molecule that induces 
tolerance easily, but this proposition is a difficult one to test, since the mech
anism of tolerance is not well understood. 

One hypothesis to explain the action of antigen at the cellular level proposes 
that stimulation or tolerance depends upon the same sequence of events, which 
is governed by the mass action law and whose outcome depends upon multiple, 
interrelated equilibria. The amount of antigen that is available to stimulate 
immunocompetent cells depends upon the dose, the time over which it is given, 
and the rate at which the antigen is degraded in vivo. The ability of this ef
fective concentration of antigen to stimulate an antibody response or to induce 
tolerance depends upon the genetically determined number of immuno
competent cells capable of reacting with the antigen and the binding affinity 
of the cellular receptors. The effector substances (antibodies or sensitized cells) 
which are induced following stimulation probably have a direct effect on the 
immunocompetent cell, or cells, in such a manner as to exert a negative feed
back control. The population of immunocompetent cells capable of reacting 
with a given antigen and producing antibody could be increased by periodic 
stimulation with the appropriate amount of antigen; in this way tolerance 
could be avoided. In like manner, immunological memory may be due to the 
continued stimulation of the immunocompetent cell population by small 
amounts of antigen retained in the host. The retained antigen does not have to 
reside in the lymphoid tissue, but it may be released slowly into the circulation 
from a variety of tissues. 
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1. Introduction 

a) Scope 
The study of antigenic specificity determinants has long been a subject of 

interest. Since the early studies of LANDSTEINER (1945) on the specificity of 
serological reactions and through numerous recent investigations with synthetic 
antigens (SELA, 1966) as well as protein conjugates (BOYD, 1962; PRESSMAN 
and GROSSBERG, 1968), efforts have been aimed at the elucidation of the 
structural features which are characteristic of the sites against which the 
antibodies are formed. Antibodies can be produced against the majority of 
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naturally occurring proteins as well as against many synthetic and artificial 
antigens. Whereas in the latter case the formation of antibodies against known 
structural groupings is elicited by defined specificity determinants, planted on 
carriers, in the case of naturally occurring proteins multiple different antigenic 
determinants are present on the same antigen molecule, and no information is 
available on the particular groups, or arrangements of groups, which elicit 
antibody production, or serve as points of recognition by the antibodies. 
Attempts have been made to identify such determinants by comparing the 
immunological cross-reaction between antigens of related structure, by investi
gation of the effects of chemical modification on the serological specificity, 
and by characterization of immunologically reactive fragments of the antigen 
(e.g. CRUMPTON, 1967; ATASSI and SAPLIN, 1968; SHINKA et al., 1962, 1967; 
BENJAMINI etal., 1964). It should be borne in mind, however, that the results 
of each such investigation depend not only on the antigen used but on the 
antiserum as well. The presence of many specificity determinants on the same 
antigen brings about inevitable heterogeneity in the antibodies, and different 
individual antisera will, therefore, differ in their potential capacity to react 
with the various antigenic sites of the homologous antigen. To overcome or 
bypass this difficulty, it is desirable to have means of differentiation between 
antisera which vary in the distribution of antibodies with distinct specificities 
towards different antigenic determinants on the same multideterminant anti
gen. 

Enzyme-anti-enzyme systems offer the required flexibility for this type of 
investigation, because these antigens possess biological activity which resides 
in a limited area of the molecule. Antibodies specific towards this or related 
regions, inhibit the catalytic activity. Consequently, the contribution of diffe
rent determinants to the immunological reactivity of an enzyme can be eva
luated in the light of their relationship to its catalytic site. While this 
point will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, it may be illustrated here 
by one example: the totality of antibodies against papain has been found to 
be separable into two fractions, one of which contains highly efficient 
inhibitors of enzymic activity, whereas the other one lacks completely the 
capacity to inactivate the enzyme (ARNON and SHAPIRA, 1967). These two 
fractions are undoubtedly reactive with distinct regions on the surface of the 
papain molecule, regions which are differently related to the catalytic site. 
Enzyme-anti-enzyme systems can thus serve as a tool in the study and locali
zation of antigenic specificity determinants. 

b) Topics Approached by Immunoenzymological Studies 
Concomitantly with its direct contribution to the study of antigenic deter

minants, the immunological approach to the study of enzymes has also assisted 
in the pursuit of several other problems arising in contemporary biology and 
enzyme research, and which derive from the antigenic multivalency of enzymes. 

The question of biochemical evolution can serve as an excellent illustration 
for the fruitfulness of the immunoenzymological approach. Antibodies to specific 
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enzymes can be employed, for example, in the search for enzymes of biological 
pathways which disappeared in the course of evolution, or to detect the extent 
of similarity between enzymes that persisted through the ages. In cases where 
the primary sequence of the enzymes is known, the elucidation of the immuno
logical behaviour is feasible in precise molecular terms and should provide 
a sensitive probe of the surface conformation, in addition to the contribution 
in identifying antigenic determinants. The extensive studies on cytochrome c 
(e.g. MARGOLIASH et aI., 1967) have indeed demonstrated the power of this 
analytical approach. They demonstrated that antisera prepared against any 
one of several cytochromes c (the complete amino acid sequence of which is 
known) cross-react to a varying extent with the proteins from over 25 other 
species. The study of such a cross-reaction between molecules that have mini
mal differences in their amino acid sequence has made it possible to localize 
and identify some of the antigenic determinants, and to prove that they 
involve certain amino acid residues and not others. 

In many cases the evolutionary changes that occur in the molecular 
composition and structure of an enzyme may be very extensive although the 
catalytic activity and specificity are barely affected. By studying the immuno
logical interactions of isofunctional enzymes isolated from different species, 
one might therefore expect cross-inhibition by the antibodies to accompany 
the cross-reaction, and this would imply greater similarity between the struc
tures of the catalytic centers or related regions in the enzyme molecules than 
between other regions. In this case again conclusions about the localization 
of antigenic determinants could be drawn. 

Structure-function correlation is one of the most important aspects in 
enzyme research, its goal being the elucidation of the structure of the catalytic 
site. Modification of enzymes has been a valuable means of determining which 
amino acids take part in the interaction with the substrate. Immunological 
studies on such modified enzymes can serve to define the nature of a particular 
modification; thus the correlation between enzymic and immunological activity 
may point to the role which the active site plays in the antigenic make-up 
of the enzyme molecule. In the case of ribonuclease, for example, chemical 
modification has been used to pinpoint three different amino acid residues 
which are essential for the maintenance of catalytic activity but play no part 
in the antigenic properties of the molecule (STARK, STEIN and MOORE, 1961; 
HIRS et al., 1961; BROWN, 1963). Similar studies performed with trypsin also 
indicated that modifications which affect the catalytic activity do not coincide 
with those changing the immunological reactivity (ARNON and NEURATH, 
1970). On the other hand, numerous other cases have been reported where 
chemical modifications of enzymes simultaneously influenced both the enzy
mic and the immunological properties of the enzymes (e.g. HABEEB and 
ATASSI, 1969). 

Many enzymes, chiefly animal proteases, are present within the tissues in 
the form of inactive precursors called zymogens or proenzymes. In this way 
they are prevented from exerting their destructive power on the protein 
4 c. T. in Microbiology, Vol. 54 
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components of the tissue in which they originate. Limited hydrolysis of some 
peptide bonds is usually necessary for the conversion of the proenzymes to 
the active enzymes; however, in some systems (e.g. procarboxypeptidase 
activation, YAMASAKI et al., 1963) this process involves the removal of a large 
part of the zymogen molecule. The immunological study of a given proenzyme 
and the immunochemical relationship to its affiliated enzyme will permit not 
only the characterization of both constituents as antigens, but can also give 
an indication of the structural and conformational changes, or of the "expo
sure", of regions, involved in the activation process. 

Another important feature of many enzymes is the participation of a 
prosthetic group, such as a metal atom, in the construction of the active 
molecule. In most cases this group is essential for the enzymatic activity. 
Immunological studies on apoenzymes and the respective enzymes can point 
to the role which the prosthetic group, and the area contiguous to it in the 
enzyme molecule, playas antigenic determinants, or in stabilizing the native 
conformation. Comparisons might be drawn with the conversion of metmyo
globin to apomyoglobin (CRUMPTON, 1966). In this case antibodies specific 
towards haem-free apomyoglobin did react with metmyoglobin to yield a 
positive precipitin reaction, but the ferrihaem group could not be detected 
in the precipitate. These findings do not only serve as corroborating evidence 
for the existence of conformational differences between the two proteins, but 
also indicate that the combination with anti-apomyoglobin antibodies induced 
a conformational change in metmyoglobin. 

There are other properties of enzymes which are suitable for immediate 
investigation by an immunological approach. These concern, on the one hand, 
the genetic basis of the multiple forms in which many enzymes are found, 
and on the other hand, the existence of allosteric enzymes. The occurrence 
of multiple forms of enzymes has been known for a long time and recently 
has been recognized as a general phenomenon. Most of these multiple molecular 
forms have been found by electrophoresis, but immunochemical methods are 
available and may playa role in the quantitation of the different forms 
and in detecting the structural differences between them. Furthermore, since 
we assume that it is a difference in the genes controlling the synthesis 
of these multiple forms which is the basis for their occurrence, we can 
generalize the phenomenon of multiple molecular forms to include genetically 
altered enzymes as well in this class of enzymes. The very interesting results 
concerning differences detected in single amino acid substitution in genetically 
altered alkaline phosphatase (COCKS and WILSON, 1969) may serve as an 
excellent illustration of this point. 

It is not the purpose of this article to serve as an extensive survey of the 
literature. In the following pages I shall try to discuss the various problems 
mentioned above, and the impetus given to their exploration by the immuno
chemical studies of the pertinent enzymes in each case. The main emphasis, 
however, will be on the contribution of the many different antigenic deter
minants which are present on the enzyme surface to their overall immuno-
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logical properties, and the consequent potential possessed by antibodies to 
enzymes for the identification and elucidation of such specificity determinants. 

2. Inhibition and Enhancement of Enzyme Activity 
by Specific Antibodies 

a) Mechanism of Inhibition 
The interaction between enzymes and their respective antibodies leads 

generally to a reduction in the enzyme activity. In some cases the enzyme 
is completely inhibited by the antibody, in others - partially and in a few 
cases no inhibition can be detected. A few exceptions to this phenomenon 
have also been reported, thus it has been shown that sometimes antibodies 
can even stimulate the activity of the enzyme, but this effect has been 
manifested mainly when poor substrates were used for the assay of catalytic 
activity or with mutant enzymes which by themselves have low catalytic 
activity (reviewed by CINADER, 1967). Several attempts have been made to 
elucidate the mechanism of the inhibition; however, it has not been found 
possible to arrive at a unified concept on the basis of results obtained with 
a large number of different enzymes (MARRACK, 1950; NAJJAR and FISHER, 
1956; CINADER, 1957, 1967). Hence, regardless of whether a single mechanism 
can be ascribed to the reduction of the enzymic activity or whether each 
enzyme-antibody system represents a separate and unique problem, a number 
of factors are considered for the evaluation of the mechanism of inhibition for 
any particular enzyme which is investigated. The mechanism is then defined 
according to these factors, as will be illustrated by a few examples in the 
following: 

a) The extent of inhibition of an enzyme by its antibodies is frequently 
related to the size of the substrate, as has been shown for several enzyme 
- anti-enzyme systems such as ribonuclease (BROWN et al., 1959; BRANSTER 
and CINADER, 1961), neuraminidase (FAZEKAS DE ST. GROTH, 1963), trypsin 
(ARNON and SCHECHTER, 1966) and papain (SHAPIRA and ARNON, 1967). 
These results led to the conclusion that the inhibition by antibodies is 
attributable mainly to steric hindrance. The effect is not necessarily due to 
the formation of antigen-antibody aggregates, as indicated, for example, by 
the finding that monovalent papain-produced anti-RNase fragments, which 
are capable of forming only soluble complexes, nevertheless inhibited the 
enzymatic activity of RNase on RNA more efficiently than on the small 
molecular weight substrate cytidine 2', 3'-cyclic phosphate (CINADER and 
LAFFERTY, 1964). 

b) Still, aggregate formation does contribute to steric hindrance, since it 
interferes with the access of substrate to the catalytic site. This has been 
demonstrated for several enzymes such as muscle glycogen phosphorylase 
(MICHAELIDES et aL, 1964), carbamyl phosphate synthetase (MARSHALL and 
COHEN, 1961) and papain (SHAPIRA and ARNON, 1967). The additional inhibi
tory effect observed in these cases due to aggregate formation may reflect the 
4· 
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relative positioning on the enzyme molecule of the antibody combining sites, 
namely the antigenic specificity determinants on the one hand, and the cataly
tic site on the other. 

c) An additional factor which has been found to participate in the inhibition 
involves conformational changes imposed on the enzyme by its interaction 
with the antibody. The role of such changes in the mechanism of inhibition 
has been suggested by NAJJAR and FISHER (1956), and was implied also from 
the findings of SAMUELS (1963), who showed that the substrate can protect an 
enzyme like creatine kinase for example, from subsequent inactivation by its 
specific antibodies. Direct evidence for this effect has been provided by enzyme 
systems such as penicillinase, in which the interaction with the antibodies 
brought about enhancement of the enzymatic activity (POLLOCK et al., 1967). 
In this case it was shown that the activation is manifested mainly when the 
penicillinase is assayed on substrates which are poorly hydrolyzed by the 
enzyme. Consequently ZYK and CITRI (1965, 1968b) proposed that the effect 
of the antibody is to constrain the conformative changes imposed on the 
enzyme by its substrate, and therefore would result in the inhibition of 
hydrolysis of the more susceptible substrate, but in the apparent stimulation 
of the hydrolysis of substrates which are more resistant to the action of 
penicillinase. Stimulation of catalytic activity by the specific antibodies has 
been observed also with several other enzymes such as amylase (OKADA, 1963), 
ribonuclease (SUZUKI et al., 1969) and p-galactosidase (ROTMAN and CELADA, 
1968). In the last case MESSERS and MELCHERS (1970), working with mutants' 
enzyme, proposed evidence that the activation which accompanies the inter
action by the antibodies certainly involves conformational changes. 

It can be concluded, therefore, that antibodies to enzymes affect the 
catalytic activity by steric hindrance and/or conformational changes, and that 
their mode of action is different for different enzymes. 

b) Inhibition -A Reflection of the Nature and Distribution of Antigenic 
Determinants 

One of the features characterizing the inhibition of most enzymes by their 
respective antibodies is the residual catalytic activity persisting even in extreme 
antibody excess, an activity which is not reduced by the addition of more 
antibody. This effect has been observed with many systems, especially when 
low molecular weight substrates were used for the activity assay (reviewed by 
CINADER, 1957, 1963, 1967). This phenomenon can be interpreted at least 
in two ways. One possible explanation is that the antibodies inhibit according 
to a uniform mechanism; each enzyme molecule is partially inhibited, while 
retaining a residual enzymic activity after its combination with the antibody. 
Alternatively, the antibody popUlation could be regarded as being inherently 
heterogeneous, consisting of species which differ in their inhibitory capacity. 
Undoubtedly, many antigenic determinants are present on the surface of each 
enzyme molecule and those are apt to give rise to heterogeneous antibody 
populations. There is no reason to assume that all or any of these antigenic 
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determinants should include the catalytic site or the substrate-binding site of 
the molecule. On the other hand, if antibodies should exist whose specificity 
were directed towards groupings associated with the active center of the en
zyme, their reaction with it would be expected to bring about inhibition of 
the enzymic activity, and the inhibitory capacity of such antibodies could 
indeed be higher than that of antibodies whose specificity is directed towards 
other regions of the antigen. The role of the antibody in the inhibition of the 
catalytic activity of an enzyme would then depend largely on its narrow 
specificity. 

The validity of this second premise was demonstrated in studies with several 
enzyme systems by the actual separation of the antibodies into fractions that 
varied in their inhibitory capacity. Enzyme systems in which the reaction 
with antibody may result in enhancement of the catalytic activity are a case 
in point. For example, POLLOCK (1964) has shown that antisera against 
penicillinase contained both inhibiting and stimulating antibodies and he 
suggested a procedure for the enrichment of the serum in either of these 
activities (adsorption of the sera with small amounts of enzyme). Subse
quently, ZYK and CITRI (1968a) fractionated the antibodies using Pollock's 
procedure, and succeeded in precipitating the inhibitory antibodies alone, 
leaving behind a supernatant solution which retained only the stimulatory 
antibodies. A similar approach, namely, the use of a small amount of enzyme 
for the limited selective precipitation of the antibodies, was also employed 
by FUCHS et al. (1969) in the staphylococcal nuclease system. In this case 
the authors fractionated the antibodies according to their mode of interaction 
with the enzyme in the presence or absence of Ca++ and substrate analogues. 
Although the resultant two fractions were capable of inhibiting nuclease 
activity, they probably acted through different mechanisms, since only the 
inhibition by the fraction retained in the supernatant could be protected by 
Ca++ and substrate analogues. It appears, therefore, that this is the fraction 
that interacts with determinants that are related to the substrate-binding 
site of the enzyme. 

Selective fractionation of antibodies was also achieved in another system 
shown to contain activating antibodies. Thus, SUZUKI et al. (1969) succeeded 
in isolating one rather homogeneous fraction of stimulatory antibodies along
side ten other fractions of neutralizing antibodies from anti-ribonuclease, by 
column fractionation on DEAE-Sephadex. In contrast to the cases reported 
beforehand, the fractionation in this case was based, therefore, on differences 
in charge between the various antibody fractions. Antibodies to lactate 
dehydrogenase have also been fractionated, either by rate zonal ultra
centrifugation in sucrose gradient, or by differential elution from a DEAE
cellulose column, into several distinct fractions with differing properties (NG 
and GREGORY, 1969). Some of these fractions gave very high titers in the 
passive hemagglutination reaction with the enzyme but caused little or no 
inhibition of its catalytic activity; other fractions were capable of inhibiting 
the enzyme but caused little or no hemagglutination. The non-inhibitory anti-
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bodies could protect the enzyme from inactivation by the inhibitory anti
bodies. 

All the examples cited above clearly indicate that the total anti-enzyme 
population indeed consists of antibody species which differ in their inhibitory 
properties, and that these may be separated by suitable means. Evidence for 
the assumption that the inhibitory capacity of the antibodies is indeed depen
dent on their narrow specificity, namely on the antigenic determinants of the 
enzyme with which they combine, was given by the system papain - anti-papin 
(ARNON and SHAPIRA, 1967). In this case, antibodies with different inhibitory 
capacities were fractionated on the basis of their ability to cross-react with 
a related enzyme, chymopapain - which presumably contains similar antigenic 
determinants. Cross-reaction between isofunctional enzymes, either those isola
ted from different species or those obtained from different organs of the same 
species, is a widespread phenomenon (see Chapter 3). In most of these cases 
the cross-reaction is accompanied by cross-inhibition of the enzymes by the 
respective cross-reacting antibodies. Such cross-inhibition was observed not 
only between equifunctional enzymes of different origins, but also between 
different enzymes having similar active sites such as trypsin and chymo
trypsin (ARNON and SCHECHTER, 1966). In the case of papain and chymo
papain the two enzymes cross-precipitate with each other and are also cross
inhibited by their respective antisera. It could, therefore, be assumed that the 
regions in the molecule which the two enzymes have in common include those 
antigenic determinants whose interaction with the antibodies is responsible for 
the decrease in catalytic activity of both enzymes. The fraction of the anti
bodies in anti-papain serum that cross-reacted with chymopapain was conse
quently isolated on a chymopapain immunoadsorbent, and was indeed shown 
to possess high inhibitory capacity, much higher than that of the total antibody 
preparation. On the other hand, the antibodies that could not bind to the 
chymopapain immunoadsorbent were hardly inhibitory at all (Fig. 1). Hence, 
the partial inhibition of papain by the totality of its antibodies may be 
regarded as an over-all value expressing the probability of the interaction 
of the enzyme with the various antibody species which constitute the hetero
geneous antibody population. 

The antibodies which comprise the inhibitory fraction are specific for those 
antigenic determinants on the papain molecule which are present on chymo
papain as well, and as expected they reacted equally well with the two enzymes, 
both in forming antigen-antibody complexes and in inhibiting their enzymic 
activity. Moreover, antibodies with identical properties were subsequently 
isolated also from anti-chymopapain serum by employing a parallel procedure 
(ARNON and SHAPIRA, 1968). The antigenic determinants common to the two 
related enzymes therefore served as haptenic groups for the selection of anti
bodies with the same determinant specificity elicited by two different antigens; 
the handle to prove this effect was the inactivation of catalytic activity. 

Another system in which the inhibition of catalytic activity led to the 
fractionation of antibodies according to their narrow specificity is lysozyme-
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anti-lysozyme. The existence of non-inhibitory antibodies in this system was 
indicated in early experiments (SHINKA et al., 1962) by the formation of some 
antigen-antibody complexes which were enzymatically active. In later studies, 
it was demonstrated that antibody fractions with different inhibitory proper
ties could actually be separated from anti-lysozyme serum. This was achieved 
by two different procedures. One approach was based on the availability of 
methods for the isolation of immunologically active fragments of lysozyme 
containing distinct antigenic determinants (SHINKA et al., 1967; FUJIo et al., 
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Fig. 1. Inhibition of the enzymatic activity of papain (50 (Lg) on benzoyl-L-arginine 
ethyl ester by the total anti-papain antibodies preparation (.) and by the two selectively 
fractionated species, i.e. the fraction that was isolated on chymopapain immuno
adsorbent (.&.) and the antibodies that could not bind to chymopapain immuno
adsorbent (_). The open triangles (t.) indicate the inhibition of chymopapain (50 (Lg) 
by the fraction of anti-papain antibodies that was isolated on chymopapain immuno-

adsorbent. Source: ARNON and SHAPIRA (1967) 

1968a, 1968b; ARNON, 1968). Two such fragments were isolated, one peptide 
was derived from the portion Gln57 to AlaI07 , and the other from the amino 
and carboxy terminal regions of hen egg-white lysozyme. Utilization of these 
fragments for the preparation of immunoadsorbents led to the isolation of 
antibody fractions with different capacities to inhibit the catalytic activity of 
lysozyme (IMANISHI et al., 1968; ARNON, 1968). However, neither of these 
selected antibody fractions had higher inhibitory capacity than that possessed 
by the total antibody population, or by a mixture of the two separated 
fractions (Fig. 2). This was observed when the enzyme activity was assayed 
with both high and low molecular weight substrates. It appears, therefore, 
that the antibodies specific to these two antigenic determinants of lysozyme 
do not playa direct, decisive role in the neutralization of the enzyme by its 
antibodies, a finding which is not surprising in view of the knowledge that 
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the amino acid sequences of which these fragments consist are not involved 
in the catalytic function of the enzyme (PHILLIPS, 1967). 

A highly inhibitory antibody fraction from anti-lysozyme serum was 
recently isolated by means of a different approach: based on the findings of 
FELLENBERG and LEVINE (1967) that a small molecular weight lysozyme 
inhibitor, tri-N-acetyl glucosamine, partially inhibited the serological activity 
of lysozyme, IMANISHI et al. (1969) used the same inhibitor for the dissocia
tion of lysozyme - anti-lysozyme complexes. The antibodies fractionated in 
that manner (comprising 7-8 % of the total precipitating antibody) were 
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Fig. 2. Inhibition of the catalytic activity of lysozyme on penta-N-acetyl glucosamine 
by the various antibody species: • -total antilysozyme antibodies; • -the fraction 
of antibodies isolated on an immunoadsorbent containg a lysozyme fragment (residues 
60-83 and 91-108); ... -the antibodies which could not bind to the above 

immunoadsorbent. Source: ARNON (1968) 

efficient inhibitors, even as regards the lysozyme activity on small molecular 
weight substrate. Although this antibody fraction was still precipitable with 
lysozyme, an effect implying that these antibodies are not specific to the 
substrate-binding site exclusively, a selective fractionation based on inhibitory 
capacity was indeed achieved in this case, resulting in antibodies toward a 
limited number of antigenic sites. 

In conclusion, the inhibitory properties of the antibodies are dependent 
on the determinants towards which they are specific. In several cases, methods 
have been devised for the isolation of antibodies specific to determinants 
which are related to the catalytically active site. Those antibody fractions 
carry the inhibitory capacity. 

3. Inhibition of Catalytic Activity - A Probe into the Study 
of Evolution of Enzymes 

In general, the process of evolution has been in the direction of greater 
diversity of the enzymes both in chemical structure and in biological speci
ficity. Whereas the latter leads to the occurrence of homologous enzymes 
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with different specificities such as trypsin and chymotrypsin (WALSH and 
NEURATH, 1964) , the fonner led to the existence of equifunctional enzymes 
in many species or in various organs of the same species. The relationships 
between such phylogenetically homologous enzymes involve not only chemical 
similarity, but confonnational homology as well, for which immunological 
cross-reaction may be taken as corroborating evidence. Isofunctional enzymes 
may bear greater similarity in regions of the molecule which participate in 
the catalytic activity. In these cases one may expect considerable inhibition 
of the catalytic activity by cross-reacting antibodies. And, just as immuno
logical cross-reaction indicates similarity between antigenic detenninants, the 
cross-inhibition may be taken to imply similarity of the structure of the 
catalytic center or regions related to it on the enzymes' surface. 

The studies reported in the literature are concerned with the two types 
of relationships: on the one hand, the comparison of enzymes that originate 
from different organs of the same species, and on the other hand, studies 
comparing isofunctional enzymes from different species. An interesting observa
tion in several investigations in which a particular enzyme isolated from 
different organs was subjected to such a comparative study, is the finding of 
a large extent of cross-reaction, implying almost complete identity between 
enzymes originating in some organs, contrasted with the lack of any cross
reaction with the enzyme derived from another organ of the same species. 
Amylases from hog pancreas and saliva, for example, were reported to be 
very similar to each other and distinctly different from hog liver amylase 
(McG EACHIN and REYNOLDS, 1960). Similarly, fructose-1 ,6-diphosphatases from 
liver and kidney were found to be identical according to the criteria of both 
gel diffusion and inhibition by antibodies, but were completely different from 
the muscle enzyme which did not precipitate with the antibodies to the liver 
enzyme, nor was it inhibited by them (ENSER et aI., 1969). Close similarity 
was also reported between lactic dehydrogenases from human heart, kidney, 
prostate, brain and erythrocytes but no relationship with the enzyme isolated 
from human liver or skeletal muscle (NISSELBAUM and BODANSKY, 1961). 
Human alkaline phosphatase from different organs such as liver, placenta or 
kidney were found to be distinctly different from each other, not allowing 
any immunological cross-reaction. On the other hand, cathepsins D isolated 
from liver, spleen, heart, kidney, testis, brain and limb bones were all found 
to be identical according to their reaction with specific antiserum to liver 
cathepsin D (WESTON, 1969). It appears, therefore, that enzymes at the same 
evolutionary level are probably very similar or even identical; enzymes from 
the same species that do not relate immunologically may constitute different 
proteins altogether, although they catalyse the same reaction. 

Enzymes isolated from different species in most cases do cross-react with 
each other, but they exhibit much more gradual differences and similarities 
than enzymes from the same species. The extent of cross-reaction and cross
inhibition by their antibodies seems to be dependent on the phylogenetic 
distance between the species compared and on the similarity in their amino 
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acid sequence. A few examples will illustrate this point: lysozymes from 
16 species of birds were examined for their reactivity in the complement 
fixation test with anti-hen egg-white lysozyme (ARNHEIM and WILSON, 1967). 
The strongest cross-reaction was obtained with quail lysozyme, while pheasants 
were at the weaker end of the reactivity series. These results were unexpected 
since, according to zoological evidence, pheasant is closer to hen; however, 
a subsequent comparison of the amino acid sequences of these lysozymes 
revealed only one or two amino acid interchanges between hen and quail 
lysozymes, compared to seven interchanges in the pheasant enzyme (ARNHEIM 
et a1., 1969) thus indicating that the amino acid sequence is a more decisive 
factor than zoological relationship. In another study MARON et al. (1970a) 
have shown the extent of relatedness between several bird and human lyso
zymes. According to their observations, guinea-hen lysozyme is closer to hen 
lysozyme than the duck protein, and the latter may be separated into two 
chromatographic fractions which differ in their reactivity with anti-hen lyso
zyme, a finding which is consistent with the known replacement of one 
glycine residue by arginine in the less reactive species (JOLLES et al., 1967). 
Among the human proteins - milk lysozyme gave a definite and reproducible 
reaction, in contrast to enzyme from normalleucocytes, suggesting that the 
latter has even less in common with hen egg-white lysozyme than the human 
milk lysozyme. 

Another example for such gradual divergence was offered by the study of 
catalases (SZEINBERG et a1., 1969). Antibodies to human erythrocyte catalase 
reacted with catalases from various species, but according to the extent of 
cross-reaction the animals could be classified into four groups within which 
identical reaction was observed: 1) man, Rhesus monkey, Vervet monkey; 
2) horse, donkey, guinea pig; 3) goat, sheep, calf; 4) dog. The order of cross
reaction in this case relates to the evolutionary pattern. 

Studies with trypsins from various species were also aimed at the elucidation 
of the evolutionary pattern. The cross-reactions between four different trypsins 
(originating from both higher mammals and lower vertebrates), and the 
respective antisera to all of them were compared. According to the relative 
immunological cross-reactions and inhibitory effects caused by the antibodies, 
conclusions could be reached about the extent of relatedness among these 
different trypsins and about the order in which these enzymes developed 
during evolution. The order of "similarity" between them, according to the 
immunological criteria, was established to be bovine> porcine> dogfish> star
fish, indicating that trypsin existed millions of years before the appearance of 
man (ARNON and NEURATH, 1969). 

The enzyme most extensively studied in this respect is undoubtedly cyto
chrome c (MARGOLIASH et a1., 1970). Precipitating antisera against human, 
monkey and horse cytochromes c were prepared, and compared for their 
cross-reactivity with cytochromes c from 25 different species. It was found 
that cytochromes c from different species which have identical amino acid 
sequences were immunologically indistinguishable. On the other hand, in those 
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cytochromes c which differ by a single amino acid residue, the immunological 
distinction may vary from very minor to major. When the difference involves 
several residues, there is a rough correlation between the number of differences 
in primary structure among the various cytochromes c and the homologous 
antigen, and the extent of their immunological cross-reactivity. This subject 
will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter which will describe the 
identification of antigenic determinants of cytochrome c. 

In some cases the lack of immunological cross-reaction or cross-inhibition 
by the antibodies may also have a bearing on phylogeny. A case in point 
is the relationship between hen egg-white lysozyme and bovine a.-lactalbumin. 
These two proteins have been shown to possess similar structural features 
(BREW and CAMPBELL, 1967): they have similar molecular weights, a similar 
number of disulfide bonds, and closely related amino acid sequences in which 
the four disulfide bonds are in identical positions (BREW et aI., 1967). It 
was suggested that the two proteins possess a similar molecular conformation, 
and indeed it has been possible to fit the side chains of bovine a.-lactalbumin 
to a wire skeletal model of the polypeptide backbone of lysozyme (BROWNE 
et aI., 1969) and to generate a molecule which retains the major structural 
features of lysozyme. The explanation for the existence of structural homology 
was given in terms of evolutionary relationships, since a.-lactalbumin partici
pates in the catalytic reaction of lactose synthetase (BREW et aI., 1968) which 
is inversely related to the reaction catalyzed by lysozyme. Notwithstanding 
this aggregate of evidence for structural homology, no immunological cross
reaction has been observed between lysozyme and a.-lactalbumin either in the 
precipitin reaction (ATASSI et aI., 1970) or when tested by six additional 
immunological techniques of high sensitivity (ARNON and MARON, 1970); nor 
were antibodies to lactalbumin capable of inhibiting the catalytic activity of 
lysozyme. It must be concluded, therefore, that conformational or functional 
homologies among different proteins are not necessarily paralleled by the 
presence of antigenic determinants of similar specificity, whereas phylogenetic 
variations of a single enzyme show antigenic similarity and provide a powerful 
tool for tracing the process of evolution. 

4. Identification of Antigenic Determinants 
An antigen can provoke formation of antibodies against many different 

determinants, each determinant being defined as that part of the molecule 
which reacts immunospecifically with the combining site of the antibody. 
Those may consist of "sequential" determinants - which are due to stretches 
of amino acid sequences in the protein and "conformational" determinants 
which result from the steric conformation of the macromolecule (SELA et aI., 
1967). Studies on the antigenic structure of protein molecules (reviewed by 
KAMINSKI, 1965) have indicated that fibrilar proteins, such as silk fibroin, 
contain many sequential determinants - on enzymic cleavage they yield small 
peptides which are immunologically active (CEBRA, 1961) - whereas globular 
proteins contain mainly, but not exclusively, conformational determinants. 
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Attempts to identify antigenic determinants have been carried out with 
several proteins and enzymes, utilizing various approaches. One of the appro
aches has also been applied to a number of globular proteins which are not 
enzymatically active, such as bovine serum albumin (PORTER, 1957), human 
serum albumin (LAPRESLE and DARIEUX, 1954) sperm whale myoglobin 
(CRUMPTON, 1967; CRUMPTON and WILKINSON, 1965; GIVAS et al., 1967; 
ATASSI and SAPLIN, 1968) and tobacco mosaic virus protein (ANDERER, 1963; 
BENJAMINI et aI., 1964, 1965). It involves the fractionation of fragments 
obtained by limited proteolytic digestion of the enzyme in question, and the 
screening of the resultant fractions for immunologically active components. 
These components, which by definition embody antigenic determinants, are 
subsequently analyzed and defined. This technique was employed in the study 
of the antigenic structure of a number of enzymes, as illustrated by the 
following examples. 

In the case of hen egg-white lysozyme (SHINKA et aI., 1967; ARNON, 
1968; FUJIO et aI., 1968a, 1968b), this approach enabled the localization of 
two independent antigenic determinants on the molecule. One of these immuno
logically active fragments consisted of two peptides derived from the NH2-

terminus (residues 1-27) and the COOH-terminus (residues 122-129) of lyso
zyme, linked together by a single disulfide bond. This peptide bound to anti
lysozyme antibodies with an average affinity constant of 1.75 X 105 and the 
percentage of antibodies directed towards it was evaluated at 47 % (FUJIO 
et al., 1968a). The second immunologically active component isolated was, 
as already mentioned, a large fragment derived from the region located bet
ween residues 57 and 107 of the lysozyme sequence (CANFIELD and LIU, 1965; 
SHINKA et al., 1967; ARNON, 1968; FUJIO et aI., 1968b). This peptide, which 
contains two disulfide bridges, was also capable of binding to anti-lysozyme 
antibodies and in that way to interfere both with their precipitation with 
lysozyme and with their inhibition of its catalytic activity. The antibody 
fraction specific towards this peptide (amounting to 30 % of the total antibodies) 
inhibited lysozyme activity. Each of these two immunologically active frag
ments is quite large, and probably contains more than a single antigenic 
determinant. It was shown later that the last mentioned fragment can yield 
a smaller peptide which still retains immunological activity (ARNON and SELA, 
1968). This fragment, consisting of the amino acid sequence 60-83 and con
taining one intrachain disulfide bond, was denoted "loop" (Fig. 3). Anti
bodies to this region only, prepared either by selective isolation from anti
lysozyme serum on a "loop" immunoadsorbent, or by immunization with a 
synthetic" loop" conjugate, showed, as expected, less heterogeneity than the 
total anti-lysozyme antibody population (MARON et aI., 1970 b). Moreover, these 
antibodies were directed toward a conformation-depepdent determinant, as 
indicated by their capability to distinguish between the" loop" and its open 
peptide chain, and could recognize the "loop" structure in native lysozyme. 
Consequently, they reacted with the intact enzyme even though they could 
not precipitate with it or inhibit its catalytic activity. In view of the knowledge 
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Fig. 3. Amino acid sequence of hen egg-white lysozyme. The region of the "loop" 
peptide is shaded. Source: ARNON and SELA (1969) 

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the main chain conformation of hen egg-white lysozyme. 
The area encompassing the" loop" peptide is encircled. 

Source: BLAKE et al. (1965) 

of the three-dimensional structure of lysozyme, such information identifies in 
precise molecular terms the locus on the enzyme that encompasses an antigenic 
determinant (Fig. 4) . 

It is of interest that in studies with completely reduced and carboxy
methylated lysozyme - a derivative which does not cross-react at all with 
native lysozyme - a peptide from the same region in the molecule (residues 
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74-96) was found to possess immunological activity - it was capable of 
inhibiting the homologous antigen-antibody reaction of the open chain lysozyme 
(GERWING and THOMPSON, 1968). These findings indicate that this region of 
lysozyme contains both conformational and sequential antigenic determinants. 

Studies with oxidized ribonuclease - which does not cross-react with 
native ribonuclease - also pinpointed linear sequences that encompass anti
genic determinants. Thus two peptides isolated from a proteolytic digest of 
the protein, comprising residues 38-61 and 105-124, were found capable of 
inhibiting the precipitation and complement fixation of the oxidized ribo
nuclease with its antibody (BROWN, 1962). Recently it was shown that the 
peptide 105-124 can bind to antibodies against oxidized ribonuclease with 
an association constant of 3 X 106 and a heterogeneity index of 0.98. This 
indicates that the peptide is bound to a rather homogeneous fraction of the 
antibodies, with relatively high affinity, which, according to the calculation, 
represents about 50 % of all the precipitable antibodies to this antigen (I SAG
HOLIAN and BROWN, 1970). It is of interest to note that this peptide contains 
two out of the four proline residues of ribonuclease. 

A similar technique, namely the use of a digest of the enzyme for the 
isolation of immunologically active fragments, was used in the identification 
of antigenic determinants in another enzyme - staphylococcal nuclease. 
FUCHS et al. (1969) demonstrated that this enzyme elicits the formation of 
antibodies capable of inhibiting its catalytic activity. Recently, OMENN 
et al. (1970a) prepared peptide fragments of nuclease, with known amino acid 
sequence, which were able to interfere with the nuclease - anti-nuclease 
reaction. The peptides were prepared by cyanogen bromide cleavage, by 
limited tryptic digestion and by solid-phase synthesis. One set of peptides, 
representing overlapping sequences from the carboxy-terminal portion and 
another set from the amino-terminal portion of the enzyme were immuno
logically active. According to those data the presence of antigenic deter
minants could be localized to the linear sequences 127-149 and 18-47 
(possibly 18-26) of the nuclease molecule. In addition to these determinants, 
however, the existence of conformation-dependent determinants as well was 
inferred from the enhanced binding of the peptides to the antibodies when 
incorporated into a non-covalent, enzymatically-active complex, as compared 
to the binding of the peptides as such. Thus, although nuclease has a low 
helix content, and lacks any disulfide structure (TANIUCHI and ANFINSEN, 
1968; CUATRECASES et al., 1968a), its structural conformation influences its 
antigenic determinants. 

A somewhat different approach was employed for the identification of 
antigenic determinants on another enzyme of known tertiary structure, namely 
chymotrypsin (SIGLER et al., 1968). In a study by SANDERS et al. (1970) an 
attempt was made to verify the existence of conformational homology between 
the presumably homologous enzymes, trypsin and chymotrypsin, by demon
strating the presence of similar antigenic determinants on both enzymes. For 
this purpose only immunologically cross-reacting fragments, i. e. fragments 
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which would bind to anti-trypsin antibodies, were isolated from a peptic 
digest of chymotrypsin. Two peptide fragments, each containing two peptide 
chains linked by a disulfide bond, were isolated and identified, and each was 
shown to be capable of reacting with both anti-trypsin and anti-chymotrypsin; 
one of them contained the active serine of the enzyme, a residue which is 

Fig. 5. Drawing of a model of IX-chymotrypsin three-dimensional structure. Shaded area 
denotes the immunologically active peptides that were isolated by their binding the 

anti-trypsin antibodies. Source: SANDERS et al. (1970) 

a common feature present not only in trypsin and chymotrypsin, but also 
in a group of enzymes classified as "serine proteases". According to the 
three-dimensional model of chymotrypsin the two antigenically active frag
ments which were isolated occupy corners of the polypeptide chain (Fig. 5) 
allowing the prediction that the corresponding antigenic determinants on 
trypsin might occupy similar positions in its spatial structure. In this case, 
the search for defined antigenic determinants on enzymes proved to be helpful 
in the establishment of conformational relationships in structures which are 
homologous in the chemical sense. 
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Upon inspection and comparison of the fragments which encompass the 
antigenic determinants of the various enzymes described till now, we arrive 
at an interesting conclusion - most of these fragments contain proline residue 
in a much higher amount than could be expected according to the proline 
content in the protein. Thus, the fragments comprising the common antigenic 
determinants of trypsin and chymotrypsin contain two homologous prolyl 
residues; the immunologically reactive "loop" region of lysozyme embodies 
both prolyl residues which are the only ones present in the molecule, and the 
same segment consists of an immunodominant region in the reduced open
chain derivative of lysozyme. Likewise, one of the two immunologically active 
regions in staphylococcal nuclease (residues 18-47) contains three out of the 
six proline residues of the enzyme, and similarly in oxidized ribonuclease 
the two immunologically active peptides contain three out of the four prolines 
of the molecule. These separate observations, corroborated also by findings in 
other proteins such as spermwhale myoglobin (ATASSI and SAPLIN, 1968) or 
tobacco mosaic virus (BENJAMINI et al., 1965) raise the question of whether 
a proline residue can represent a feature on the surface of protein molecules 
that can constitute a recognition point for the immune system, and thus serve 
as a dominant element in the structure of antigenic determinants. 

It must be remembered, however, that the approach described till now, 
namely the search for immunologically active fragments, cannot be expected 
to yield all the antigenic determinants on any protein, because of the fact 
that some of the determinants are undoubtedly destroyed by denaturation and 
by the digestion process. The possible participation of other regions of the 
molecule in antigenic specificity determinants, besides those that were identi
fied in the various cases, cannot therefore be excluded. Furthermore, the 
conformation of an isolated peptide is not necessarily the same as that occupied 
by the same peptide in the intact enzyme. Although the antibody may in some 
case influence or stabilize the "native" conformation of the peptide, the 
possibility exists that a peptide originating from an antigenically active region, 
will escape notice. 

A completely different course towards the elucidation of antigenic deter
minants on enzymes was taken in the studies with the cytochromes c (NISO

NOFF et al., 1970). These authors did not look for immunological activity 
on fragments of the molecule, but rather utilized the cross-reaction between 
intact cytochromes c of various sources. They anticipated that when minimal 
differences exist in the amino acid sequences of the proteins under comparison, 
and those are exactly delineated, the results may be used to identify and 
localize some of the antigenic determinants. For example, it was found that 
30--40 % of the antibodies against human cytochrome c failed to react with 
Macaca mulata cytochrome c, which differs from the human protein only at 
residue 58, where it has a threonyl residue instead of isoleucyl residue 
(Fig. 6). On the other hand, the antibodies which failed to react with the 
monkey's protein, in addition to their reaction with human cytochrome c, 
reacted only with the kangaroo's protein. This is the only cytochrome c of all 
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those studied which has an isoleucyl residue at position 58, similar to the 
human protein (Table 1) . Interestingly, in constrast with the behaviour of 
anti-human cytochrome c, antibodies to M. mulata cytochrome c reacted 
identically with the simian and human proteins, thus indicating that the 
occurrence of an immunogenic determinant is related to the presence of the 
hydrophobic isoleucine, whereas in the absence of isoleucine this region is 
immunologically inert. Quantitative analysis indicates that the "isoleucine 
site" is antigenically identical in the human and the kangaroo proteins, two 
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Fig. 6. Binding of 12fiI-labeled human, M . mulatta and kangaroo cytochrome c by anti
human cytochrome c. Each tube contained 0.3 ml of 1: 25 diluted antiserum. 

Source: NISONOFF et al. (1970) 

Table 1. Antibodies SPecific to Human and Kangaroo Cytochrome c 
Displacement of 125I-Iabelled human cytochrome c by various unlabelled cyto

chromes c from anti-human cytochrome c previously adsorbed with an excess of 
cytochrome c of M . mulatta a. 

Competing unlabelled 
cytochrome c 

M . mulatta 
Human 
Kangaroo 
Rabbit 
Cow 
Horse 
Dog 
Chicken 
Turkey 
Pekin duck 
Tuna 
Screw worm fly 

% Inhibition 
of binding 

28 
96 
90 
16 
11 
8 

13 
13 
14 
8 

12 
1 

a Binding measurements were carried out by the modified Farr technique with 
125I-labelled human cytochrome c. The percent inhibition of binding is given relative 
to the amount of 125I-cytochrome c bound to the adsorbed antiserum in the absence 
of competing proteins. Source : NrsoNoFF et al. (1970) . 

5 C. T. in Microbiology, Vol. 54 
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species that are not closely related. The appearance of this" isoleucine site" 
and its importance in immunogenicity emphasize the difficulties attendant 
upon attempts to analyze evolutionary pathways through antigenic analysis 
alone. However, the identification of antigenic determinants, combined with 
the elucidation of primary and tertiary structures, should eventually permit 
the mapping of antigenic regions in enzymes and in proteins in general. 

Studies using a parallel but somewhat different approach have also been 
carried out with lysozymes. In this case, as in that of cytochrome c, enzymes 
isolated from different species cross-reacted with each other's antisera to a large 

Table 2. Relatedness at Variaus Lysazymes 
Inhibition a by various lysozymes of the inactivation of modified bacteriophages 

with anti-(hen egg-white) lysozyme. 

Lysozyme sources 

Hen egg-white 
Guinea hen egg-white 
Duck egg-white II 
Duck egg-white III 
Human milk 
Normal human leucocytes 

Modified bacteriophage 
preparation 

Lysozyme-T4 "Loop "-T4 

1.5 X 10--6 
6.3 X 10--6 
5.7 X 10-4 

5.7 X 10-4 

2.1 X 10-3 

_b 

1.7 X 10-5 

2.3 X 10-5 

1.4 X 10-2 

_b 

_b 

_b 

a The numbers in the table indicate the concentration (mg per sample) of each 
lysozyme which brought about 50% inhibition of the bacteriophage inactivation by 
the antibodies. 

b No inhibition was observed with an inhibitor concentration as high as 0.15 mg 
per sample. Source: MARON et al. (1970). 

extent (FuJIo et aI., 1962; ARNHEIM and WILSON, 1967). Recently MARON 
et al. (1970a) investigated this cross-reaction in terms of a selective comparison 
of certain regions in the molecule. These authors employed the technique of 
inactivation by antibodies of modified bacteriophage (HAIMOVICH et aI., 1970). 
By comparing the capacity of various bird and human lysozymes to interfere 
with the inactivation of lysozyme-bacteriophage conjugate or "loop" -modified 
bacteriophage by antibodies against hen egg-white lysozyme, the extent of 
relatedness of these lysozymes or their" loop" region to hen lysozyme could 
be estimated (MARON et aI., 1970a). Thus it was observed that guinea hen 
lysozyme is only four times less efficient as an inhibitor than hen lysozyme 
in the lysozyme-phage system, whereas both have the same inhibitory capacity 
in the "loop "-phage system (Table 2). This implies that any differences in the 
"loop" region of these two proteins are not reflected immunologically. On the 
other hand, two duck lysozymes are indistinguishable in the lysozyme-phage 
system but differ completely in the" loop" -phage system. This immunological 
difference may be due to the known replacement of the glycine residue in 
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position 71 of hen and duck lysozyme II with an arginine residue in duck 
lysozyme III (JoLLlis et al., 1967). 

In other studies, an attempt was made to compare the antigenic deter
minants of hen egg-white and turkey egg-white lysozymes. These proteins, 
which differ from each other by seven amino acid replacements, were found 
to cross-react with their corresponding antisera almost fully (SCIBIENSKI et al., 
1970), indicating a large extent of similarity in their antigenic structure. 
Nevertheless, antibodies specific only to turkey lysozyme could be elicited in 
rabbits provided that they were previously made tolerant to hen's lysozyme 
(STRATTON et al., 1970). It seems that in this system, the seven amino acid 
residues which are different in the two enzymes, or even only some of them, 
correlate with at least one antigenic determinant on the turkey's lysozyme. 

In summary, the study of molecular fragments of enzymes or the comparison 
of the immunological reactivity of homologous enzymes, has made it possible 
to determine and identify amino acid residues or groups of such residues which 
partake in the antigenic determinants of several enzyme molecules. 

5. Structure-Function Correlation 

Immunological studies of enzymes aimed at the elucidation of structure
function relationships have been carried out along two main avenues: On the 
one hand, various workers have studied effects of conformational changes 
brought about by either partial or complete denaturation of the enzyme or by 
unfolding of the polypeptide chain, On both the enzymic and the immuno
logical properties. On the other hand, the specific modification of particular 
side chains in the molecules has been employed in an effort to identify those 
residues which partake in the enzymic activity or in the antigenic make-up 
of the molecule. 

a) Effects of Conformational Changes 
Complete unfolding of the polypeptide chain in most cases brings about the 

loss of enzymic activity in parallel with the elimination of the capacity to 
interact with antibodies to the native protein. This has been demonstrated 
for several enzymes: performic acid-oxidized ribonuclease (Ribox) is enzymati
cally inactive and it does not cross-react at all with antibodies to the native 
enzyme (BROWN et al., 1959); similarly, completely reduced and phosphoro
thioated ribonuclease reacts very poorly with antibodies to the native antigen 
(NEUMANN et al., 1967). Completely reduced and carboxymethylated lysozyme 
also lacks both catalytic activity and the capacity to react with antibodies 
to the native enzyme (GERWING and THOMPSON, 1968; YOUNG and LEUNG, 
1969). In both of the above instances of the completely unfolded polypeptide 
chain, namely the oxidized ribonuclease and the reduced and carboxy
methylated lysozyme, the derivatives are capable of eliciting antibody forma
tion, but these antibodies are specific to the unfolded peptide chain and do not 
cross-react at all with the respective native enzyme (BROWN, 1962; GERWING 
and THOMPSON, 1968). Papain is another example in which complete reduction 
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and carboxymethylation lead to the elimination of the capacity to react with 
antibodies to the native enzyme (SHAPIRA and ARNON, 1969), and a similar 
phenomenon has been reported for pepsin (GERSTEIN et aI., 1964) and trypsin 
(ARNON and NEURATH, 1970). 

Partial reduction of disulfide bonds, on the other hand, has yielded deriva
tives which retain, to varying extents, both catalytic activity and the ability 
to react with antibodies to the native enzyme. In the case of ribonuclease, 
the steric conformation of a derivative in which two disulfide bonds had been 
reduced was shown to be looser than that of the native enzyme, as evidenced 
by its digestibility by trypsin, and yet the catalytic activity was not impaired 
at all and the antigenic specificity determinants were not destroyed (NEU
MANN et aI., 1967). Partial reduction of pepsin also resulted in a preparation 
which retained the capacity to react with antibodies to the native enzyme 
(GERSTEIN et aI., 1964). Thus, with only one disulfide bond reduced, pepsin 
possessed immunological properties identical with those of the native enzyme; 
pepsin with two bridges reduced lost its capacity to react with the antibody 
directly but maintained the ability to inhibit the pepsin-antipepsin system. 
The reduction of all three disulfide bridges, as already mentioned, completely 
suppressed antigenic activity. Similarly, the cleavage of one disulfide bond in 
papain yielded a derivative which cross-precipitated 60 % of the antibodies 
to native papain, in contrast with the non-reactive completely unfolded 
enzyme (SHAPIRA and ARNON, 1969). 

The effect of another type of structural modification was tested by 
BONAVIDA et aI. (1969) who introduced local conformational changes in lyso
zyme by cleavage with cyanogen bromide, while maintaining the disulfide 
bonds of the enzyme intact. They observed that both the catalytic activity 
and the susceptibility to trypsin digestion were considerably altered as a result 
of this treatment, whereas the immunological activity was affected to a lesser 
extent-although it had lost some antigenic determinants, the cyanogen 
bromide-treated lysozyme retained its capacity to form a precipitate with anti
lysozyme serum, and to inhibit to the extent of 70 % the binding of labeled 
native lysozyme to its antibodies. It appears, therefore, that limited changes 
in the steric conformation of an enzyme are not always paralleled by a drastic 
decrease in its immunological reactivity, an effect which is always observed 
on total unfolding of the polypeptide chain. 

Denaturation by physical means, like heat denaturation, high urea concen
trations, or changes of pH usually brings about the loss of catalytic activity. 
Studies with several enzymes have indicated that under these conditions the 
reaction of the enzyme with the specific antibodies induced stabilizing effects, 
implying that the denaturing conditions did not prevent the enzyme-antibody 
interaction. For example, NAJJAR and FISHER (1956) mentioned that yeast 
alcohol dehydrogenase, which is ordinarily inactivated within several minutes 
at 4°, is stabilized by the homologous antibody and can then be maintained 
in the active form for months at that temperature. KAPLAN and WHITE (1963) 
also reported that the thermal stability of the antigen-antibody complex of 
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lactic dehydrogenase depends on the amount of antibody present. Similarly, 
ZYK and CITRI (1968a, b) observed that complexing with the antibodies 
increased the stability of penicillinase both to heat and to variation of pH. 
The stabilization in this case was brought about either by antibodies which 
inhibited the enzymatic activity or by antibodies that stimulated activity. 
Another example is acetylcholine esterase, an enzyme which is not inhibited 
by its specific antibodies, but still shows higher heat stability in a complex 
with the antibody than as the free enzyme (MICHAELI et al., 1969a). This 
stabilization takes place both in enzyme-antibody precipitates and in soluble 
complexes. Moreover, even enzyme that had been previously denatured by 
heating could be reactivated by complexing with the antibody (MICHAELI 
et al., 1969b). This finding demonstrates that at least in this case, the heat 
denaturation, manifested in a complete loss of enzymatic activity, did not 
disturb the interaction with the antibody. 

b) Effects of Modification of Amino Acid Side Chains 
One of the most widely used approaches to the understanding of structure

function relationships of proteins involves the chemical modification of specific 
amino acid residues and the study of the resulting effect on biological activity. 
Indeed, the chemical investigations of LAND STEINER (1945) on the specificity 
of serological reactions are based on the introduction of antigenic determinants 
by chemical modification of the protein antigen. Numerous methods have been 
used for modification, and several enzymes have been investigated in an effort 
to identify those residues which partake in activity. Immunological studies 
of chemically modified enzymes are useful for the correlation of catalytic 
activity, which is confined within only one site on the enzyme, and the 
antigenic properties to which numerous determinants are contributing. 

Experiments with bovine pancreatic ribonuclease have demonstrated that 
three different amino acid residues. histidine 12. histidine 119 and lysine 41, 
are essential for the maintenance of catalytic activity. Derivatives in which 
anyone of these residues is modified are enzymatically inactive (STARK et al., 
1961; HIRS et al., 1961). At the same time BROWN (1963) has shown that in 
the immunological reaction with anti-RNase these inactive derivatives behaved 
identically to native RNase, implying that these residues do not playa part 
in the immunogenic properties of the molecule. On the other hand, pOly-DL
alanyl ribonuclease retains catalytic activity - with suitable substrates it is 
even more active than native RNase (WELLNER et al., 1963)-but its 
capacity to interact with antibodies to the native enzyme is considerably 
lower than that of the native enzyme (BROWN et al., 1963). The attachment 
of polY-DL-alanyl peptide chains to the s-amino groups was found to affect 
trypsin in a similar manner (EpSTEIN et al., 1962; ARNON and NEURATH, 
1970), the catalytic activity of the enzyme being only slightly reduced, whereas 
the capacity to react with the antibodies decreased drastically. A similar 
effect, albeit less pronounced, was also observed when the amino groups of 
trypsin were modified by guanidination (ROBINSON and WALSH, 1968; 
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ARNON and NEURATH, 1970). On the other hand, modification of the carboxylic 
groups of trypsin by attachment of either glycine ester or polY-DL-alanine 
chains, reduced the catalytic activity while not affecting at all the inter
action with the antibodies (ARNON and NEURATH, 1970). 

The involvement of the tyrosine residues in both the catalytic and anti
genic activities was studied in the cases of trypsin, lysozyme and nuclease. 
The tyrosines were modified by nitration. In the case of trypsin, nitration of 
up to six of the ten tyrosine residues had virtually no effect on the catalytic 
activity (KENNER et al., 1968) but did diminish the immunological interaction 
(ARNON and NEURATH, 1970). A similar observation was reported for lysozyme: 
modification of three out of the six tyrosine residues of the molecule brought 
about a limited decrease in the immunological capacity, but did not impair the 
enzymatic activity (BONAVIDA, 1968). Upon nitration of staphylococcal 
nuclease, an interesting phenomenon was observed: two mononitro derivatives 
of nuclease - one of which (nitrated at tyrosine residue 85) is enzymatically 
inactive and the other (nitrated at tyrosine 115) is an active derivative 
(CUATRECASAS et al., 1968b) - were studied immunologically (FUCHS et al., 
1969). Although both these derivatives reacted readily with the antibodies, 
Ca++ and substrate analogues, such as deoxythymidine diphosphate, were 
capable of interfering with the immunospecific precipitation only of the active 
derivative (an effect observed with the native enzyme) but had no effect on the 
enzymatically inert derivative. These findings indicate that neither of these 
two tyrosine residues is involved in the interaction with the antibodies, but 
that the conformational "rigidification" accompanying the binding of Ca++ 
and substrate analogues either to the native enzyme or to the active nitrated 
derivative, changes the availability of some antigenic determinants in their 
proximity. 

Other studies on chemically modified derivatives of nuclease were concerned 
with the modification of the amino groups (OMENN et al., 1970b). The amino 
groups were modified by either acetylation or trifluoroacetylation, modifications 
which induce drastic changes of the surface charge of the protein. The results 
indicated that an increasing extent of substitution was accompanied by a 
parallel decrease in the enzymatic and antigenic activities. On the other hand, 
performic acid-oxidized nuclease, which according to spectral measurements 
appeared to be denatured, and retained about 8 % of its enzymic activity, 
cross-reacted tully with antibodies to the native enzyme. This is in contrast 
with the results obtained with other performic acid-oxidized enzymes such as 
ribonuclease (BROWN et al., 1959). However, it should be borne in mind that 
staphylococcal nuclease lacks disulfide bonds so that the effect of oxidation 
with performic acid consists of modification of the tryptophan and methionine 
residues, rather than cleavage of disulfide bonds and unfolding of the peptide 
chain. 

Derivatives of lysozyme, modified at different side chains of specific amino 
acid residues, have also been studied immunologically. For example, a deri
vative in which the six tryptophan residues had been modified with 2-nitro-
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phenylsulphenyl chloride (HABEEB and ATASSI, 1969) lost its enzymatic activity 
completely, concurrently with a drastic decrease, by 82 %, of its ability to 
react with antibodies to the native enzyme. The great reduction in the 
immunological activity of this derivative might reflect true involvement of one 
or more of the tryptophan residues in antigenic reactive regions, or might 
simply be the result of conformational changes shown to take place upon 
modification. STROSBERG and KANAREK (1969) observed that modification of 
five tryptophan residues by formylation caused a less drastic change. BONA
VIDA (1968) found that when only tryptophan residue 62 of lysozyme was 
modified by reaction with N-bromosuccinimide (HAYASHI et al., 1965), the 
derivative, although enzymatically inactive, was fully reactived with anti
lysozyme antibodies, and so was another derivative, retaining 60 % of the 
catalytic activity, in which either tryptophan residue 62 or 63 was modified. 
On the other hand, in accordance with the results mentioned previously 
concerning trypsin, guanidination or succinylation of all the amino groups in 
lysozyme (HABEEB, 1967), or their modification by acetylation or carbamyla
tion (STROSBERG and KANAREK, 1968), resulted in a considerable decrease 
in the ability to react with antibodies to native lysozyme. 

In conclusion, in most cases there is no correlation between the effect on 
catalytic and immunological activities induced by modification of specific side 
chains. It should be emphasized that this approach has been useful in certifying 
that the changes in antigenic modification are not necessarily due to changes 
in the conformation of the molecule, but may rather be due to limited local 
disturbances in the enzyme structure. 

6. Activation of Proenzymes 

a) Enzyme-Proenzyme Correlation 
As already mentioned, many enzymes, mainly animal proteases, among 

them pepsin, chymotrypsin, trypsin, carboxypeptidase, thrombin and plasmin, 
exist within the tissues in the form of inactive precursors called proenzymes 
or zymogens. Their activation, or conversion to the active form, involves the 
splitting of some peptide bonds, a process which in many cases is catalyzed 
by special enzymes - the kinases. This mechanism provides means of control 
over the amount of active enzyme present in the tissues at any given time. 
The activation process sometimes involves the removal of only a small peptide, 
such as in the conversion of trypsinogen to trypsin, for example, in which 
a hexapeptide is released, whereas in other cases the remaining unit itself is 
only a fraction of the molecule - in the activation of procarboxypeptidase A, 
two-thirds of the molecule are removed. The immunological studies of enzymes 
and their precursors and of the relationship between them may therefore both 
serve to help in their characterization and to shed light on the conformational 
changes involved in the activation process. The immunological correlation 
between several enzymes and their precursors has now been investigated and 
will be described in the following. 
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The first system to be discussed is that of pepsin and pepsinogen. In 
several respects this is a unique system due to the extreme difference in the 
nature of the two proteins involved. Native pepsin, containing 71 dicarboxylic 
amino acid residues and only four basic residues (BLUMENFELD and PERLMANN, 
1959), is stabile and active only at very low pH, and is irreversibly denatured 
at pH values more alkaline than 6. Pepsinogen, on the other hand, is stable 
in the pH range of 6-9, and at pH values below 5 is converted to pepsin, 
presumably by an autocatalytic reaction, releasing several peptides. Antibodies 
can be prepared against both pepsinogen and pepsin. The anti-pepsin antibodies 
inhibit pepsin activity only to a slight extent (NORTHROP, 1930), but this may 
be due to the fact that in the immunization process the native enzyme is 
probably rapidly inactivated at the physiological pH. The serological rela
tionship between pepsin and pepsinogen was studied in several laboratories, 
leading to different conclusions: SEASTONE and HERRIOTT (1937), using both 
pepsin and pepsinogen as immunizing agents, observed merely a weak cross
reaction between the two proteins. Similar results were obtained by ARNON 
and PERLMANN (1963 a, b). LOBACHEVSKAYA (1956), on the other hand, was able 
to demonstrate cross-precipitation between anti-pepsinogen and pepsin, but 
only when the latter was prepared from pepsinogen and, therefore, FREEDBERG 
et al. (1962) suggested that the cross-reacting substance was probably not 
pepsin itself, but rather the pepsin-inhibitor complex formed in the course of 
activation. SCHLAMOWITZ et al. (1963) agreed with these findings and suggested 
that the role played by the inhibitor is to prevent denaturation of pepsin at 
the high pH prevalent in the serological reaction, since they found that the 
extent of cross-reactivity between anti-pepsinogen and pepsin can be increased 
if the reaction is carried out at low pH, when pepsin is maintained in its 
native form. In agreement with this observation, GERSTEIN et al. (1964) 
found that the extent of cross-reaction between pepsinogen and antipepsin 
is drastically increased upon heat denaturation of the zymogen, which 
presumably unmasks the pepsin moiety in the proenzyme (Fig. 7). From these 
accumulated data it must be concluded that in this case, due to the major 
difference in their character and conformation, the enzyme and the zymogen 
in their native forms show only a low extent of cross-reactivity, and that 
cross-reactions are observed only upon introduction of appropriate conforma
tional changes. 

Different behaviour was observed in the activation of chymotrypsinogen 
to chymotrypsin, which is known to involve the release of a relatively short 
peptide (NEURATH, 1957; DESNUELLE, 1960). RICKLY and CAMPBELL (1963) 
prepared precipitating antibodies against both chymotrypsinogen and at

chymotrypsin. On the basis of cross-reaction between the two proteins, they 
concluded that the two types of antibodies were distinct species; immunization 
with the proenzyme alone, however, elicited the production of both types of 
antibodies, and they suggested that this might be due to in vivo activation. 
BARRETT and THOMPSON (1965) observed that antibodies to chymotrypsinogen 
yielded cross-reaction of identity with a series of at, P, rand 6-chymotrypsins 
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which had been prepared by tryptic activation of chymotrypsinogen under 
different conditions. Since it is improbable that all these variations of the 
enzyme are formed simultaneously in the in vivo activation of the proenzyme, 
the authors suggested that the identical cross-reaction is due to the close 
structural relationship of these enzymes, which places them beyond the limit 
of recognition by a single antiserum, and that the antibodies to the proenzyme 
indeed cross-react with the active forms of the enzyme. 

The activation of trypsinogen to trypsin, a process which involves the mere 
release of a hexapeptide from the amino terminus of the molecule (NEURATH, 
1957) does not lead to any alteration in the immunological properties of the 
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Fig. 7. Complement fixation curves of pepsinogen incubated at various temperatures and 
assayed with anti-pepsin. Source: VAN VUNAKIS and LEVINE (1963) 

molecule. Thus anti-trypsin was found not to distinguish between trypsin and 
trypsinogen in gel diffusion (BARRETT et aI., 1967), and when compared 
quantitatively, bovine trypsin and bovine trypsinogen yielded identical quan
titative precipitin reactions with antisera elicited by either protein (ARNON 
and NEURATH, 1970). It must be concluded, therefore, that in this case the 
removal of the activation peptide from the zymogen does not lead to depletion 
of antigenic determinants, nor does it bring about unmasking of such deter
minants. 

Similarly, during the activation of human plasminogen to plasmin the 
enzyme-proenzyme pair were found to react identically in gel diffusion with 
antibody to either proenzyme or enzyme, and antibodies specific towards the 
plasmin or towards the plasminogen were found to neutralize plasmin to a 
similar extent (ROBBINS and SUMMARIA, 1966). This is, therefore, another 
example of a proenzyme-to-enzyme conversion which probably involves only 
minimal conformational changes resulting from the liberation of a small peptide 
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(ROBBINS et al., 1965), and consequently does not influence the antigenic 
properties of the molecule. 

The last system to be described here is carboxypeptidase A. In this case 
the activation of the proenzyme entails a considerable change in the original 
material, since the molecule of the active enzyme constitutes only about one
third of the procarboxypeptidase A molecule (YAMASAKY et al., 1963). Never
theless, a high degree of cross-precipitation between the two components and 
complete cross-reactivity by passive cutaneous anaphylaxis have been observed 
(BARRETT, 1965 a; BEATY, 1966). Moreover, the anti-proenzyme was shown to 
cause marked inhibition of the enzymatic activity of carboxypeptidase A. 
On the other hand, antibodies to carboxypeptidase A were found not to react 
directly with procarboxypeptidase A in the complement fixation technique 
(LEHRER and VAN VUNAKIS, 1965) and the similarity in their antigenic 
structure could be demonstrated only by the capacity of the proenzyme to 
inhibit the enzyme - anti-enzyme reaction. Consequently, it can be inferred 
that many of the antigenic determinants of procarboxypeptidase A are also 
to be found on the surface of carboxypeptidase A, and that despite the drastic 
reduction in molecular weight a structural similarity between the two sub
stances is maintained. It is of interest to note that these results are in 
accord with the findings obtained in biochemical studies (BROWN et al., 1963). 

This behaviour of the procarboxypeptidase A system is in sharp contrast 
to that of procarboxypeptidase B (of porcine origin). In the latter case the 
anti-proenzyme serum was found to be extremely specific, and to react only 
with the homologous antigen and not with the active enzyme it generates 
(BARRETT, 1965 b). 

b) Effects of Antibodies on Activation of Pro enzymes 
In several cases antibodies to proenzymes have been reported to prevent the 

activation of the proenzyme and the release of the active enzyme from the 
complex. Thus, the activation of pepsinogen or modified pepsinogen was 
inhibited by the interaction with the corresponding antisera (VAN VUNAKIS 
et al., 1963; ARNON and PERLMANN, 1963a), and procarboxypeptidase did not 
yield free carboxypeptidase when the activation was attempted in the presence 
of the antibodies (BARRETT, 1965 a). The activation of chymotrypsinogen was 
partially inhibited by the antibodies to the proenzyme (BARRETT and 
THOMPSON, 1965) and so was the conversion of plasminogen to plasmin 
(ROBBINS and SUMMARIA, 1966). BARRETT and EpPERSON (1967) observed that 
if the activation procedure is carried out on the proenzyme-antibody complex 
of both trypsinogen and chymotrypsinogen, and is followed by exposure to 
conditions which dissociate the complex with the antibody, active enzyme is 
released. These findings indicate that activation of both trypsinogen and 
chymotrypsinogen does take place even in the presence of their specific anti
bodies, but the enzymes are not released unless the antibody is dissociated. 

In conclusion, the immunological correlation between proenzymes and the 
enzymes they generate depends on the nature of the activation process. When 
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extensive differences exist in the nature of the two species, they will drastically 
differ in their antigenic activity as well, but when the activation process 
involves more limited changes, the concomitant effects on the immunological 
activity will be minor. In these cases the antibodies will not intervene with 
the activation process. 

7. Enzymes and Apoenzymes 
Many enzymes are known to require the interaction with a prosthetic 

group to be able to exert their catalytic activity. These prosthetic groups 
may consist of either small organic molecules or metal ions, and can be 
removed from the complex with the enzyme to form the apoenzyme, which is 
enzymatically inactive. The conversion of the enzyme to the apoenzyme and 
the reconstitution of the holoenzyme upon introduction of the prosthetic group 
have been studied in various cases in view of the conformational changes 
involved in the process. In several cases the elucidation of this aspect of 
enzyme chemistry was also attempted by an immunochemical approach, 
yielding valuable information concerning the role which the prosthetic groups 
play in maintaining the structure of the native enzyme. A few examples 
will illustrate this point. 

Rabbit muscle glycogen phosphorylase b, which consists of a dimer of two 
identical subunits, each containing pyridoxal phosphate as the prosthetic group, 
elicits the production of antibodies in roosters and goats (YUNIS and KREBS, 
1962). These antibodies react only to a slight extent « 5 %) with apophos
phorylase b, which readily dissociates into monomers. If the apoenzyme is 
prepared using deforming agents (SHALTIEL et aI., 1966) no irreversible changes 
occur in the protein, and after reconstitution with pyridoxal phosphate the 
holoenzyme regains not only the full catalytic activity but also 90-110 % 
of its precipitability with anti-phosphorylase b antibodies (SHALTIEL, 1968). 
The apoenzyme as such was shown to be immunologically indistinguishable 
from the holoenzyme if the reaction was carried out in 1.5 M NaC!, conditions 
in which the apoenzyme aggregates (HEDRICK et aI., 1966). This could imply 
that the apoenzyme fails to precipitate in the dissociated state since it behaves 
as a monovalent antigen. However, several compounds which also cause 
aggregation of the apoenzyme (e.g., pyridoxal or adenylic acid at 1 X 1O-3M) 
fail to promote the cross-reaction. It was suggested, therefore (SHALTIEL, 1968), 
that the pyridoxal phosphate itself is not part of a major antigenic deter
minant, but that it is involved in maintaining the structure of the major 
antigenic determinants of the molecule, which is dependent on the conforma
tion of the protomers. 

Another enzyme which involves pyridoxal phosphate as a prosthetic group 
is glutamic-aspartic transaminase. Here also the holoenzyme is predominantly 
a dimer of two subunits and the apoenzyme is mainly in the monomeric form 
(POLYANOVSKY, 1968). However, in this case antiserum specific for the native 
enzyme reacted with the apoenzyme just as well as with the native enzyme 
in the gel diffusion test, and in activating the catalytic activity. Similarly, 
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antibodies against the apoenzyme could inhibit the catalytic activity of both 
apotransaminase and the transaminase to the same extent (PATRAMANI et aI., 
1969). Moreover, addition of pyridoxal phosphate did not have any effect on 
the binding of the anti-enzyme to the apoenzyme. It was, therefore, concluded 
that in this case the intact conformation of the transaminase, as maintained 
and stabilized by pyridoxal phosphate, is not essential for the enzyme - anti
enzyme binding and that the antibody-producing cells use the same pattern 
for the production of either anti-transaminase or anti-apotransaminase. 

Another enzyme, in which the holoenzyme and the apoenzyme, obtained 
by the removal of flavine-adenine dinucleotide, reacted in a similar fashion 
with antibodies produced against both species, is D-amino acid oxidase from 
hog kidneys. Both in gel diffusion and in the quantitative precipitin reaction 
identity was demonstrated in the reaction with the two proteins (MIYAKE et aI., 
1969). A slight difference between the antibodies was observed as far as their 
capacity to inhibit the catalytic activity of the enzyme was concerned, and 
by this criterion the anti-holoenzyme was a more efficient inhibitor than the 
anti-apoenzyme. In view of biochemical studies (MIYAKE et aI., 1965; YAGI 
et aI., 1967), which indicated that the size, shape and hydrodynamic properties 
of the apoenzyme were almost the same as those of the holoenzyme, and in 
view of the minor differences observed in the immunological studies, it was 
suggested that only a part of the protein moiety, probably in the vicinity 
of the active site, was altered by the presence of the prosthetic group. 

Another type of prosthetic group includes, as mentioned already, metal 
atoms which participate in the enzyme structure. The importance of metals 
in biological systems is attested by the abundancy of metal-protein complexes 
and metalloenzymes containg various transition elements (VALLEE, 1955). Their 
presence has made possible the investigation of the functional and structural 
characteristics of the active sites of the respective enzymes. Immunochemical 
studies carried out with several zinc-containing enzymes, for example, were 
helpful in correlating the binding of the metal with the structural conforma
tion of the holoenzyme. 

Carbonic anhydrase from mammalian erythrocytes appears in several forms, 
all of which contain one atom of Zn per protein molecule. The removal of the 
zinc results in a metal-free, inactive enzyme derivative which, however, has 
identical immunological reactivity as the native enzyme. Similarly, identical 
immunological properties are also shared by other metal derivatives of the 
enzyme containg Cu or Co. The structures of the native enzyme and the 
apoenzyme, therefore, appear to be quite similar (WISTRAND and RAO, 
1968). 

Another zinc metalloenzyme very extensively studied during recent years 
is carboxypeptidase A. The investigation of this enzyme was somewhat more 
complicated due to the fact that the nature of the enzyme depends on the 
method in which it was generated from procarboxypeptidase. Four different 
forms - oc, (3, y and b - can be obtained which differ from each other in the 
number of amino acid residues in the N-terminal portion, and in some physical 
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properties and probably conformation as well (NEURATH et al., 1968). Two of 
these forms, the y form (referred to as CPA-Anson) and the !5-form (CPA
Allan) are indistinguishable in their amino acid sequence but still differ from 
each other, probably in conformation. For example, although the zinc atom is 
catalytically indispensable in both forms, the CPA-Anson cannot be as readily 
activated upon addition of zinc to the apoenzyme (VALLEE et aI., 1960). The 
immunochemical studies were carried out with antibodies prepared against 
CPA-Anson (LEHRER and VAN VUNAKIS, 1965). These antibodies reacted 
readily with the native form of both CPA-Anson and CPA-Allan. A drastic 
difference in the immunological interaction was observed, however, between 
the apoenzymes of the two forms. The metal-free apoenzyme of CPA-Allan, 
although enzymatically inactive, retained its full capacity to react with the 
antibodies. Upon readdition of zinc the enzymatic activity returned, while the 
immunological activity remained unchanged. This is in agreement with findings 
that the apoenzyme is quite similar to the native enzyme (LUDWIG et aI., 
1963; NEURATH, 1960). In contrast, CPA-Anson, upon removal of the zinc, 
lost both its enzymatic activity and its ability to fix complement, and 
readdition of the zinc only partially restored these two activities. Hence it was 
implied that in the case of CPA-Anson the apoenzyme is different in its con
formation from the native enzyme, and that only part of the molecules can 
be reconstituted to form the holoenzyme. 

O'BRIEN and KAGI (1968) studied carboxypeptidase A from another aspect. 
They took advantage of the involvement of zinc in carboxypeptidase in an 
attempt to explore the participation of the active site or its immediate vicinity 
as antigenic determinants. Assuming that the zinc atom is at the active site, 
they followed the effect of antibodies on the rate of isotope exchange of this 
Zn. Indeed, antibodies brought about retardation of the zinc exchange, an 
effect which paralleled their inhibiting capacity but not their precipitability. 

In conclusion, the prosthetic group in all the above examples, whether it 
be an organic molecule or a metal atom, does not appear as such to play any 
role as an antigenic determinant. It will affect the antigenic reactivity of the 
enzyme only in those cases when it is essential for maintaining the native 
structure of the molecule. 

8. Multiple Forms of Enzymes 

a) Structural Relationships among Isozymes 
It is now well recognized that a large number of enzymes exist in multiple 

forms, not only in tissues but also in the crystalline state. The differences 
between the various forms of the same enzyme may be due to different 
combinations of the same number of specific polypeptide subunits, as in the case 
of lactic dehydrogenase (CAHN et aI., 1962); or they may be attributable to 
simple amino acid replacements, as in the case of bovine carboxypeptidase 
(NEURATH et aI., 1968). Assuming that such differences stem from the genes 
controlling the synthesis of the enzymes, one might add mutant enzymes to 
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the general family of isoenzymes, and thus the investigation of multiple forms 
of enzymes may also be tackled by genetic studies. 

The recognition of the existence of isoenzymes originally was due to the 
finding of multiple bands of enzymatic activity in electrophoresis. The 
existence of immunological differences between the multiple forms provides 
a much more sensitive method for their detection and study. Indeed, numerous 
immunological studies on isoenzymes have appeared during the last several 
years. Only a few examples will be given in the following, to demonstrate 
the parallelism between the existence of differences in antigenic determinants 
and the multiplicity of enzyme forms. 

Lactic dehydrogenase is probably the most extensively studied enzyme. As 
isolated from various species, it has been shown to exist as five isoenzymes 
of differing subunit composition. All five isozymes are enzymatically active, 
with similar specificities, and they stem from the random tetrameric association 
of two different subunits, M and H, each encoded in a separate gene (HOLMES 
and MARKERT (1969). The two isozymes LDH-I (H4) and LDH-V (M4), each 
consisting of a single type of subunit only, did not show any immunological 
cross-reaction (CAHN et al., 1962; LINDSAY, 1963), but, as shown in Table 3, 

Table 3. Precipitation of various forms of chicken LDH with 
a limiting amount of antibody a. 

LDH form Percent precipitation 
Anti-M Anti-H 

100 
65 
32 
8 
o 

o 
17 
58 
95 

100 

a. The level of each antibody used was that amount which was in slight excess 
to completely precipitate the pure homologous form. In all cases the level of antibody, 
as well as of antigen, was kept constant. 

Source: KAPLAN and WHITE (1963). 

antisera to both forms cross-precipitated with the different hybrid isozymes 
(KAPLAN and WHITE, 1963; MARKERT and ApPELLA, 1963; RAJEWSKY et al., 
1964) and the extent of this cross-reaction was proportional to the contents of 
the respective subunit in the hybrid. Cross-reaction was also observed between 
LDH from different species, and it indicated that in contrast with the two 
different subunits, subunits of the same type originating from a variety of 
species do show immunological relationship (WILSON et aL, 1964). This was 
very clearly demonstrated by the capacity of rabbit antiserum against pig 
LDH-I to precipitate rabbit LDH-I, namely the autologous antigen (RAJEWSKY, 
1966). The two enzymes must, therefore, differ slightly from each other to 
an extent which is sufficient for rendering the pig's enzyme immunogenic in 
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rabbits, but on the other hand, they must possess a number of determinants 
of similar antigenic specificity. A limited immunological relationship between 
LDH-I and LDH-V could also be shown, but these similar surface antigenic 
determinants were revealed only following acetylation of both subunits 
(RAJEWSKY and MULLER, 1967). 

Glutamic dehydrogenase was also found to exist in multiple forms, which 
constitute a system in rapid monomer-polymer equilibrium. Immunochemical 
studies (TALAL et aI., 1964) have shown that the enzyme is composed of three 
immunologically distinct forms, which differ from one another in both their 
antigenic and catalytic properties - one form demonstrates primarily glutamic 
dehydrogenase activity, the second catalyses predominantly the alanine dehy
drogenase reaction, whereas the third form has both enzyme activities. Sub
sequent studies (TALAL and TOMKINS, 1964) have shown that the antigenic 
differences are associated with conformational changes between the different 
forms, since regulator molecules such as ADP or diethylstilbestrol induced 
changes in the immunological reactivity. The three isozymes, therefore, are 
associated in this case with different conformational states of glutamic 
dehydrogenase. 

Horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase represents a third type of situation in 
effect in multiple forms of enzymes. This enzyme also exists as five electro
phoretically different subunits, one of which (the major component) possesses 
only alcohol dehydrogenase activity whereas a different isozyme is additionally 
active in the catalysis of the interconversion of some keto steroids to the 
hydroxy compounds. Immunological studies have shown (PIETRUSZKO and 
RINGOLD, 1969; PIETRUSZKO et al., 1969) that the last mentioned form is a 
hybrid, whereas the first isozyme consists of two identical units. The two 
subunits showed a close immunological relationship - since the two isozymes 
precipitated in a similar fashion with the two antibodies. This is therefore an 
opposite case to that of lactic dehydrogenase - the two types of subunits are 
immunologically related but differ in their enzymic properties. 

Carbonic anhydrase (HCA) represents a still different situation. This enzyme, 
as isolated from human red blood cells, contains two isozymes, a highly 
active HCA C, and a less active form HCA B (NYMAN, 1961). These isozymes 
were shown to differ also in some of their physical and chemical properties, 
and indeed were found to differ in their immunological behaviour (WISTRAND 
and RAo, 1968). The difference in immunological reactivity manifested itself 
in lack of both cross-precipitation with the antibodies, and cross-inhibition of 
catalytic activity by the antibodies. On the other hand, antibodies to these 
two different isozymes were capable of reacting with the two forms of the 
enzyme isolated from other species (TASHIAN et al., 1965). A comparative 
study carried out with carbonic anhydrases from many species has indicated 
that the two forms of the enzyme originated by gene duplication, and that 
the HCA C represents the original form. 

Another instance in which two forms of an enzyme appeared to be anti
genically different is the case of myosin, which possesses adenosine triphos-
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phatase activity. Actomyosins are present in two types of fibers, the rapidly 
contracting white fibers and the red fibers. The two types of enzyme differ 
in their enzymatic properties - the red fiber enzyme having a lower catalytic 
activity. Recently it was demonstrated (GROSCHEL-STEWART and DONIACH, 
1969) that they also differ in their antigenic properties and show no cross
reaction, and thus can be differentiated by the reaction with their respective 
antibodies. 

It appears, therefore, that in most cases isozymes, although probably 
originating from a common ancestral gene, developed into species which are 
immunologically distinct, namely, the structure of their antigenic determinants 
is different. 

b) Effects of Genetic Alteration on Enzyme Structure 
Antibodies to enzymes have been used to detect mutationally altered 

enzymes which are devoid of, or possess aberrant, enzymatic activity. They 
have provided an excellent means for characterizing the antigenic and immuno
genic properties of these abnormal proteins and for relating these to other 
properties of the molecule. In several instances the characteristic properties 
of the mutant proteins have been related to mutational events occurring 
within specific regions of a structural gene. These points will be exemplified 
here by studies with three systems - tryptophan synthetase, ,8-galactosidase 
and alkaline phosphatase. 

Tryptophan synthetase is an enzyme consisting of two functionally depen
dent subunits - a. and ,82' Certain E. coli mutants have been found which 
are devoid of normal enzymic activity, but continue to form molecules which 
are recognized by their antigenic similarity to the normal enzyme. The antigen 
involved was designated CRM (cross-reacting material), and appears to be 
characteristic of particular mutants, which are antigenically distinguishable 
from each other (SUSKIND et al., 1963). Antibodies can be prepared to each 
of the two subunits, and used for the detection of alterations in various 
mutants (YANOFSKY, 1963). The antisera specific for the wild-type a.-subunit 
were used in order to measure the effects of single and double amino acid 
substitutions on the antigenic structure of this subunit (MURPHY and MILLS, 
1968). These authors found that about half of all the mutants they studied 
which exhibited reduced binding affinities to the ,82 subunit, reacted with the 
antiserum exactly as the wild-type, thus indicating only limited differences, 
if any, between the tertiary structures of the wild-type and these mutant 
proteins. 

Immunological studies were also applied successfully in the investigation of 
E. coli ,8-galactosidase. This enzyme is a very good immunogen, giving rise to 
precipitating antibodies which do not inhibit its catalytic activity (COHN and 
TORRIANI, 1952). As in the case of tryptophan synthetase, many mutants of 
E. coli are deficient of enzyme activity, but produce material which cross
reacts with antibody to the wild-type (PERRIN, 1963). FOWLER and ZABIN 
(1968) studied the distribution of antigenic determinants by analyzing the 
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immunological activity of a series of nonsense, missense and deletion mutants 
which map throughout the ,8-galactosidase structural gene. Their results suggest 
the presence of three classes of antigenic sites - those which reside in the 
incomplete chains themselves, those present in mutants mapping either near 
the center of the gene or in its terminal part, and those due to polymeric 
protein, thus implying the contribution of specific conformation to the immuno
logical activity. ROTMAN and CELADA (1968) have isolated a cross-reacting 
protein from a lac ( -) E. coli mutant which was activated 5 50-fold by antiserum 
to the wild-type enzyme. The molecular weight of this purified protein was 
found to be similar to that of native ,8-galactosidase, implying that, similarly 
to the active enzyme, it also consists of a tetramer. The activation by the 
antibodies may thus be visualized to occur via a conformational change 
proceeding as a result of the contact with antibodies to the native enzyme. 
In later studies (MESSER and MELCHERS, 1969) elevenlac(-) mutants of E. coli 
were isolated, producing ,8-galactosidase mutant proteins that can be activated 
by antiserum to the wild-type enzyme. In these cases, the mechanism of activa
tion is probably also related to induced conformational changes; however, 
preliminary mapping of these mutants on the basis of their position on the 
,8-galactosidase gene shows that the mutants can be classified in three distinct 
groups. Two of these groups are activated by different antibody populations, 
implying that two different antigenic sites on the ,8-galactosidase are involved 
in the binding of the antibodies, and each group of mutants is correlated 
to one antigenic site. The wild-type enzyme gives rise to antibody popUlations 
which will recognize different sites on various mutants. Characterization of 
such mutant enzymes and location of the mutational changes in the poly
peptide chain may lead to the definition of specific antigenic determinants 
on the native enzyme. 

Another example in which studies with mutant enzymes revealed informa
tion about antigenic determinants is the enzyme alkaline phosphatase (COCKS 
and WILSON, 1969). In this study the authors investigated the interaction 
of several enzymatically active mutant enzymes, of single amino acid substi
tutions, with antiserum to the wild-type enzyme. Although the structural 
changes in these enzymes were small, most of the mutants tested could be 
distinguished from the wild-type enzyme in their immunological reactivity. 
The largest difference observed was in the case of the mutant in which 
lysine was replaced by glutamic acid, implying that the charge !night be of 
importance in determining the antigenic specificity of this enzyme. 

It thus appears that enzymes evolved by genetic mutations show differences 
in their immunological properties as well. In some cases even a single point 
mutation, yielding differences in one amino acid, will still lead to a conco
mitant divergence in the antigenic structure of the enzyme. 

9. Allosteric Enzymes 

The last topic to be mentioned, in which immunological studies have 
revealed information concerning antigenic determinants, involves the allosteric 

6 C. T. in Microbiology, Vol. S4 
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enzymes. It will be represented here by two systems. The first and probably 
best understood of the allosteric enzymes, is aspartate transcarbamylase 
(ATCase) of E. coli. This enzyme is composed of two different types of protein 
subunits, the catalytic subunit and the regulatory subunit, each with a specific 
function. Specific association of two catalytic and four regulatory subunits 
leads to the formation of the native enzyme (GERHART and SCHACHMAN, 
1965, 1968; CHANGEUX and GERHART, 1967). Preparation of antisera to the 
intact aspartate transcarbamylase and against the two subunits, and their 
serological analysis has indicated that the two subunits are immunologically 
distinct moieties (BETHELL et a1., 1968). These antibodies were, therefore, 
used for the study of conformational changes involved in the dissociation
association of this enzyme. It was found that antisera to the intact enzyme 
reacted more effectively with native aspartate transcarbamylase than with 
either or both of its isolated subunits. This effect was attributed to the more 
effective lattice formation with the multichain protein containing all the 
antigenic determinants on one molecule. On the other hand, antisera to the 
catalytic subunit showed greater activity with this subunit than with the 
intact enzyme, and the anti-regulatory subunit also distinguished the free 
subunit from the bound form in the intact enzyme, implying that the disso
ciation resulted in unmasking of some dominant antigenic determinants. 
Dissociation of ATCase withp-hydroxy-mercuribenzoate resulted in a decrease 
in the activity with anti-ATCase and concomitant increase in the reactivity 
with the anti-catalytic subunit. The two types of antisera could, therefore, 
serve to detect dissociation and conformational changes in this system (VON 
FELLENBERG et al., 1968): it has been demonstrated (GERHART and SCHACH
MAN 1968; CHANGEUX and RUBIN, 1968) that conformational changes in ATCase 
result from interactions with ligands. According to the prediction by MONOD 
et a1. (1965) substrates favour a loose, and feedback inhibitors a tight quater
nary structure of an allosteric enzyme. Immunological investigation corrobor
ated this prediction (VON FELLENBERG et al., 1968). In these studies it was 
observed that several ligands, as well as low substrate concentration, increased 
the rate of dissociation of ATCase by tJ-hydroxymercuribenzoate, whereas 
high concentrations of the substrate decreased the dissociation; both results 
were in agreement with the expected conformational changes. Moreover, using 
the specific antisera to the intact enzyme and to the subunits, these authors 
demonstrated that the effect of a particular ligand was on the conformation 
of only that subunit with which the ligand interacts. Thus, only the anti
regulatory immune system was affected by the presence of cytidine triphos
phate, whereas carbamyl phosphate and succinate influenced the serological 
activity of the catalytic subunit. 

Another enzyme, in the structure of which an allosteric effect plays a role, 
is alkaline phosphatase from E. coli. This enzyme in its catalytically active 
form is composed of two identical subunits which can be reversibly dissociated 
(SCHLESINGER and BARRETT, 1965). Antibodies prepared against the denatured 
form of the enzyme were not reactive with the active alkaline phosphatase 
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but were directed against the subunit, which by itself is devoid of catalytic 
activity, but is reassociable to yield active protein (SCHLESINGER, 1967). Since 
the dimerization process, leading to the formation of the native enzyme, 
involves both the inclusion of a zinc atom and a conformational change in the 
molecule (SCHLESINGER, 1965), it must be assumed, in this case as well, that 
the antibodies to both native enzyme and subunit are capable of detecting 
the dissociation and change of conformation. Moreover, the antibodies specific 
toward the subunit, in contrast to the antibodies to the native enzyme, preven
ted the subunit from reassociation, indicating that they recognize on the 
subunit, and react with, the sites of assembly of this enzyme. 

It appears, thus, that immunological investigations may shed light on the 
conformational changes involved in the allosteric effects. 

10. Concluding Remarks 
The increasing number of studies on antibodies to enzymes, carried out in 

the last years have shed light on several problems and aspects raised by enzyme 
research. The data summarized in this article constitute an attempt to demon
strate the fruitfulness of such immunological investigations. They provided 
evidence, for example, concerning homology and phylogeny of enzymes, which 
corroborated the conclusions arrived at by the elucidation of their primary 
structure. On the other hand, they yielded cardinal information regarding the 
structure and spatial conformation of enzymes and their various derivatives, 
as well as that of complex constructions such as the allosteric enzymes. 
Likewise, they revealed detailed knowledge about subtle differences in molecu
lar structure involved in the activation of proenzymes or in the interactions 
of apoenzymes with their respective prosthetic groups to form the active 
holoenzymes. Furthermore, these studies provided answers to questions regar
ding the existence of, and interrelationship among, multiple forms of enzymes, 
either those found naturally or those induced by genetical mutations. 

The field in which the use of anti-enzyme antibodies have provided the 
most straightforward information is in the elucidation of the structural features 
of antigenic determinants of proteins. In this the advantage of enzymes over 
other proteins resides in the availability of homologous species on the one 
hand, and in the inherent biological activity of this class of proteins on the 
other. The correlation of the immunological activity in homologous enzymes, 
such as cytochromes c from different species, clearly indicated the important 
role played by hydrophobic amino acid residues in originating immunopotent 
centers. Likewise, the isolation and analysis of immunologically active frag
ments from the enzymes trypsin and chymotrypsin, suggest that the presence 
of a prolyl residue may be of prime importance in endowing the regions in 
their immediate vicinity with antigenic reactivity. Interestingly, a similar 
conclusion may be arrived at by inspecting the regions which encompass 
antigenic determinants of other enzymes, and even their unfolded polypeptide 
chains. The biological activity of the enzymes, on the other hand, enabled the 
study of possible correlation between their catalytically active centers and the 
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antigenic structure of the molecule. Although no such relationship could be 
demonstrated, so that in most cases it may be assumed that the active site 
itself is not directly involved in an antigenic determinant, antibodies to enzymes 
are, nevertheless, generally capable of inhibiting the catalytic activity of the 
enzyme, mostly via steric, hindrance. Moreover, among homologous enzymes 
from different species, cross-inhibition by antibodies is a much more pronounced 
phenomenon than immunological cross-reaction, implying that during the evo
lutionary process the structural features responsible for the enzymatic activity 
were preserved. 

Finally, the inhibition of enzymic activity by antibodies served for 
distinction among different antigenic determinants on the enzyme: the multi
plicity of antigenic determinants on the surface of antigens has been accepted 
as one of the main reasons for the extreme heterogeneity of antibodies, 
even of the most purified antibody preparations. Selective fractionation of 
the antibodies into inhibitory and noninhibitory species, as demonstrated for 
papain and chymopapain, provides proof that the inactivation of the enzyme 
is a result of its interaction with those antibodies which are specific to regions 
that are related to the active site. Whereas fractionation of antibodies with 
different determinant specificities is theoretically possible for every antigen, 
only with the enzyme antigens has it been feasible to fractionate such 
species and to distinguish between them on the basis of their inhibitory 
capacities. Such antibody preparations should be useful in mapping the anti
genic structure of enzymes, and in the elucidation of the detailed features of 
antigenic determinants. 
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I. Introduction 
The function, biogenesis and genetic autonomy of mitochondria has 

remained a central topic for biologists and biochemists since the early specu
lations at the end of the 19th century (ALTMANN, 1890). The discovery of 
mitochondrial DNA in the late 1950 (CHEVREMONT et aI., 1959; NASS and 
NASS, 1962) initiated a new phase of research which resulted in a logarithmic 
growth of literature on mitochondrial biogenesis and in a parallel production 
of review articles (GIBOR and GRANICK, 1964; WILKIE, 1964; ROODYN and 
WILKIE, 1968; WAGNER, 1969; NASS, 1969a; SCHATZ, 1970). 

The aim of this article is to discuss in more details some new findings 
concerning the molecular genetics of mitochondria from Neurospora crassa 
and yeast. Although mitochondria from vertebrates are better characterized 
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than microbial mitochondria with respect to their DNA, it seems, that the 
mitochondrial genetic apparatus in toto, especially the translational part 
(ribosomes, ribosomal factors, tRNA and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases) has 
been studied more extensively in microbial eucaryotes like Neurospora and 
yeast than in other cells. 

The structure and function of nucleic acids and of the proteins engaged in 
replication, transcription and translation of mitochondrial DNA from Neuro
spora will be compared with other mitochondrial systems and with the nuclear
cytoplasmic system of the same cell. 

ll. Structural and Functional Specificity of the Genetic 
Apparatus in Mitochondria 

1. DNA 

I t appears to be a rule that all eucaryotic organisms contain mitochondrial 
or promitochondrial DNA, with the possible exception of certain "petite" 
mutants from yeast (GOLDRING et al., 1970; NAGLEY and LINNANE, 1970). 

With respect to their mitochondrial DNA, all eucaryotic cells can be 
divided into two groups: Mitochondria from sea urchin and vertebrates 
including amphibians, birds and mammals contain predominantly circular 
DNA with an average contour length of 5 microns, corresponding to a molecular 
weight of 10 X 106 Daltons. Mitochondria from eucaryotic microorganisms like 
Neurospora, yeast or Tetrahymena, and from higher plants contain mostly 
linear DNA of a molecular weight larger than 20X 106 Daltons. The average 
content of DNA per mitochondrion seems to be similar in both groups of 
organisms, namely ca. 7 Xi 0-17 g or 40 Xi 06 Daltons (GRANICK and GIBOR, 
1967; BORST et al., 1967; BORST and KROON, 1969; NASS, 1967; RABINOWITZ, 
1968; NASS, 1969b). 

Mitochondrial DNA has been isolated first by LUCK and REICH (1964) 
from Neurospora. These authors could identify mitochondrial DNA as a light 
satellite peak in a CsCI gradient, but their DNA preparation appeared hetero
genous in the size distribution, with contour lengths ranging from 2 to 25 
microns and an average length of 6.6 microns (corresponding to 12 X 10& 
Daltons). 

We have isolated mitochondrial DNA from Neurospora using a method 
similar as described for the isolation of intact mycoplasma DNA (BODE and 
MOROWITZ, 1967). The resulting preparation consisted of linear molecules 
with a length of 25 microns (corresponding to 50 X 106 Daltons) and contained 
less than 10 % smaller fragments; not a single circle was observed (SCHAFER, 
GRANDI and KUNTZEL, manuscript in preparation). A somewhat higher mo
lecular weight (60 X 10&) for mitochondrial DNA from Neurospora has been 
calculated from renaturation data (WOOD and LUCK, 1970). The molecular 
weight of mitochondrial DNA from yeast is still controversial (NASS, 1969b; 
BILLHEIMER and AVERS, 1969). There is one recent report on the occurrence 
of 25 micron circles in yeast mitochondria (HOLLENBERG et al., 1969). These 
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authors have also calculated the molecular weight from renaturation data to 
be 50 X 106• From these results one can tentatively conclude that mitochondrial 
DNA in Neurospora and yeast has a molecular weight of 50 to 60 X 106• Whether 
this DNA is linear or circular in its native form remains still open. 

A general characteristic property of mitochondrial DNA is its high degree 
of homogeneity, which can be inferred from the sharpness of the DNA-band 
in a CsCI gradient and from the steepness of the melting curve, and its ability 
to renature much more rapidly than nuclear DNA (BORST, 1967). 

In some organisms, expecially in microorganisms and plants, mitochondrial 
and nuclear DNA differ in their buoyant density and melting point, indicating 
a different G+C content. In the case of Neurospora the two DNA species can 
easily be separated in a CsCI gradient, the mitochondrial DNA banding at 
1.701 gjcm3 and the nuclear DNA at 1.712 gjcm3 (WOOD and LUCK, 1970). 
Mitochondrial DNA from yeast has an exceptional low density of 1.685 gjcm3, 

corresponding to a G+C content of only 21 % (TEWARI et aI., 1966). This 
DNA seems to be drastically altered by cytoplasmic "petite" mutations, 
which lead in some cases to an almost total deletion of G + C containing 
sequences leaving behind "nonsense" material in form of alternating Poly 
d(AT) (BERNARDI et al., 1968; MEHROTRA and MAHLER, 1968). The relative 
high AT content of wild type mitochondrial DNA from yeast could possibly 
be attributed to a certain content of nonsense sequences, which would con
sequently reduce the information content of this DNA (BERNARDI and TIMA
SHEFF, 1970). 

The structure and physical properties of supercoiled and nicked circular 
DNA and its circular and catenated oligomers in vertebrate cells have been 
studied in a large number of laboratories (NASS, 1969b). A discussion of these 
results would clearly exceed the scope of this article. 

2. DNA- and RNA-Polymerase 

The capability of intact mitochondria to incorporate in vitro deoxyribo
nucleoside triphosphates into DNA has been demonstrated by several authors 
(NEUBERT et aI., 1968; PARSON and SIMPSON, 1968; WINTERSBERGER, 1968). 
Most authors agree that Initochondrial DNA synthesis is replicative rather 
than a repair process (SCHULTZ and NASS, 1967; MEYER and SIMPSON, 1968; 
KAROL and SIMPSON, 1968). 

Mitochondrial DNA-Polymerase has been isolated and partially purified 
from rat liver (NEUBERT et al., 1967; MEYER and SIMPSON, 1968; KALF and 
CH'IH, 1968) and yeast (WINTERSBERGER and WINTERSBERGER, 1970a; 
IWASHIMA and RABINOWITZ, 1969). The results can be summarized as follows: 
Mitochondrial and nuclear DNA-Polymerase differ in molecular size, in their 
magnesium requirement and in their template dependence. Native mitochondrial 
DNA seems to be a better template for the mitochondrial than for the nuclear 
enzyme in yeast (WINTERSBERGER and WINTERS BERGER, 1970a). The rat 
liver mitochondrial DNA-Polymerase has been shown to prefer native mito-
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chondrial DNA and is believed to produce replicates of mitochondrial DNA 
(KALF and CH'IH, 1968). However, it is clearly premature to decide whether 
mitochondrial DNA-Polymerase has repairing or replicating functions in vivo. 

The presence of a DNA-dependent RNA-Polymerase in mitochondria can 
be inferred from the observation, that intact mitochondria are capable to 
incorporate ribonucleoside triphosphates into high molecular weight RNA 
(LUCK and REICH, 1964; WINTERSBERGER, 1964; WINTERSBERGER and TuPPY, 
1965; WINTERSBERGER, 1966; NEUBERT et al., 1968; SACCONE et al., 1969). 
RNA synthesis in isolated mitochondria and mitochondrial membrane frag
ments from yeast is inhibited by actinomycin (WINTERSBERGER, 1964) but not 
by rifamycin (WINTERSBERGER and WINTERSBERGER, 1970b; HERZFELD, 
1970), indicating that mitochondrial RNA-Polymerase may be similar to the 
nuclear enzymes, which are also rifamycin-insensitive (WEHRLI et al., 1968). 

However, since all attempts to solubilize and to purify mitochondrial RNA
Polymerase have so far been unsuccessful, the interesting question remains 
still open whether the nuclear and mitochondrial enzymes are different or 
have different cofactors. 

3. tRNA, Aminoacyl-tRNA-Synthetases and Transformylase 

Mitochondria have been shown to contain transfer RNA and aminoacyl
tRNA-synthetases (WINTERSBERGER, 1966; FOURIER and SIMPSON, 1968; 
BARNETT and BROWN, 1967). 

BARNETT et al. (1967) reported that purified mitochondria from Neurospora 
contained at least 15 different species of tRNA and their corresponding amino
acyl-tRNA-synthetases. They also found that mitochondrial aspartyl-, phenyl
alanyl- and leucyl-tRNA-synthetases could acylate only mitochondrial, but 
not cytoplasmic tRNA. Chromatographic differences were found between 
mitochondrial and cytoplasmic leucyl-, methionyl- and seryl-tRNA from 
Neurospora (BROWN and NOVELLI, 1968) and between mitochondrial and 
cytoplasmic leucyl-tRNA from Tetrahymena (SUYAMA and EYER, 1967). 
Mitochondrial and cytoplasmic leucyl-tRNA in Neurospora seem to recognize 
different codons (EPLER and BARNETT, 1967). 

Similar results have been obtained in the case of rat liver mitochondria, 
which contain species of leucyl-, tyrosyl-, aspartyl-, valyl- and seryl-tRNAs 
exclusively located in mitochondria. It is interesting that these mitochondrial 
species cannot be acylated by cytoplasmic aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetases 
(BUCK and NASS, 1968, 1969). 

One tRN A species should be discussed in more detail: It is now well 
established that not only procaryotic but also eucaryotic cells contain two 
methionyl-tRNA species, one of which can be formylated by bacterial trans
formylase. However, the presence of transformylase and hence of the poly
peptide chain starter N-Formyl-methionyl-tRNA (fMet-tRNA) has longtime 
been believed to be restricted to bacteria (MARCKER and SMITH, 1969). More 
recently, fMet-tRNA has been detected also in mitochondria from yeast and 
7 c. T. in Microbiology, Vol. 54 
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rat liver (SMITH and MARCKER, 1968), in HeLa cells (GALPER and DARNELL, 

1969) and in Neurospora (KUNTZEL and SALA, 1969). 
The specificity of aminoacylation and formylation of methionyl-tRNA 

from E.coli and Neurospora mitochondria and cytoplasm has been studied by 
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Fig. 1. Aminoacylation of methionine-specific tRNA in homologous and heterologous 
systems from E . coli and Neurospora mitochondria and cytoplasm. The reaction mixture 
(final volume SO (.Ll) contained (in (.Lmoles per ml): Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (SO), MgCl2 (10), 
ATP (4), phosphoenolpyruvate (10), pyruvate kinase (SO (.Lg) , tRNA (3 mg), 3H-methionine 
(5 (.LC) und 100,000 xg supernatant protein as indicated. After incubation at 37° C for 

5 minutes the cold TCA precipitable radioactivity was counted in a Tricarb 

Table 1. Synthesis of 3H-Methionyl-tRNA and N-FormyPH-methionyl-tRNA zn 
homologous and heterologous systems from E. coli, and Neurospora mitochondria and 

cytoplasm 

tRNA 100,000 xg Radioactivity ('Yo) 
supernatant 

Met-A fMet-A Met 

E. coli E. coli 33·3 65.4 1.3 
Neurospora: mitochondria 48.7 49.8 1.5 

cytoplasm 98.7 0.2 1.1 

Neurospora: 
mitochondria E. coli 44.6 53·8 1.6 

Neurospora: mitochondria 41.5 56.6 1.9 
cytoplasm 98.2 0.1 1.7 

cytoplasm E. coli 61.0 36.8 2.2 
Neurospora: mitochondria 66·3 31.9 1.8 

cytoplasm 97·9 0.1 2.1 

The incubation conditions were the same as described under Fig. 1, except 
that Nlo-Formyl-tetrahydrofolic acid (10 m[l.M/ml) has been added. After 15 minutes 
incubation at 37° C, the tRNA was reisolated by phenol extraction at pH 5 and 
treated with RNAse. The adenosylesters were separated by electrophoresis at pH 3.5. 
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comparing the activity of homologous and heterologous systems (KONTZEL, 
manuscript in preparation). Fig. 1 shows the initial rate of aminoacylation of 
methionyl-tRNA as a function of the enzyme concentration. It is obvious 
that all three enzymes (from bacteria, mitochondria and cytoplasm) ammo-
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Fig. 2A and B. Electrophoresis of products obtained after RNAse (A) or alkali (B) 
treatment of mitochondrial N-FormyPH-methionyl-tRNA and cytoplasmic 14C-methio
nyl-tRNA from Neurospora. Intact mitochondria were incubated with 3H-methionine, 
a 30,000 X g supernatant from cytoplasm with 14C-methionine, under conditions similar 
as described (KUNTZEL, 1969a). The mitochondrial and cytoplasmic tRNA preparations 
obtained by phenol extraction were mixed, one aliquot was treated with RNAse (10 !Jog/mI, 
5 minutes 37° C), another with diluted ammonia (pH 10, 2 hours at 37° C). The samples 
were subjected to electrophoresis at pH 3.5 (2 hours, 1,500 V), the dried pherograms were 

cut in stripes and counted in a Tricarb 

acylate more rapidly the homologous than the heterologous tRNA, and, more 
surprisingly, that the E.coli system can be better combined with the cyto
plasmic than with the mitochondrial system. 

The transformylase activity of the same three enzyme preparations is 
compared in Table 1. The degree of formylation was measured by treating 
the tRNA with RNAse and separating the adenosyl-esters of methionine and 
N-formyl-methionine electrophoretically. Fig. 2 shows the electrophoretic 

7· 
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pattern of the products obtained by treating mitochondrial fMet-tRNA with 
RNAse (A) or alkali (B). The data of Table 1 indicate that both E.coli and 
mitochondrial supernatants can formylate all three tRNA preparations, in 
contrast to the cytoplasmic supernatant, which does not contain transformylase 
activity to a measurable amount. 

The implications of these findings for the peptide chain initiation mech
anism in mitochondria and cytoplasm will be discussed later. 
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Fig. 3. Sedimentation pattern of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ribosomes from Neuro
spora. Ribosomes were layered on exponential sucrose gradients containing 100 mM 
NH4Cl, 10 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM Tris pH 7.5 and centrifuged for 4 hours at 40,000 rpm 
in the Spinco SW 40 rotor at 2° C. The gradients were collected and recorded with a 
Gilford spectrophotometer equipped with a quartz flow cell. For further details see 

KUNTZEL (1969b) 

4. Ribosomes and Ribosomal Subunits 

First evidence for the possible presence of ribosomes in mitochondria came 
from numerous morphological studies (for references see NASS, 1969). The 
ribosome-like particles shown in electromicrographs usually have a diameter 
of 120-150 A and appear distinctly smaller than the cytoplasmic ribosomes 
measuring 180-200 A. However, these observations were disputed by others, 
who could not find mitochondrial ribosomes differing in sedimentation con-
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stants or base composition from cytoplasmic ribosomes (TRUMAN, 1963; 
RABINOWITZ et al., 1966). 

The existence of a mitochondrial class of ribosomes was proven by the 
isolation of mitochondrial ribosomes from Neurospora which were shown to be 
separable from cytoplasmic ribosomes in sucrose gradients (KUNTZEL and 
NOLL, 1967; KUNTZEL, 1969b). Fig. 3 shows the sedimentation pattern of 
mitochondrial 73 s ribosomes, cytoplasmic 77 s ribosomes and a mixture of 
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Fig. 4. Sedimentation pattern of cytoplasmic ribosomes from Neurospora and 70 s 
ribosomes from E. coli. Experimental details are described under Fig. 3 

both particles. That mitochondrial ribosomes sediment faster than 70s ribo
somes from E.coli is demonstrated in Fig. 4. 

Mitochondrial ribosomes resemble bacterial ones in their dissociation 
properties: both particles are completely dissociated into subunits at 0.1 mM 
MgCI2 , whereas cytoplasmic ribosomes dissociate only after lowering the 
MgCl2 concentration to 0.004 mM. The mitochondrial subunits sediment with 
37s and 50s (compared with E.coli 30s and 50s particles as standards), the 
cytoplasmic subunits with 37s and 60s (KUNTZEL, 1969b). Mitochondrial 
ribosomes have been isolated from Neurospora independently by RIFKIN et al. 
(1967). The fact that these authors find virtually the same base composition 
of mitochondrial rRNA, suggests that both groups are studying the same 
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particle. However, RIFKIN et aL report higher s-values for both ribosomes 
from Neurospora; but this discrepancy should not be taken too serious because 
their reference ribosome, which is the familiar 70s ribosome from E.coli, 
sediments unusually fast with 81 s under their conditions. Furthermore, a 
separation of the two Neurospora ribosomes is not possible under the gradient 
conditions used by RIFKIN et al. 

A similar type of mitochondrial ribosomes sedimenting with 75 to 80s 
compared with 80s cytoplasmic ribosomes has been isolated from yeast 
(VIGNAIS et aL, 1969; SCHMITT, 1969; MORIMOTO and HALVORSON, 1970; 
STEGEMAN et al., 1970). 

As mentioned earlier, vertebrate mitochondria differ from microbial or 
plant mitochondria in their DNA, which is about five times smaller than 
yeast of Neurospora mitochondrial DNA. Another basic difference seems to 
be the smaller size of ribosomes and ribosomal RNA from vertebrate mito
chondria. Traces of an unusually small particle sedimenting with 55 shave 
been detected in rat liver by two groups (O'BRIEN and KALF, 1967; ASHWELL 
and WORK, 1970). ASHWELL's 55s particles contain nascent peptide chains 
which can be released in a chloramphenicol-sensitive step by puromycin, 
allowing the conclusion that the peptide might have been attached to a 
ribosome or a subunit. 

However, one has to await evidence, such as for the presence of two 
subunits and two RNA molecules in this particle and its functional activity, 
to identify it as a ribosome. Convincing and conclusive evidence for the 
existence of a ribosome in vertebrate mitochondria comes from recent studies 
of SWANSON and DAVID (1970), who have isolated a 60s particle from Xenopus 
laevis mitochondria. This particle has been shown to contain two ribosomal 
RNA species (21s and 13s) which hybridize with mitochondrial DNA and 
which don't share any significant sequence homology with cytoplasmic rRNA. 
Furthermore, the 60s ribosome is active in a Poly U-dependent cell-free system. 
Two additional 43s and 32s particles found in Xenopus mitochondria are 
probably subunits of the 60s ribosome. 

From these results it appears likely that rat liver 55 s particles are mito
chondrial ribosomes as well, and that all mitochondria containing 5 micron 
DNA circles have also "minimal" ribosomes sedimenting with 55s or 60s. 

It will be of considerable interest to find out, whether this odd ribosome 
species exhibits the same specificity in chain initiation, elongation and anti
biotic sensitivity as the bacterial ribosome. 

5. Ribosomal RNA 

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) has been isolated from mitochondria or mito
chondrial ribosomes of Yeast, Neurospora and Aspergillus nidulans (WINTERS
BERGER, 1967; ROGERS et aL, 1967; RIFKIN et aL, 1967; KUNTZEL and NOLL, 
1967; DURE et aL, 1967; FAUMAN and RABINOWITZ, 1969; EDELMAN et al., 
1970). 
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Most workers find two main species sedimenting with 23s and 16s and in 
some cases an additional 13 s peak. Thus, the mitochondrial rRNA differs 
clearly from cytoplasmic 25s and 17s, but resembles bacterial and chloroplast 
rRNA in the sedimentation constants (Table 2). On the other hand, mito-

Table 2. Relative sedimentation coefticients of ribosomal RNA from three 
classes of ribosomes in the presence of Mg++ or Na+ 

Class of Source rRNA components Ratio 
ribosomes s (large)j 

large small large small s (small) 

Mg++ (1 mM) Na+ (10mM) Mg++ Na+ 

Animal rat liver cytoplasm 3004 18.9 29.5 17.8 1.66 1.66 
cytoplasm 

Plant bean cytoplasm 26.5 16.0 24.7 17.0 1.65 1.45 
cytoplasm Neurospora cytoplasm 25.8 16.5 25.0 1704 1.56 1.44 

Bacteria E. coli 22.6 16.0 21.0 16.0 1.41 1.31 

Organells Neurospora mitochondria 23·0 16.2 20.5 1604 1.42 1.25 
bean chloroplasts 22.6 15.9 20.8 15.7 1.42 1.33 

The data are from KUNTZEL and NOLL (1967). The internal standard was 
16.0s rRNA from E. coli. 

Table 3. Base composition of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ribosomal RNA from 
Neurospora 

AMP UMP GMP CMP Uniden-
tified 

Cytoplasmic 24.1 ±O.5 24.3 ±O.8 28.1 ±O.2 21.1 ±O.3 2.3 ±o.6 
RNA: 25s+17s 
Mitochondrial 27.2±0.5 29.8±0.7 22.9±0.5 14.8 ±0.8 5.7±0.1 
RNA: 21s+16s 
Mitochondrial 29.7±Oo4 28.6±0.5 2004±0.2 19.7 ±Oo4 1.6±0·3 
RNA: 14s+ 10s 

The data are from KUNTZEL and NOLL (1967). 

chondrial rRNA differs from both bacterial and cytoplasmic rRNA in its base 
composition, which is characterized by an unusually low G + C-content 
(Table 3). 

EDELMAN et al. (1970) have determined the molecular weight of mito
chondrial rRNA from Aspergillus by gel electrophoresis and reached the 
conclusion that mitochondrial rRNA is larger than bacterial rRNA in spite 
of the coincidence of s-values. 
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It seems, therefore, that mitochondrial rRNA is a distinct molecular 
species different from both bacterial and eucaryotic rRNA. The data con
cerning high molecular RNA in mammalian mitochondria are still confusing: 
KROON (1968) isolates 23s and 16s rRNA from rat liver mitochondria, DUBIN 
and BROWN (1967) find 27s and iSs RNA in Hamster cell mitochondria, 
VESCO and PENMAN (1969) and ATTARDI and ATTARD! (1969) describe a 21s 
and 12s RNA species from HeLa cell mitochondria but don't believe this 
material to be ribosomal RNA. A recent paper by SWANSON and DAVID (1970) 
who have isolated 21s and 13 s RNA from functionally active 60s ribosomes 
of Xenopus mitochondria, has cleared the situation considerably: it seems now 
likely that the HeLa mitochondrial RNA species are indeed ribosomal, and 
that rat liver 55 s particles contain similar rRNA species. 

6. Ribosomal Proteins 

The ribosomal proteins of mitochondrial ribosomes have been studied so far 
only in Neurospora (KUNTZEL, 1969a). The proteins were labelled in vivo with 
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Fig. 5. Co-chromatography of 3H-Iysine-Iabelled proteins from mitochondrial 50s subunits 
with HC-Iysine-Iabelled proteins from cytoplasmic 60 s subunits on a carboxymethyl 

cellulose column. For details see KUNTZEL (1969a) 

3H_ or 14C-Iysine, the ribosomes were isolated from mitochondria and cytoplasm 
and dissociated into subunits. 14C-Iysine labelled cytoplasmic 60s particles 
were mixed with 3H-Iysine-Iabelled mitochondrial 50s subunits, treated with 
RNAse in presence of 6 M urea to digest the rRNA and chromatographed on 
a carboxymethyl cellulose column according to OTAKA et al. (1968). 

Fig. 5 shows the elution profile of the proteins derived from the two big 
subunits. It is obvious that the cytoplasmic and mitochondrial subunits have 
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almost no protein in common; the bulk of the cytoplasmic proteins elutes 
considerably later than most of the mitochondrial proteins. A similar result 
has been obtained with the two small subunits, which differ clearly in their 
protein pattern although they sediment at the same position in a sucrose 
gradient. 

It seems therefore valid to conclude that, at least in Neurospora, mito
chondrial ribosomes represent a unique class differing from both cytoplasmic 
80s and bacterial 70s ribosomes. The structural similarities between bacterial 
and mitochondrial ribosomes (for example the s-values of their RNA-com
ponents and their large subunits) seem to be incidentical; however, the func
tional relatedness of the ribosome classes cannot be overlooked and will be 
discussed in the following sections. 

7. Ribosomal Factors 

The interaction of ribosomes with the peptide chain elongation factors G 
and T has been shown to be species-specific (for references see CIFERRI and 
PARISI, 1970). 

It is, therefore, of considerable interest to know the specificity of the 
interaction of mitochondrial and cytoplasmic ribosomes with such factors. 
We have measured the Poly-U dependent polyphenylalanine synthesis in 
homologous and heterologous cell free system from Neurospora cytoplasm and 
mitochondria, from E.coli and rat liver (KUNTZEL, 1969c). The results are 
shown in Table 4. 

It is obvious that mitochondrial ribosomes can be combined with bacterial 
elongation factors and vice versa, whereas combinations of mitochondrial or 
bacterial ribosomes with supernatant enzymes from the cytoplasm of eucaryotic 
cells are not active. Even the two systems from the same cell exhibit a distinct 
incompatibility. The conclusion drawn from these data, that mitochondrial 
supernatant enzymes are specific for 70s ribosomes including mitochondrial 
73 s ribosomes, has recently been supported by the finding that the purified 
G-factor (translocase) from mitochondria can fully replace bacterial G-factor 
to complement with bacterial T-factor and 70s ribosomes (GRANDI and 
KUNTZEL, 1970). 

Another set of ribosomal factors specific for bacterial ribosomes are initi
ation factors recognizing fMet-tRNA; such factors have been found also in 
mitochondria from Neurospora (SALA and KUNTZEL, 1970). 

Mitochondrial ribosomes were separated into native subunits and 73 s 
monosomes. These fractions were tested in their activity to bind fMet-tRNA 
and to synthesize fMet-puromycin. Table 5 shows that native subunits from 
mitochondria are active in both reactions; this activity can be removed by 
washing the ribosomes with 1 M NH,CI and restored by adding initiation 
factors from E. coli. Mitochondrial 73 s monosomes are less active but can be 
stimulated by E. coli factors. However, the cytoplasmic ribosomes from the 
same cell are not active, even in the presence of bacterial initiation factors. 
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Table 4. Incorporation of 14C-phenylalanine from E. coli Phe-tRNA into poly phenyl-
alanine in various cell free systems 

Supernatant enzymes Ribosomes Incorporation of 
14C-Phenylalanine 

(J.(J.molesjmg % 
RNA 

E. coli E. coli 9.8 100 
N. C. mitochondria 9·2 94 
N.C. cytoplasm 0.2 2 
rat liver cytoplasm <0.1 <1 

N. C. mitochondria E. coli 4.4 108 
N. C. mitochondria 4.1 100 
N. C. cytoplasm 0.9 23 
rat liver cytoplasm 0.8 19 

N. C. cytoplasm E. coli 0.1 1 
N. C. mitochondria 2~8 38 
N.C. cytoplasm 7.4 100 
rat liver cytoplasm 6.8 92 

Rat liver cytoplasm E. coli <0.1 <1 
N. C. mitochondria 0.8 7 
N. C. cytoplasm 9.8 90 
rat liver cytoplasm 11.0 100 

The data are from KUNTZEL (1969C). 

From these data we conclude that mitochondrial native subunits posess 
initiation factors which stimulate binding and translocation of fMet-tRNA. 
The mitochondrial factors resemble bacterial initiation factors, because they 
can replace each other. Cytoplasmic ribosomes from Neurospora may contain 
initiation factors as well, but they differ from bacterial or mitochondrial 
factors at least in their inability to recognize fMet-tRNA. 

These results, together with the finding that mitochondria contain trans
formylase and incorporate N-formylmethionine into protein (KUNTZEL and 
SALA, 1969), strongly support the view that mitochondria and bacteria share 
a common peptide chain initiation mechanism. 

Finally, one other specific property common for mitochondrial and bac
terial ribosomes should be mentioned; both particles are sensitive to chlor
amphenicol and resistent to cycloheximide, in contrast to cytoplasmic ribosomes 
from eucaryotes, which show the reverse response (KUNTZEL, 1969a). 

The similarity of bacteria and mitochondria has often been stressed (NASS, 
1969a). There are, of course, structural analogies such as size and shape of 
bacteria and mitochondria, circularity of DNA, structure of membranes, 
sedimentation constants of ribosomes or ribosomal RNA etc., which cannot 
be overlooked. However, the "bacterial" character of mitochondria is probably 
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Table 5. Binding of fMet-tRNA and synthesis of fMet-puromycin by different ribosomal 
preparations, in the presence and absence of initiation factors from E. coli 

Ribosomes from E. coli Binding of Synthesis of 
initiation fMet-tRNA fMet-puromycin 
factors (!L!Lmoles per mg (!L!Lffi0les per mg 

ribosomes) ribosomes) 

Mitochondria of N. crassa 
Native subunits: 

unwashed 24.5 31.5 
washed 1.7 
washed + 65.2 

73 s ribosomes: 
unwashed 1.5 0·9 
unwashed + 20.0 12.2 

Cytoplasm of N. crassa 
Unfractionated ribosomes: 

unwashed 1.3 0.6 
unwashed + 2.7 1.0 

E. coli 
Unfractionated ribosomes: 

unwashed 15.2 16.4 
unwashed + 43·8 64.8 
washed 0.8 0.4 
washed + 49·7 45.9 

The data are from SALA and KUNTZEL (1970). 

best documented by the presence of few key proteins like methionyl-tRNA 
transformylase, initiation factors recognizing fMet-tRNA, a translocase 
recognizing bacterial ribosomes and ribosomal proteins recognizing chloram
phenicol. 

Whether these proteins are coded by mitochondrial or nuclear genes is one 
of the most intriguing questions of mitochondrial biogenesis to be solved. 

Ill. Biosynthesis of the Genetic Apparatus 
1. Replication and Proliferation of Mitochondrial DNA 

Three hypothesis concerning the biogenesis and proliferation of mito-
chondria have been discussed for a long time (for references see SCHATZ, 1969): 

1. Mitochondrial formation from other cell structures, 
2. De novo formation of mitochondria, and 
3. formation by growth and division of preexisting mitochondria and 

physical proliferation of complete mitochondria to the daughter cells. 
Evidence favoring the third mechanism has since been accumulated, and 

one of the decisive experiments has been performed with exponentially growing 
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Neurospora cells by LUCK (1963). He and others could also show that mito
chondrial DNA in Neurospora and yeast replicates in the classical semi
conservative mechanism (REICH and LUCK, 1966; CORNEO et aI., 1966; GROSS 
and RABINOWITZ, 1969). Mitochondrial division and replication of its DNA 
has been demonstrated to be periodic in synchronized Neurospora and yeast 
cells, the mitochondrial cycle being different from the mitotic cycle (HAWLEY 
and WAGNER, 1967; SMITH et aI., 1968). 

The presence of DNA and of a protein synthesizing apparatus in mito
chondria does not in itself prove a genetic function of mitochondrial DNA. 
That such a genetic function not only exists but can also be transferred via 
mitochondria to daughter cells has been shown by DIACUMAKOS et aI. (1965), 
who injected mitochondria from a cytoplasmic Neurospora "poky" mutant 
into wild type cells, thus transmitting the" poky" character, which results in 
a production of respiratory-deficient mitochondria. 

While such results exclude a direct interaction between chromosomal and 
mitochondrial DNA, a nuclear control of the replication of mitochondrial DNA 
cannot be excluded. A regulation by a nuclear gene product would best explain 
why nuclear and mitochondrial DNA replication in Neurospora and yeast 
shows a constant shift of the periods (HAWLEY and WAGNER, 1967; SMITH 
et aI., 1968). However, a direct control of mitochondrial replication by proteins 
of nuclear origin in yeast has been excluded by GROSSMAN et aI. (1969), who 
observed a preferential synthesis of mitochondrial DNA in the absence of 
extramitochondrial protein synthesis. 

While a nuclear control of mitochondrial replication remains likely, the 
possibility of a mitochondrial control of nuclear replication or cell division 
can be excluded, at least for yeast, by the finding that certain non-lethal 
neutral "petite" mutations lead to a complete loss of mitochondrial DNA 
(GOLDRING et aI., 1970; NAGLEY and LINNANE, 1970). 

2. Biosynthesis of Mitochondrial RNA 

The study of genetic origin and biosynthesis of mitochondrial transfer-, 
ribosomal- and messenger-RNA in vivo would depend on the possibility to 
inhibit selectively mitochondrial or nuclear transcription. Such selective 
inhibitors have been found for mammalian cells (DUBIN, 1967; ZYBLER et aI., 
1969; VESCO and PENMAN, 1969) but not for Neurospora and yeast. All our 
knowledge about mitochondrial genes for stable RNA in the latter organisms 
depends, therefore, on hybridization data which are sometimes difficult to 
interprete. 

WINTERSBERGER and VIEHHAUSER (1968) and FUKUHARA (1968) report 
that mitochondrial rRNA from yeast hybridizes both with mitochondrial and 
nuclear DNA, whereas cytoplasmic rRNA failes to hybridize with mitochondrial 
DNA. The hybridization between mitochondrial RNA and nuclear DNA is 
not due to sequence homologies between the two rRNA classes, because they 
do not compete with each other (WINTERSBERGER and VIEHHAUSER, 1968), 
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but rather due to contamination of mitochondrial RNA by RNA of nuclear 
origin. Indeed, FUKUHARA (1970) has recently shown that RNA dehybridized 
from mitochondrial DNA does not hybridize with nuclear DNA. The number 
of genes for r RN A per mitochondrial genome in Neurospora has been estimated 
to be six for each 23s and 16s rRNA (WOOD and LUCK, 1969). A similar value 
based on a genome length of 60 X 106 Daltons can be calculated for yeast 
mitochondrial DNA from WINTERSBERGER's data (WINTERSBERGER, 1967). 

The RNA gene products of vertebrate mitochondrial DNA seem to be 21s 
and 12s or 13s RNA. This can be concluded from the finding that 21s and 
13s RNA from HeLa cells and from Xenopus hybridizes exclusively with 
mitochondrial DNA (ZYLBER et al., 1969; SWANSON and DAVID, 1970), and 
that the in vivo biosynthesis of these species in HeLa cells is selectively in
hibited by ethidium bromide, which is known to interact with circular mito
chondrial DNA (VESCO and PENMAN, 1969). 

Hybridization of aminoacyl-tRNA with mitochondrial DNA has been 
studied only in the rat liver system so far (NASS and BUCK, 1969). These 
authors found that various mitochondrial tRNA species hybridized much 
better with covalent circular mitochondrial DNA than their cytoplasmic 
counterparts. 

That mitochondrial tRNA (4s RNA) is indeed a transcription product of 
mitochondrial DNA can be followed from in vivo experiments with inhibitors, 
which block selectively mitochondrial or nuclear transcription (KNIGHT, 1969; 
VESCO and PENMAN, 1969; ZYLBER and PENMAN, 1969; DUBIN and MONTENE
COURT,1970). 

AAIJ et aL (1970) have separated the complementary strands of rat liver 
mitochondrial DNA; they report that RNA synthesized in intact mitochondria 
in vitro hybridizes only with the heavy (G+C rich) strand, indicating that 
mitochondrial DNA might be transcribed asymmetrically not only in vitro but 
also in vivo. 

3. Biosynthesis of Proteins Involved in the Expression of the 
Mitochondrial Genome 

From the hybridization data reviewed above, it appears reasonable to 
assume that ribosomal RNA is synthesized within the mitochondrion. One 
would expect the protein components of the mitochondrial ribosome to be 
synthesized in the same compartment. 

However, three laboratories have independently reported the surprising 
finding that the bulk of mitochondrial ribosomal proteins is synthesized on 
cytoplasmic ribosomes from Neurospora and yeast (KUNTZEL, 1969a; NEUPERT 
et aL, 1969a, b; DAVEY et aL, 1969). 

This can be followed from in vivo pulse labelling experiments with N euro
spora in the presence of antibiotics. The data of Table 6 show that the in
corporation of 3H-Iysine into the proteins of both mitochondrial and cyto
plasmic ribosomes is inhibited by cycloheximide and unaffected by chloram
phenicol, indicating that most, if not all, mitochondrial ribosomal proteins 
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Table 6. In vivo incorporation of 3H-lysine into mitochondrial and cytoplasmic ribosomal 
proteins in the presence and absence of antibiotics 

Protein fraction Cyclo- Chlor- cpm per Inhibition 
heximide amphenicol mg protein (%) 

Cytoplasmic ribosomes 67.430 
+ 2,090 96.9 

Mitochondrial ribosomes 56,820 
+ 1,940 97.2 

Cytoplasmic ribosomes 91,500 
+ 89,000 2.8 

Mitochondrial ribosomes 85,820 
+ 83,790 2.2 

The data are from KUNTZEL (1969a). 

are synthesized on cytoplasmic ribosomes. Similar experiments with Neurospora 
cells have been reported by NEUPERT et al. (1969a, b) who could in addition 
show that nascent peptides labelled in isolated intact mitochondria could 
completely be released by puromycin, indicating that intact mitochondria 
cannot synthesize ribosomal proteins. 

DAWEY et al. (1969) reached a similar conclusion from the observation, 
that yeast mitochondria isolated from cells which have been grown in the 
presence of chloramphenicol, have active ribosomes. However, this is not a 
rigid proof for the extramitochondrial biosynthesis of mitochondrial ribosomal 
proteins, because chloramphenicol does not suppress completely mitochondrial 
protein synthesis. 

These inhibition experiments cannot give an answer to the question, 
whether the proteins of mitochondrial ribosomes are coded by nuclear or 
mitochondrial DNA. The second alternative has been suggested by LINNANE 
et al. from the finding that erythromycin resistance of mitochondrial protein 
synthesis is inherited extrachromosomally (LINNANE et al., 1968; THOMAS and 
WILKIE, 1968). However, it remains to be shown that this mutation has 
affected a ribosomal protein; a mutational alteration of ribosomal RNA could 
also lead to a resistance toward antibiotics. It will be, therefore, of considerable 
interest to identify a mitochondrial ribosomal protein altered by extra
chromosomal mutation, and to study its biosynthesis. An extramitochondrial 
synthesis of such a protein which should be expected from the incorporation 
studies mentioned above, would require a transport of mitochondrial mes
senger RNA into the cytoplasm, a translation of this messenger by cytoplasmic 
ribosomes and a transport of the product back into the mitochondrion. It is 
obvious that this mechanism would not be the most economical. 

Little is known about the biosynthesis and genetic origin of other proteins 
involved in replication, transcription and translation of the mitochondrial 
genome. 
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The in vivo biosynthesis of DNA-polymerase from rat liver mitochondria 
has been studied by CH'IH and KALF (1969). The observation that cyclo
heximide inhibits the labelling of the enzyme, has been interpreted as an 
extramitochondrial synthesis of mitochondrial DNA-polymerase. However, 
since the enzyme was purified only partially, such data have to be met with 
caution. The same conclusion has been drawn by WINTERSBERGER and WIN
TERSBERGER (1970a) from the much more relevant observation that mito
chondria from cytoplasmic" petite" mutants of yeast contain as much DNA
polymerase as wild type mitochondria, although the "petite" mutation leads 
to an almost complete loss of mitochondrial DNA and ribosomes (WINTERS
BERGER,1967a). 

The problem of genetic origin and biosynthesis of enzymes involved in 
the gene expression could be solved by studying mutants with altered enzymes. 
Unfortunately, such mutants are not yet available, with the single exception 
of a Neurospora mutant described by GROSS et al. (1968). This mutant contains 
an altered cytoplasmic leucyl-tRNA-synthetase and is devoid of the mito
chondria-specific leucyl-tRNA-synthetase. The interesting point is that 
obviously a single mutation of a nuclear gene has resulted in the alteration 
of the cytoplasmic and the abolition of the mitochondrial enzyme, indicating 
that both enzymes or at least a common subunit of both enzymes are coded by 
a nuclear gene. 

The genetic origin of most proteins involved in mitochondrial protein bio
synthesis, including the enzymes with bacterial specificity, is still obscure. 
An answer to this question will give a key to the understanding of mito
chondrial autonomy and mitochondrial evolution. 

IV. The Products of the Genetic Apparatus 
It is now well established that most of the mitochondrial proteins including 

the enzymes of the catabolic cycles, of the respiratory chain and oxydative 
phosphorylation, are synthesized in the cytoplasm under nuclear control 
(SCHATZ, 1969). 

At the same time we know that mitochondria never arise de novo, because 
they need for their biogenesis the products of mitochondrial genes. The key 
role of the few mitochondrial gene products for the architecture of the mito
chondrion, and hence for the function of the aerobic cell, is underlined by the 
fact that a complete second protein synthesizing machinery with some old-fash
ioned properties has been conserved through evolution; a machinery which 
is as complex as a bacterial genetic system, but which has to produce only 
some twenty proteins instead of several thousands. 

We are in the puzzling situation to know more about this genetic apparatus 
than about its products. Again, most results concerning the identity of mito
chondrial products have been obtained from Neurospora and yeast. 

Intact mitochondria incorporate amino acids into insoluble proteins of the 
inner membrane (NEUPERT et al., 1967; SCHATZ, 1969). In the case of Neuro-
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spora these proteins have been labelled either in vivo in the presence of cyclo
heximide or in vitro in isolated mitochondria, and separated by gel electro
phoresis (SEBALD et al., 1968, 1969). Some of the labelled bands have been 
shown to be absent in cytoplasmic" poky" mutants, indicating that they are 
altered by a mitochondrial mutation (SEBALD et al., 1968). 

The function of these membrane proteins is still unclear, but there is 
evidence for an association with cytochrome oxidase (BIRKMAYER et al., 1969). 
The same authors exclude the possibility that cytochrome oxidase itself might 
be a mitochondrial gene product, a view held by EDWARDS and WOODWARD 
(1969). Another possible functional role is the involvement in the protein 
complex which confers oligomycin sensitivity to ATPase. This can be followed 
from the observation that ATPase activity of mitochondria or promito
chondria from yeast "petite" mutants is oligomycin-resistant, and that this 
resistance is inherited extrachromosomally (CRIDDLE and SCHATZ, 1969; 
SCHATZ and SALTZGRABER, 1969; WAKABAYASHI and GUNGE, 1970). However, 
the so called "oligomycin sensitivity conferring protein" (OSC-protein) of 
yeast mitochondria is not synthesized on mitochondrial ribosomes (TZAGOLOFF, 
1970). 

An interesting hypothesis that mitochondrial DNA might code for extra
mitochondrial membrane proteins has been forwarded by ATTARD! and 
ATTARD! (1967, 1968), who observed a preferential hybridization of messenger 
RNA derived from membrane-bound cytoplasmic polysomes with mito
chondrial DNA from HeLa cells. Unfortunately, they could not exclude a 
contamination of their endoplasmic reticulum preparation with mitochondrial 
fragments containing mitochondrial RNA. However, a general role of mito
chondrial DNA for the biosynthesis of membrane proteins is a tempting idea 
which should be tested more rigorously. 

As a conclusion we have to state that our knowledge of number, molecular 
weight, and function of mitochondrial gene products is poor. 

The possible number of mitochondrial genes can be roughly estimated from 
the molecular weight of mitochondrial DNA. 

The genome length of vertebrate mitochondrial DNA has been estimated 
from renaturation data to be equivalent to its molecular weight (HOLLENBERG 
et al., 1969); this means that all 5 micron circles within one mitochondrion 
carry the same information equivalent to 10 xi 06 Daltons or 15,000 base pairs. 
If we assume one gene per each of 20 tRNA's, we have to substract 1,500 base 
pairs. One copy of each 21 sand 13 s ribosomal RNA would require 3,000 base 
pairs as a minimum number (the molecular weight of 21 +13s RNA assumed 
to be ca. 1 X 106). The remaining genome would contain 10,500 base pairs which 
can code for 3,500 amino acids or 21 proteins of molecular weight 20,000. This 
is an upper number, because a possible redundancy of genes for tRNA, rRNA 
or protein would reduce the gene number. 

To estimate the gene number per Neurospora or yeast mitochondrial 
genome we substract from total 75,000 base pairs (corresponding to 50 X 106 

Daltons) the 1,500 base pairs coding for 20 tRNA's, and 22,500 base pairs 
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coding for 6 copies of 23s and 16s rRNA. The remaining 51,000 base pairs 
or 17,000 triplets would code for 102 proteins having 20,000 Daltons. Again 
this number is probably smaller because of a certain degree of redundancy 
observed with mitochondrial DNA from Neurospora (WOOD and LUCK, 1969), 
and of a possible content of nonsense sequences (MEHROTRA and MAHLER, 
1968). 

The number of 102 protein genes calculated for Neurospora or yeast mito
chondrial DNA would be sufficient to code for all ribosomal proteins (ca. 
60 species) of the mitochondrial ribosome and for most of the other proteins 
involved in the genetic expression. 

However, the number of 21 protein genes for vertebrate mitochondrial 
DNA is clearly too small to code for all ribosomal proteins of the 60s ribosome 
(the number can be estimated with 40 copies) and for most of the other proteins 
involved in mitochondrial protein synthesis. 

Whatever the products of mitochondrial DNA will turn out to be, the 
genetic apparatus of mitochondria is a fascinating example of a "minimalized" 
and highly specialized system. The small size of mitochondrial DNA, but also 
the mystery of its informational role, makes this DNA an ideal subject for a 
complete in vitro transcription and translation of a cellular DNA. 
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In the last few years we have seen the birth of several hybrid scientific 
disciplines like biophysics, molecular genetics, biocybernetics, bionics, etc., as 
a consequence of the achievements of geneticists, biochemists, virologists, 
classical biologists, physicists and even engineers (POLLARD, 1965) interested 
in the study of biological problems from different perspectives. This situation, 
in itself, establishes a paradox because the continuous growth of science in
troduces an ever increasing number of questions that again renew the mixing 
of scientific disciplines (HOLTON, 1962). Since a great deal of effort has been 
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put for a long time into the preservation of microbial cultures and vaccines by 
cryodesiccation, we now find that one of the new sciences, cryobiology or the 
study of the activities of living organisms as influenced by low temperatures 
and freezing, has started to share spheres of influence with microbiology. Both 
fields then, share problems of mutual interest one of which is covered by the 
present review; knowledge of the various aspects of this problem is in its 
infancy, but it is hoped that the material will prove stimulating for more 
research at the basic level. 

II. The Objectives of Freeze-Drying 
For many years the process of freeze-drying, lyophilization or cryodesic

cation has been employed primarily with the purpose of preserving living 
materials, including microorganisms, for extended periods of time; this is 
possible because, upon dehydration, substances no longer change as a con
sequence of the usual turnover of metabolic reactions characteristic of the 
living condition (REY, 1959); cells enter then into what could be refered to, as 
a state of cryptobiosis (HINTON, 1966). 

Many excellent books and reviews have been published that discuss with 
great detail the technical aspects of lyophilization (REY, 1960, 1964). With 
particular reference to microorganisms, especially bacteria, HECKLY (1961) 
has written a very careful review on the many variables participating in the 
process and the book edited by MERYMAN (1966), contains several articles on 
various aspects of freeze-drying of microorganisms. We nevertheless consider 
it pertinent to remind the non-specialist that lyophilization involves the rapid 
freezing of the material and the subsequent sublimation of solidified water in 
vacuo. There are a large number of different techniques, mainly due to the large 
number of variables participating in the process, such as velocities of freezing, 
lowest temperature attained, type of protective colloids, suspending menstruum, 
storage temperature, storage atmosphere, residual moisture, reactivation 
conditions, etc., but, if the procedures have been correctly handled, the final 
result is that the water content of the samples under treatment will be only a 
fraction of a percent of the original preparation. As opposed to the destructive 
action of drying from the liquid state, the removal of water from material 
previously frozen under proper conditions, allows the maintenance of three 
major characteristics of the specimen: morphology, solubility and chemical 
integrity (MERYMAN, 1960). 

III. Effects of Freeze-Drying on Genetic Stability 
Permanence of characteristics in microbial strains reflects genetic stability, 

manifested by constancy of biochemical, antigenic and physiological deter
minants, conversely, variation in these characteristics indicates genetic in
stability (LINCOLN, 1960). Although in theory an ideal system for preservation 
of cell characteristics, in practice, lyophilization has been shown to introduce 
permanent changes in the characteristics of some members of the treated 
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populations; the appearance of these variants is explained most feasibly as 
due to modifications of the genotype, transmitted to the progeny and/or to 
selection of preexisting mutants present in the parental popUlations. Selection 
is due to genetically controlled differential resistance of some of the bacteria to the 
killing effect of the freeze-drying process. Such mutants will tend to increase 
in relative amounts in the population after reactivation from the lyophilized 
state. Selection by lyophilization has been shown to occur in mixtures of 
different microorganisms by GREAVES (1960), LEACH and SCOTT (1949) and 
GROSSBARD and HALL (1963), and more specifically between wild type and 
E. coli mutants by dehydration (WEBB and TAl, 1968). It is also possible that 
cryodesiccation may induce phenotypic effects by alteration of structures or 
molecules other than genetic material, but these will not be inherited by their 
progeny and the population, most of which is affected in this instance, will 
regain their original phenotype after a few generations. 

I t is known that the frequency of spontaneous appearance of mutants is 
low, but under treatment with a variety of physical or chemical agents, the 
proportions of mutants can be increased (ZAMENHOF, 1963); therefore, a 
quantitative way of thinking about possible mutagenic effects of freeze-drying 
on bacterial populations is necessary which will permit critical experiments 
discriminating mutant clones among the frozen-dried and reactivated popu
lation (DAVIS et aI., 1968). But even though a determination of the exact 
frequency of mutants before and after treatment can be made with relative 
ease (BRAUN, 1965), it is striking to note, on reviewing the extensive literature 
on the problem of conservation of characteristics in lyophilized cultures, the 
predominance of reports in which it has been assumed, a priori, that again or 
loss of a character should take place in all, or most of the individuals in a 
treated population. The situation is reminiscent of the Lamarckism that used 
to enter into bacteriologists' way of thinking some years ago when bacterial 
variation was thought of in terms of adaptations by an entire population and 
not in terms of clones derived from mutants (HAYES, 1968). This state of 
affairs is unfortunate because it has frequently produced a failure to test for 
the possible occurrence of genetic changes induced by preservation methods, 
and it has led to a failure of applying proper quantitative methodology to the 
determination of the proportions of mutants. There are, nevertheless, a 
number of publications in which awareness of this point has indicated that 
direct genetic effects can occur as a result of lyophilization, and many other 
results can be interpreted in terms of increases of genetic variants after lyo
philization of microbial cultures, even when the study was not supported by 
strict genetic analyses. Only in a few exceptional cases, appropriate deter
minations of selective killing have been made and, therefore, it is often un
certain whether selection only is the responsible mechanism in cases where 
the preservation process led to low survival values. It is difficult, then, in the 
case of most communications to assess whether the unusual increment in 
variants was due exclusively to a direct action of lyophilization on the genetic 
material of the microorganisms or was due to selective phenomena. In the 
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light of all available data it seems very probable that both types of effects 
are produced by cryodesiccation. Let us examine the literature most relevant 
to the subject, calling attention to the fact that recently some material closely 
related to this review was published (NEI, 1969) and will not be covered by 
the present review. 

a) Colonial Variations 
The possibility that preservation by lyophilization could modify the 

genotype of treated microorganisms was raised seriously for the first time by 
BRAUN (1950), who was able to identify changes in Brucella cultures after 

Fig. 1. Colonies obtained from cryodessiccated and subcultured S. marcescens samples 
after 48 hours of incubation at 30° C on Pennassay Seed Agar (Difco) . Prodigiosinless 
colonies were found in proportions as high as 50 %, sectored colonies in about 10 %. 

Approximate magnification X 4. (From SERVIN-MASSIEU and CRUZ-CAMARILLO, 1969) 

treatment. These changes consisted in the appearance of about 1 % non-smooth 
colonial types after freeze-drying, while in untreated bacterial populations only 
colouies of the S type could be identified. The author attributed the effects 
to possible selective survival of mutants having higher resistance to the 
freeze-drying process itself and to a direct increase in the number of mutants 
induced by the treatment (BRAUN, 1965). On the other hand, FLOSDORF and 
KIMBALL (1940) reported on the maintenance of the smooth form in B ordetella 
pertussis cultures preserved by lyophilization. 

Another type of colonial variation attributed to freeze-drying has been 
reported for fungi; this is the case of increased frequency of mutations and 
reversions in giant colonies of baker's yeast. These mutational changes were 
manifested by sectoring of colonies, a phenomenom that was not apparent in 
non-lyophilized cultures (SUBRAMANIAM and PRAHALADA-RAO, 1951). These 
authors concluded that the method of preservation did produce genetic alter-
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ations primarily due to the cold "shock" involved in the freezing of the 
material during lyophilization, since they had been able to identify similar 
mutations in yeast maintained at "cold room" temperatures (SUBRAMANIAM 
et aI., 1948). However, many cases of so called low-temperature "shock" 
actually represent slow velocity freezing which is known to cause intense 
intracellular dehydration (MAZUR, 1966); see IVa. A similar type of colonial 
variation has been observed after freeze-drying of Staphylococcus aureus 
(SERVIN-MASSIEU, 1961). In this system the dried bacteria showed, after 
rehydration and one subculture, an unusually high number (10 %) of sectored 
and pigmentless colonies, in comparison to untreated cultures that produce 
uniformly pigmented colonies due to their capacity to synthesize carotenoid 
pigments (SUZUE and TANAKA, 1959). This sector formation effect in S. aureus 
can be most easily interpreted as the result of mutagenic effects induced by 
the cryodesiccation process (UMBREIT, 1962). Similar effects have been noted 
following lyophilization of Serratia marcescens, which commonly synthesizes a 
conspicuous red pigment allowing extensive genetic studies of color inheritance 
in bacteria (BUNTING, 1946); sectored colonies with pigmentless zones like the 
ones shown in Fig. 1, appear in high numbers in lyophilized, rehydrated and 
subcultured bacteria in addition to stable and unstable pigmentless variants 
(SERVIN-MASSIEU and CRUZ-CAMARILLO, 1969). The Serratia colonies with 
sectors have been shown to contain elevated numbers of bacteria with unstable 
pigment genes that cause the bacteria to sector again when resuspended and 
pIa ted (Table 1). Other characteristics were also affected in these bacteria, 
such as respiratory mechanisms and the capacity to synthesize an inducible 
protease. The persistence of pigmentation genes in an unstabilized condition 
for many generations after freeze-drying and rehydration, closely resembles 

Table 1. Analysis oj several colonies obtained by plating lyophilized Serratia marcescens a. 

(From SERVIN-MASSIEU and CRUZ, 1969) 

Colony Sect orb Percent of daughter colonies 
no. which were 

pigmented pigmentless sectored 

1 15/16 2·3 97.0 0.7 
2 15/16 0.4 96.0 3·6 
3 7/8 2.0 93·5 4.5 
4 2/5 67.0 30.9 2.1 
5 1/4 87.6 11.8 0.6 
6 1/16 89.4 9.5 1.1 
7 1/16 93·0 6.2 0.8 
8 undetermined 5·3 93·8 0.9 
9 stable pigmentless 0 100.0 0 

10 wild type pigmented 100.0 0 0 

a Suspensions of excised colonies were plated at suitable dilutions on Pennassay 
Seed Agar (Difco) and incubated for 48 hs at 30° C. 

b Approximate dimensions of pigmentless sector, relative to colony size. 
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sector formation produced in S. marcescens colonies after treatment with 
ultraviolet light, a known mutagen (KAPLAN, 1952). In the study of this type 
of variation, it is necessary to design appropiate controls that one can distin
guish sector formation from certain artifacts (WITKIN, 1951). 

The phenomenom of sector formation is considered a rare event, reflecting 
a genotypic variation due to an alteration of deoxyribonucleic acid and segre
gation during colony formation (LAMANNA and MALLETTE, 1965). When 
microorganisms are treated with well-known mutagenic agents, such as 
ultraviolet light, heat or X-rays (ZAMENHOF, 1961; BRAUN, 1965; WITKIN, 
1951; NEWCOMBE, 1953), the phenomenom becomes more frequent, just as it 
seems to be the case following freeze-drying. 

Sector formation in microbial colonies from lyophilized stock cultures also 
has an applied interest, especially in industrial microbiology where the appear
ance of such colonies is considered a reliable index of genetic instability in 
the testing of fermentation processes (LINCOLN, 1960). 

b) Antigenic Variations 
Many strains employed for vaccination are frequently kept in a cryo

desiccated condition and this has created a great deal of interest in searching 
for potential alterations in the antigenic determinants of the microbial cultures 
preserved in this way. For instance, it has been reported that lyophilization of 
Salmonella paratyphi A and Salmonella paratyphi B induces changes in anti
genicity that remain manifest after several subcultures, especially for antigen 
H (LAMBIN et ai., 1958). The same author has reported that six successive 
lyophilizations of subcultures, at one week intervals, did not modify signifi
cantly the formation of antigen 0, but the capability to form antigen H was 
very much affected in these cultures. In the case of Salmonella typhi it was 
also observed that there was a loss in antigen Vi, however, effect on pro
tective antibody formation was observed. 

VELU et al. (1942) reported that after lyophilization Pseudomonas mallei 
alters its growth characteristics, such as rate of multiplication and morphology, 
and that animals injected with dried and subcultured bacteria were not im
munized. The effect seemed to be a stable variation, lasting for many gener
ations. 

A report by SHARPE and WHEATER (1955), contained the results of a study 
on the conservation of physiological and serological characteristics in several 
lyophilized Lactobacilli. Of the 41 strains that were dried, rehydrated and 
subcultured daily for four days before testing with homologous sera, half the 
strains gave similar agglutination reactions before and after treatment, eleven 
strains gave a titer either one tube higher or one tube lower than the corre
sponding nonlyophilized strains, one strain gave a four fold lower titer after dry
ing, one gave originally no reaction and after drying gave a high titer, and 
two strains gave autoagglutination reactions after freeze-drying (Table 2). It is 
difficult to assess the significance of these results since agglutination reactions 
are quite variable (KABAT and MAYER, 1963), but at least in two strains, the 
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Table 2. Differences in agglutination reactions of lactobacilli after freeze-drying. 
(From SHARPE and WHEATER, 1955) 

Strain 

L. acidophilus BF 4 
L. bulgaricus Y 48 
L. leichmannii LE 6 
L. lactis AH 7 
L. buchneri BC 1 
Lactobacillus sp. AH 4 
Lactobacillus sp. J 1 
L. bulgaricus B 2 
L. casei C28 
L. casei-helveticus 09 
L. fermenti F 1 

L. fermenti AH 18B 
Lactobacillus sp. RF 1 
L. brevis SL15 
L. brevis X2 

Agglutination titres against 
homologous type sera 

before drying 

640 
80 

2,560 
320 
320 
320 
640 

1,280 
80 

5,180 
2,560 

no reaction 
40 
20 

auto-agglutination 

after drying 

1,280 
160 

5,120 
640 
640 
640 

1,280 
640 
40 

2,560 
160 

very slight 
agglutination 
2,560 
auto-agglutination 
auto-agglutination 
auto-agglutination 

21 other strains of Lactobacilli gave equal titers before and after lyophilization; 
additional 4 strains were not tested. 

Desiccated tubes were opened after 6 months of storage, reactivated in tomato 
glucose broth and subcultured four times. Cells were washed, suspended, standardized 
and tested by tube agglutination concurrently with original unlyophilized strains. 

differences obtained were of sufficient magnitude to suggest that some variation 
in antigenic determinants had taken place. Using a similar methodology, and 
two strains of Paracolon and Salmonella, JENNENS (1954) failed to observe 
changes in antigenicity after lyophilization. 

In a study of BCG vaccine (VAN DEINSE, 1951) it was observed that the 
appearance of "allergy" in guinea pigs innoculated with dry vaccine lagged 
many days behind the one provoked following the innoculation of fresh BCG 
vaccine and employing an equivalent basis of bacterial mass. This phenomenom 
may have been due to some variation, probably phenotypic in nature, of 
antigenic determinants. BIRKHAUG (1951) also observed a slower conversion 
with dried BeG vaccine than with freshly prepared bacteria. 

In contrast STEELE and Ross (1963) compared 100 strains, representative of 
fifteen bacterial genera, in regard to survival after freeze-drying and claimed to 
have found no changes in cultured, biochemical, serological or pathological 
characteristics, but no data were offered supporting this conclusion. Similarly, 
STILLMAN (1941) and SWIFT (1937) reported that several bacteria preserved 
by lyophilization did not suffer variations in their antigenicity, but it should 
be noted that their method of drying has been questioned (HECKLY, 1961). 
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c) Virulence Variations 
Data on this type of variation are scanty, but nevertheless there are a few 

communications to be mentioned. One of the most critical, deserving detailed 
examination because of the careful quantitative method followed, is that of 
PRIESTLEY (1952), who reported the effects of freeze-drying on viability and 
virulence characteristics of bovine pleuropneumonia organisms employed in 
cattle vaccination. Preliminary work established optimal conditions for 
centrifugal freeze-drying of the organisms and the testing of the attenuated 
strains utilized. They were injected into cattle after many weekly passages in 
serum broth medium and were found to be avirulent. They were then cryo
desiccated and kept in an ice chest. Individual samples were used for vaccine 
production using not more than 10 subcultures for any given line. Most of 
the strains dried and employed did not show untoward results, but one of the 
strains, from which 114,000 doses were prepared and distributed, produced 
"thousands of diseased animals and hundreds of deaths in vaccinated cattle". 
A closer examination (Table 3) showed that freeze-drying of attenuated 

Table 3. The effect of freeze-drying on the virulence of attenuated cultures of bovine 
pleuropneumonia organism. (From PRIESTLEY, 1952) 

Before drying After drying 

strain generation results strain number 
number in cattle days dried 

F 43 0/3 F46 1,076 
F48 14 0/3 F48 219 
139 45 0/3 F62 101 

49 0/3 139/51 18 

Numerator: number of cattle dying and/or showing swellings. 
Denominator: number cattle inoculated. 

results 
in cattle 

1/3 
3/4 
1/2 
2/3 

Before drying, avirulent strains were tested by inoculation into cattle after 43,14, 
45 and 49 weekly subcultures in serum broth. Cultures were then dried and stored 
in an ice chest. Tubes were opened and reactivated in serum broth; further sub
culturings were made to test for purity and production. The final vaccine was 
a four-day old growth of tested strains. 

cultures increased their virulence properties sharply. PRIESTLEY was able to 
identify this important effect because he gathered information from a large 
number of individual observations (vaccinations) involving single lyophilized 
strains; this was equivalent to the testing of individual clones, much like a 
fluctuation test for spontaneous mutations in bacteria (LURIA and DELBRikK, 
1943)· 

STEIN (1949), using Pasteurella bubaliseptica, also found evidence suggestive 
of an enhacement of virulence in cultures preserved by cryodesiccation, 
compared to strains maintained on laboratory culture media. In contrast, 
STAMP (1947) and STILLMAN (1941) published evidence indicating that virulence 
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characteristics remained unaltered in lyophilized strains, but their technique 
could not differentiate quantitative changes among the treated bacteria. 

In the field of soil microbiology, ApPLEMAN and SEARS (1946) found that 
cultures of Rhizobium leguminosarum retain their nitrogen-fixing capabilities 
after lyophilization. HECKLY (1957), has also found that freeze-drying of 
P. pseudomallei does not alter virulence characteristics, in contrast to lyo
philized Pasteurella pestis cultures which, when tested immediately after 
reconstitution, gave much lower virulence characteristics. However, after one 
subculture these strains recovered their normal virulence (HECKLY et aI., 1958), 
indicating a phenotypic effect. 

Discrepancy in results regarding the maintenance of virulence after 
lyophilization results probably from differences in techniques of drying and, 
most important, from the method followed for the evaluation of virulence. It 
would be interesting to learn more about this type of variation in other systems 
employing attenuated, lyophilized microorganisms for vaccination. 

d) Variations in Resistance 
Techniques for the evaluation of this type of variation, although relatively 

simple, have not been very frequently used for the investigation of changes 
after cryodesiccation. One of these studies has analyzed the frequency of 
streptomycin-resistant mutants in cultures of Staphylococcus aureus (SERVIN
MASSIEU, 1967). In tests with several antibiotic concentrations it was found 
that a lyophilized culture (A.T.C.C., 1964) showed an approximately ten-fold 
increase in the frequency of resistant mutants and this effect was not due to 
a selective killing of the parental antibiotic-sensitive population (Fig. 2). The 
procedure for testing this involved direct isolation of several of the resistant 
mutants and a determination of their viability ratios before and after freeze
drying compared to ratios obtained with samples from the wild type sensitive 
strain. No significant differences in survival due to the killing action of the 
lyophilization process were found. 

I t also has been possible to demonstrate that lyophilization induces 
significant changes in the bacteriophage typing pattern of S. aureus (Fig. 3.). 
In this study, SERVIN-MASSIEU et aI. (1968), prepared parallel cultures in 
liquid media from lyophilized and from unlyophilized samples, which were 
then plated so as to obtain isolated colonies. 100 colonies were picked from 
each parallel culture and individually subcultured in a small amount of broth. 
Each subculture was then spread on the surface of separate plates and the 
lytic patterns were determined after the addition of drops from phage sus
pensions. It was possible to determine changes in the lytic pattern of S. aureus 
type strains 81, 3 a and 7, which have narrow, intermediate and wide phage 
patterns respectively. Although the results need further confirmation they 
suggest that aside from a genetic instabilization there may be some alterations 
in immunity due to prophage particles frequently carried by most S. aureus 
strains (ADAMS, 1958; ELEK, 1962). 
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Fig. 2. Comparative survival curves of lyophilized (0 - 0) and non-lyophilized (e-e) 
S. aureus T-81-CDC cultures. Parallel cultures, in liquid medium, were washed, adjusted 
to appropiate concentrations and plated on media containing different concentrations 

of the antibiotic. (From SERVIN-MASSIEU, 1967) 
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Fig. 3. Lytic pattern of isolated clones of S. aureus, type strain 7, unlyophilized (_) and 
after lyophilization (0). Sensitivity to phages 6, 7,47, 54,81, 83a, d, and 77ad is not 
indicated, but was also tested, giving 100 % sensitivity before and after lyophilization. 

(From SERVIN-MASSIEU et aI., 1968) 

e) Physiological Variations 
This type of variation has received much attention, mostly because the 

microbiological industry is aware that its most valuable working capital is in 
its collection of stock cultures of well defined microbial strains, which must be 
constant in their ability to produce useful compounds in high yields (WIKEN, 

1963), but, surely, are not always so, a fact that is largely unpublished for 
confidential reasons (SIMMONS, 1963). 
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There are several reports regarding genetic variation in growth requirements 
after lyophilization. BRAENDLE (1963), for example, found increased reversion 
frequencies in Penicillum chrysogenum and Nocardia auxotrophs (Tables 4 

Table 4. Genetic stability ot lyophilized Penicillium auxotrophs. 
(From BRAENDLE, 1963) 

Culture Requirement Before lyophilization After lyophilization Killed 

cells tested proto- cells tested proto-
(%) 

trophs trophs 

1 C2-3 choline1 2.8 X 105 0 5.1 X 105 0 89 
2C1-1 cholinez 3.8 x 106 0 4.9 X 106 1 35 
2C1-2 arginine 1.) X 106 1 1.7 X 106 1 32 
1 C2-1 isoleucine 4.7 X 106 1 9.8 X 105 1 70 
2C1-3 nicotinamide 4.4 X 106 8 3.1 X 106 9 65 
2C1-3 nicotinamide 2.3 X 107 9 1.4 X 107 9 94 

Table 5. Genetic stability ot lyophilized Nocardia auxotrophs. (From BRAENDLE, 1963) 

Culture Requirement Before lyophilization After lyophilization Killed 

units tested proto- units tested proto-
(%) 

trophs trophs 

1L2-2 tryptophan 6.5 X 10S 0 8.2 X 108 0 37 
1L2-6 arginine 7.0 X 10S 0 8.8 X 108 0 32 
1L4 arginine 2.8 X 107 0 2.8 X 107 2 52 

3.3 X 108 0 1.6 X 10S 6 76 
4.3 X 109a 0 2.6 X 109 0 25 
1.8 X 107 2 9.8 X 106 23 24 
4.0 X 10' 11 2.2 X 107 23 32 

a. The last three cultures were grown for 4, 14 and 20 days before freeze-drying. 
No evidence was found for popUlation changes occurring during the storage of 

lyophilized cultures for periods of up to three months. Viability losses during this 
periods were the same for prototrophs and for auxotrophs. 

and 5). This effect was particularly evident if the cultures were" aged" before 
processing. No evidence was found that could suggest selective killing of either 
the prototrophs or the auxotrophs. 

VOLZ and GORTNER (1948) have shown that the lyophilization of Lacto
bacillus casei provoked a diminished capacity for lactic acid production in the 
presence of riboflavin, a change that did not disappear after several subcultures. 
SHARPE and WHEATER (1955) found a low frequency of variation for several 
physiological markers of Lactobacilli, including fermentation characteristics; 
the changes were identified qualitatively and the authors attributed them to a 
selective killing effect of the freeze-drying process. ROGERS (1914) did not 
find any alterations in the production of lactic acid by L. bulgaricus subjected 
to freeze-drying. 

9 C. T. in Microbiology, Vol. 54 
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WASSERMAN and HOPKINS (1958) observed alterations in enzymes of 
lyophilized Serratia marcescens involved in the oxidation of 2-oxo-gluconic 
acid, but the data seemed to suggest a transient phenotypic effect from which 
the bacteria recovered after some generations. SERVIN-MASSIEU and CRUZ
CAMARILLO (1969) have been able to identify permanent changes in S. marcescens 
cultures after lyophilization; in addition to inabilities in the capacity to 
synthesize the characteristic pigment of this bacterium, prodigiosin, some 
pigmentless mutants showed a diminished capacity to synthesize an inducible 
protease and also displayed alterations in respiratory patterns when compared 
with wild type pigmented bacteria. Changes in respiratory patterns have also 
been found for other bacteria and yeasts after freeze-drying (TOKIO-NEI, 1960), 
but no mention is made about the permanence of these alterations. The author 
observed an increased effect with increasing cooling rate in the range from 
30 CJsec to 10 CJmin. The author also observed by electron microscopy that 
virions of tobacco mosaic virus were broken into several fragments by the 
freeze-drying process, and that their infectivity was significantly lowered. 

In a study covering a ten year period, HARRISON and PELCZAR (1963) 
studied viability and physiological characteristics of twelve microbial species 
before and after lyophilization. No change in characters was noted in most of 
the strains, except in two Bacteroides strains, in which losses in the ability to 
ferment polyhidric alcohols, di- and tri-saccharides were noted; one of these 
strains, in addition, had lost the ability to ferment glycerol. Although the 
report contains no quantitative data regarding the survival of the two strains 
to cryodesiccation, indirect evidence allowed the authors to attribute the 
effects to a selective survival of variants of different genotype in which the 
fermentative properties are linked to a higher resistance to the freeze-drying 
process. 

]ANUSZEWICZ (1957) also observed that cultures of Leuconostoc mesenteroides 
underwent changes in growth requirements after the strains were lyophilized 
and, most important, noted an increased capacity to synthesize dextran 
compared with non-desiccated cultures. The author explained these variations 
as possibly due to selective phenomena, but the data do not exclude the 
possibility of a direct effect of dehydration on genotype. Similar conclusions 
have been reached by ATKIN et al. (1949) in the case of low survival of brewer's 
yeast after freeze-drying. Treated samples, after rehydration, were plated to 
obtain isolated colonies; these were separated subcultured and tested for 
vitamin requirements. The data obtained showed a surprisingly high number 
of "gain" or "loss" mutants for biotin, pantothenate, inositol, Bl and B6 • 

Several authors have specifically commented that no variations in fer
mentative characteristics of lyophilized microbial strains can be identified, but 
unfortunately no supporting data are usually offered (MARTIN, 1963). On the 
other hand, detailed experiments on genetic variation in Saccharomyces 
pastorianus after freeze-drying were performed by BRADLEY (1963) who found 
no effects on enzyme systems involved in sugar utilization at constitutive and 
inducible levels. 
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IV. On the Origin of Changes after Lyophilization 
There are four principal operations involved in freeze-drying which, 

potentially, could be responsible for the genesis of the observed variations, 
either at the level of selective killing or at the level of direct action on the 
hereditary material. These operations are: a) freezing of the material, b) de
hydration, c) storage of the dried biological material and d) rehydration 
(MERYMAN, 1966). The first two operations have received principal attention 
in regard to the problem of variation and their effects have been followed 
separately by studying, respectively, freezing and drying; one could take 
these studies to serve as model systems for equivalent stages in the overall 
freeze-drying process. 

a) Effects of Freezing on Microbial Variation 
Factors responsible for cellular injury in freezing of microorganisms and 

cells have been reviewed recently by MAZUR (1966) and NEI (1969). Regarding 
changes in the characteristics of cells, there are some reports suggesting that 
freezing may produce them. For instance, POSTGATE and HUNTER (1963) were 
able to identify four auxotrophic mutants among 6,200 colonies screened by 
replica plating, of a culture of Aerobacter aerogenes that had been exposed to 
-196° C. In addition they observed numerous cells that were "metabolically 
injured". SUBRAMANIAM et al. (1951) have also reported that they were able 
to isolate sectored colonies after subjecting yeast cultures to "cold shocks". 
STRAKA and STOKES (1959) obtained evidence of metabolic injuries, of un
reported permanence, by exposing bacteria to freezing at - 78° C and switching 
to conservation at - 7° C, -18° C and - 29° C. Similar results were obtained 
by ARPAI (1962). 

Aside from the development of ice crystals under conditions that have a 
close relationship to killing of the cells (MAZUR, 1966), the only known immediate 
result of freezing is dehydration (MERYMAN, 1966) but nothing is known about 
the possible contribution of this concurrent desiccation on changes in microbial 
properties. 

I t is improbable that freezing alone has little direct effect on genetic 
alterations. This can be inferred from the stability of the characteristics of a 
large number of different strains of Hemophilus influenzae, Bacillus subtilis, 
and Bacillus licheniformis preserved routinely at - 70° C and - 40° C in 
genetic transformation studies. In these systems transformable cells, at a 
definite stage of their growth cycle, are frozen rapidly and kept at the specified 
temperature for several weeks. No significant increases in variant proportions 
have been reported as a consequence of this procedure. 

Effects of freezing on deoxyribonucleic acid have also been investigated. 
SHIKAMA (1965), was unable to find alterations in the structure of the macro
molecule on the basis of spectrophotometric determinations. Similar conclu
sions were obtained by CABRERA-JUAREZ and OLGUIN (1968) who investigated 
the possible induction of new mutations to antibiotic resistance by freezing 

9· 
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of transforming DNA from H. influenzae. Employing one cooling velocity, the 
authors froze samples of transforming DNA down to -700 C, and maintained 
them at that temperature for various periods of time after which samples were 
thawed and tested in genetic transformation assays with antibiotic-sensitive 
strains of H. influenzae (GOODGAL and HERRIOTT, 1961). No new genetic 
markers, of the type screened, were observed in frozen-undenatured DNA or 
in denatured-frozen-reannealed samples (Tables 6 and 7). 

Table 6. Effect of successive freezing and thawing of Hemophilus influenzae Sm250 DN A a. 

(From CABRERA-JUAREZ and OLGUIN, 1968) 

Freezing and 
thawing cycles b 

Intrinsic 
transforming 
activityc 

New markers d 

Unfrozen DNA 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Control without 
DNA 

99 
100 
99 

111 
82 
92 
o 

52 
50 
43 
50 
45 
68 
40 

a Genetic marker Sm250 confers resistance to at least 250 [lg/ml of streptomycin. 
b Samples stored frozen for 30 minutes. 
c 104 transformations per [lg of DNA. 
d 102 stable mutants to 30 [lg of kanamycin per ml of transforming mixture. 

Table 7. Effect of freezing and thawing on Hemophilus influenzae C25 DNA denatured 
by heat a. (From CABRERA-JUAREZ and OLGUIN, 1968) 

Sample Intrinsic New 
transforming markersc 
activityb 

A. Denatured and unfrozen 93 152 
B. Denatured frozen and thawed 99 120 
Annealed from A. 2,180 162 
Annealed from B. 2,250 198 
Control without DNA 0 143 

a Genetic marker C25 confers resistance to 25 mcg/ml of cathomycin. 
b 102 transformations per microgram of DNA. 
c 102 resistant mutants to 40 [lg of streptomycin per ml of transforming mixture. 

Certain types of injury due to freezing have been reported, but these 
appear to be principally phenotypic effects from which cells recover after some 
time if environmental conditions are favorable. For instance Souzu and 
ARAKI (1962) observed evidence of injury to nucleic acid metabolism after 
freezing yeast, and WASSERMAN and HOPKINS (1958) have found destruction 
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and/or inactivation of S. marcescens enzymes involved in the oxidation of 
2-oxo-gluconic acid after freeze-drying. Some of these deleterious effects prob
ably are due to alterations in some of the molecules important for normal cell 
functioning. It is known that freezing, can cause alterations in proteins (LEIBO 
and JONES, 1964; LEVITT, 1962, 1966; LEA and HANNAN, 1950), phospholipids 
and lipoproteins (LOVELOCK, 1954, 1955), polyphosphates (Souzu, 1967a), 
nucleotides (SAITO and ARAI, 1957), enzymatic proteins (TAPPEL, 1966; 
HANAFUSA, 1969) and of cell integrity (NEI, 1960; Souzu, 1967b; HANSEN 
and NossAL, 1955). 

b) Effects of Drying on Microbial Variation 
Freezing is a form of dehydration in which intracellular water is removed 

from the cell as effectively as by drying. However, bound water, which com
prises 5 to 10% of the cells' total, remains attached to the biological material 
under these conditions. When more drastic methods of dehydration are 
carried out, like cryodesiccation, bound water is eliminated, and this action 
has been considered injurious to biological materials in at least three ways: 
a) denaturation of proteins due to concentration of still unfrozen, un dried 
portions of the sample, b) exposure of reactive proteins to deleterious reactions 
by removal of water molecules and c) recrystallization of salts or hydrates 
formed from eutectic solutions producing extensive mechanical injuries to 
structural elements. An additional form of injury by removal of bound water 
molecules is considered feasible, namely a permanent alteration in genetic 
material, producing permanent variations or mutations, which is transmitted 
to the progeny of cells that have suffered such injury to their DNA. Also, pop
ulations shifts in favor of one or another type of cell with different genotype 
may take place due to selective conditions, as has been pointed out before 
in Section III. 

There are several reports devoted to optimal conditions of drying during 
lyophilization required for optimal survival of treated cultures, but few data 
have been presented on the maintenance of characteristics under different 
drying conditions (HECKLY, 1961). Nevertheless, there are some communi
cations correlating desiccation of cultures and attendant variation in cell 
characteristics. MALTMAN et al. (1960), studied the effect of "room tempera
ture" drying on some characteristics of Staphylococcus aureus. The authors 
deposited films of bacteria on the surface of glass tubes covered with agar, 
dried them for 48 hours, after which the tubes were stored for different 
periods of time and reconstituted with broth medium. In view of the simplicity 
of this method, it is surprising that survival values of approximately 11 % were 
obtained after two days storage and 7 % after 14 days. Drying was shown to 
have injured, non lethally, some of the cells that remained viable, leading to 
an alteration in several bacterial characteristics, including a longer lag phase 
of growth, decreased capacity to survive reconstitution in various fluids, and 
a decreased rate of coagulase production. The authors attributed these vari
ations to damaged cell structures that caused a leakage of important cellular 
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Table 8. Production ot auxotrophic mutants by controlled desiccation ot E. coli cultures. 
(From WEBB, 1967) 

Relative Experi- Mutant type 
humidity ment no. 

amino-acid base vitamin 
dependent dependent dependent 

30% water 1 114 18 6 
2 106 7 3 
3 92 16 4 

40% water 1 301 44 16 
2 322 36 11 
3 304 49 14 

55% water 1 255 22 11 
2 203 14 8 
3 268 36 4 

75 % water 1 2 0 0 
2 3 1 0 
3 0 0 0 

40% water 1 4 1 2 
+ inositol 2 5 3 0 

55 % water 1 8 0 3 
+ inositol 2 10 3 1 

Control 1 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 3 1 0 
4 1 0 1 

Cells grown for 48 hours in yeast extract broth, washed in water and desiccated 
for 60 minutes in nitrogen. 

Mutant type numbers represent mutant colonies per 106 viable cells. 

components. In an extension of this investigation, the authors determined the 
effects of this drying method on the virulence of Staphylococcus aureus (HINTON 
et aI., 1960), and found it also to be affected. Unfortunately as in their previous 
communication, no data were presented regarding the permanence of these 
alterations. Elimination of bound water from the neighborhood of protein 
molecules could explain alterations in enzymatic systems (WASSERMAN and 
HOPKINS, 1958) including those studied in the tests of MALTMAN et aI. 

A different perspective to the problem of genetic stability after dehydration 
of cells was provided by the investigations of WEBB (1965) who allowed a 
controlled desiccation of bacteria in aerosols of varying relative humidity. 
He showed that by lowering the relative humidity of the bacterial environment, 
several kinds of mutants were produced under conditions that excluded selective 
killing (WEBB, 1967). He also investigated the effects of desiccation on E. coli 
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Table 9. Production of auxotrophic mutants by controlled desiccation of E. coli cultures. 
(From WEBB, 1967) 

Relative Experi- Mutant type 
humidity ment no. 

amino-acid base vitamin 
dependent dependent dependent 

30% water 1 124 12 10 
2 177 16 8 
3 111 5 3 

40% water 1 342 32 12 
2 316 31 16 
3 298 41 10 

55% water 1 408 66 22 
2 516 48 35 
3 564 57 48 

75 % water 1 10 3 3 
2 4 0 8 
3 3 4 

40% water 1 42 10 4 
+ inositol 2 26 6 0 

3 18 4 3 

55 % water 1 53 21 10 
+ inositol 2 72 18 12 

Control 1 0 0 
2 0 0 2 
3 2 0 
4 0 2 0 

Cells grown for 12 hours in yeast extract broth, washed in water and desiccated 
for 60 minutes in nitrogen. 

Mutant type numbers represent mutant colonies per 106 viable cells. 

in the exponential and stationary phases of growth. For this purpose washed 
cell suspensions were atomized in a rotating drum in an atmosphere of nitrogen 
at 25° C. Relative humidity was controlled by spraying water free of oxygen 
into the drum and cells were treated for One hour at various relative humidity 
values. 107 cells/ml were collected in a liquid impinger containing a solution of 
glucose and sodium chloride, were then cultivated in a yeast extract solution 
for 90 minutes at 37° C after which they were washed, starved and resuspended 
in a minimal salts medium. Auxotrophic mutants were then selected by the 
penicillin method, purified and tested in minimal media supplemented with 
pertinent additions. Control bacterial suspensions were treated the same way, 
except that the desiccation stage was omitted. Results presented in Tables 8 
and 9 clearly indicate that desiccating the cells beyond a critical relative 
humidity value, significantly increases the frequency of various classes of 
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mutants. It can also be observed that the frequency of mutants was higher 
when cells were treated at their exponential stage of growth. This effect was 
interpreted by the author as due to a higher sensitivity of the DNA to desic
cation while in the process of replication. Inositol showed a marked protective 
effect against the mutagenic action of desiccation, presumably by producing 
a functional substitution of bound water eliminated by the drying of the 
macromolecule (WEBB and BHORJEE, 1968). Possible explanations offered were 
an irreversible attachment of protein to certain gene sites, or more pro bably, chan
ges in DNA structure resulting from the dehydration process. The latter expla
nation is more plausible in view of additional spectrophotometric evidence 
showing a definite role of bound water in the maintenance of functional 
stability of the macromolecule (WEBB and DUMASIA, 1968). The extensive 
studies by this group also revealed that dehydration alters the characteristics 
of bacteriophage DNA in lysogenic bacteria in such a way that phage induction 
and DNA damage occurred below certain critical values of relative humidity 
(WEBB and DUMASIA, 1967a; WEBB and DUMASIA, 1967b). In tests on con
jugation in E. coli these investigators learned that genetic recombination took 
phwe at higher efficiency after a short period of dehydration of male cells, 
suggesting that chromosome breakage may occur in certain, more susceptible, 
zones of the DNA (WEBB, 1968, 1969). 

It can be understood, then, how systems involving a drastic drying stage, 
like freeze-drying, could affect the genotype directly, especially when the 
elimination of water is sufficient to remove bound water from the vicinity 
of deoxyribonucleic acid. 

c) Effects of Storage and Rehydration 
These two variables of the lyophilization process have received little 

consideration in regard to the appearance of changes in preserved cultures, 
neither have several other aspects of storage and rehydration such as the 
atmosphere within dried vials (DAMJANOVIC et aI., 1969), the temperature of 
storage (POPOVSKY, 1969), illumination conditions, moisture content (GHEOR
GHIU and STURDZA, 1969), type of container, temperature of the reconstitution 
fluid, its composition, volume, rate of rehumidification, etc. Some of these 
variables have been shown to produce deleterious conditions which, at least by 
selection, could eventually produce shifts in the proportion of genetic variants 
initially present (MAZUR, 1963). 

The problem of cryoprotectants in lyophilization (O'CONNELL et aI., 1968) 
has also important implications deserving further study, not only as substances 
that determine optimal survival and thereby checking potential selective 
effects, but also as agents protecting against probable mutagenic effects of the 
drying process. In this respect, the findings of WEBB and his group regarding 
inositol are most important, and would suggest that perhaps this substance, 
or others physiologically related to it, could be added to lyophilization menstrua 
as antimutagen (NOVICK, 1956) helping to preserve the genetic stability of 
the treated cultures. 
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V. Effects of Freeze-Drying on Deoxyribonucleic Acid 
Ever since the classical experiments of WATSON, CRICK and WILKINS on 

the structure of DNA, it has been recognized that changes in humidity can 
have a profound effect on the overall structure of the hereditary material. 
Two different configurations, A and B, were postulated on the basis of crystallo
graphic evidence at two different humidity values (WATSON and CRICK, 1953; 
WILKINS, 1956). Since the macromolecule contains in its periphery negatively 
ionized phosphate groups, it can be considered as a highly charged and symmetric 
polyanion (COLE, 1967), able to bind water in a more or less structured form 
(JACOBSON, 1953; HEARST and VINOGRAD, 1961). Further study of the problem 
has confirmed that water surrounding the DNA molecule contributes to the 
maintenance of a stable conformation (GORDON and CURNUTTE, 1965) and that 
conditions involving removal of supporting water molecules, like dehydration, 
when applied to deoxyribonucleic acid, can bring about a collapse of the 
structure of the macromolecule (SUTHERLAND and TSUBOL, 1957; BRADBURY 
et aL, 1961). This effect would eventually produce anomalous biological 
properties in DNA (SPITKOVSKII et aL, 1960) like an interference with normal 
replication processes of this material, a possibility that was postulated many 
years ago (JACOBSON, 1953). Hydration and dehydration have long been 
suspected of having an important role in the control of cellular duplication 
and would reflect, still further, the susceptibility of DNA to abnormal hydration 
conditions in its environment (SERRA, 1955). 

Table 10. Ellect of lyophilization on B.licheniformis arg+ DNA transforming capacity a, 
(From SERVIN-MASSIEU et al., 1970) 

DNA Transformants/107 arg- cells 
concentration 

unl yophilized lyophilized (!Jog/ml) 

1.0 0.7 X 103 0.9 X 102 

11.0 1.2 X 103 1.8 X 102 

54.0 7.5 X 103 3.1 X 102 

108.0 40.0 X 103 5.6 X 102 

a B.licheniformis wild type 9945-A was employed as source of DNA. Competent 
cells were prepared from a mutant M-18, requiring arginine following the procedure 
of Gwinn and Thome (1964). DNA was lyophilized while disolved in 2 M saline 
and rehydrated in distilled water; this solvent has been shown to confer maximum 
stability to the macromolecule (SPIZIZEN, 1958) and protection to cells against freezing 
(MAZUR, 1963). 

Thus it would not be very surprising, to expect that cryodesiccation may 
alter the properties of DNA in vivo and in vitro, and even though there is still 
no direct evidence for an induction of mutations by desiccation of purified 
transforming DNA, data at hand indicate that the macromolecule is profoundly 
altered in some of its biophysical characteristics by freeze-drying. For instance, 
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Fig. 4. Electron micrographs of ultrathin sections of unlyophilized Serratia marcescens 
cells. Nuclear structure is discernible from the rest of the cytoplasm, w cell wall, 
m cytoplasmic membrane, n nuclear material. (From PURKAYASTHA et aI., 1961 and 

WILLIAMS, unpublished) 

AVERY et al. (1944) described some time ago that lyophilization of purified 
transforming DN A from pneumococcus produces a marked loss in transformation 
capacity accompanied by a loss in solubility; however, no quantitative data 
on this effect were presented. More recently, SERVIN-MASSIEU (1969) has shown 
that lyophilization of purified transforming DNA from Bacillus lichenitormis 
produces a significant decrease in viscosity of the macromolecule and, parallel 
to this effect, the cryodesiccated samples manifested strong hypochromicity 
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and an intense loss in transforming capacity (Table 10) . These findings are 
compatible with the idea that upon dehydration, the DNA molecules alter 
their conformation and possibly adopt a more compact form in an aggregated 
state (BALDWIN, 1968; SPITKOVSKII et al., 1960). 

The effects of lyophilization on DNA within intact cells can be deduced 
from observations by Williams and his collaborators (PURKAY ASTHA et al., 
1960) who noticed that lyophilization of Serratia marcescens cells before 
fixation for electron microscopy, yielded a better resolution of the cell wall 

Fig. 5. Electron micrographs of ultrathin sections of lyophilized cells of Serratia marcescens . 
Discernible nuclear structure is lost and the cytoplasm is filled with granular material, 
w cell wall, m cytoplasmic membrane. Cells were lyophilized before fixation. (From 

PURKAYASTHA et ai. , 1961 and WILLIAMS, unpublished) 

and of the cytoplasmic membrane, with an accompanying loss of nuclear 
structure and more prominent granulation (Figs. 4 and 5). How this effect in 
the nuclear material of the intact cell correlates with the effects obtained with 
isolated DNA remains to be studied, but most probably, both types of results 
are compatible with the idea of a change in the normal DNA configuration 
after removal of water. 

VI. Sporulation and Increased Mutagenesis 
In view of the points discussed in Sections IV and V, it may be concluded 

that of the two crucial operations involved in the lyophilization process, 
freezing and drying, the former does not seem to be directly responsible for 
changes in the genotype of treated cells, whereas dehydration does seem to 
produce genetic changes by direct alterations of DNA; in addition it may 
cause selective phenomena. It would be of interest then to ask: what happens 
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in regard to hereditary material in natural systems of dehydration, like 
sporulation? Would bacteria derived from germinating spores, for instance, 
show a comparatively higher frequency of mutation than their corresponding 
vegetative, hydrated forms? 

Sporulation is known to be a natural process that some microorganisms, 
including bacteria, are able to carry out, in which, a portion of the cytoplasm 
and DNA is isolated by several coats of protective material from the rest of 
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Fig. 6. Frequencies of recessive lethals in (H) conidia stored dry at 30° C, (C) conidia 
stored dry at 4° C, (CH) conidia stored dry at 30° C for 24 weeks and subsequently 
transferred to 4° C (CHI lower value, CHh higher value). (HGI ) and (HGuJ conidial 
samples from growth tubes that had been started with conidia from the (H) series at 
23 and 27 weeks . Vertical lines: fiducial limits for a probability of 5 %. (From AUERBACH, 

1959) 

the cell and kept in a relatively anhydrous form, with lowered metabolism 
(FRIEDMAN and HENRY, 1938; MURRELL and SCOTT, 1957; DAVIS et aI., 1968). 
While the problem of absolute water content in spores has been controversial, 
the relative water content of these structures, although depending on the 
method of storage, is said to be much lower than in the correspondingvege
tative form (Ross and BILLING, 1957). 

Data comparing mutant proportions in microbial spores and in vegetative 
cells are available. AUERBACH (1959) has identified increases in lethal mutations 
in stored conidia of Neurospora under dry conditions, and although the moisture 
content of her spore preparations was not strictly controlled, the progeny of 
dry spores stored at 30° C showed an increasing proportion of mutants with 
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Table 11. Azide-resistant mutants in spores of Bacillus subtilis strain 23 stored in watera. 
(From ZAMENHOF et al., 1968) 

Storage 3° C 
temperature 

Length of 
storage 
months 

Starting wild 
Spore 

o 

survival 1 

Mutant 

8 12 o 8 12 

3.5 X 10-1 9.4 X 10-2 1 5.1 X 10-2 3 X 10-2 

frequency 6 X 10-6 2 X 10-6 1.1 X 10-5 6 X 10-5 2 X 10-6 2.5 X 10-6 

Population mixtureb 

Spore 
survival 1 

mutants 96 
(%) 

7 X 10-1 

100 

2.4 X 10-1 1 1 X 10-2 2.7 X 10-3 

88 96 74 64 

a Average of three determinations each. Washed spores of strain 23 in water 
(1OS/ml) were stored in sealed ampules at indicated temperatures for the times shown. 
Proportions of azide-resistant mutants before and after storage were determined as 
described previously by ZAMENHOF and EICHHORN (1967). 

b Mixture of Az-resistant and Az-sensitive parents was stored as in a to determine 
probable selection; "reconstruction" experiment. 

increasing time of storage. Samples stored at 4° C also manifested this phenom
enom, but with lower intensity, due perhaps to moisture being absorbed during 
storage (Fig. 6). These results have been confirmed and extended in a different 
system by ZAMENHOF et al. (1968). These authors stored Bacillus subtilis 
spores at various temperatures and moisture conditions and evaluated for 
azide-resistant mutants. The results (Table 11) indicated, that no increases in 
azide-resistant mutants took place when spores were stored in water suspensions 
for periods of up to 12 months at 23 ° C or 3 ° C; however, when spores were 
subjected to desiccation (in glass bulbs over P 20 S under high vacuum) and 
stored for several time periods at 23° C, results differed completely (Table 12). 
Desiccation itself increased the mutant frequency 19-fold, and 7 months of 
storage brought the increase to 250-fold. Parallel experiments were done to 
determine possible selective killing and it was ascertained that this would not 
account for the results obtained. The authors interpreted their results as a 
mutagenic effect of desiccation and of storage in the dried state, on the spores, 
as a consequence of injury to DNA by dehydration and the preservation of 
this injury in an altered state (ZAMENHOF et al., 1953; ZAMENHOF et al., 1956). 
Preliminary data from our laboratory also show that Bacillus subtilis try- his
spores stored under lyophilized conditions, have a higher proportion of re-
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Table 12. Azide-resistant mutants in spores of Bacillus subtilis strain 23 stored in dry 
state in vacuum a. (From ZAMENHOF et al., 1968) 

Length of storage months 0 7 91 

Conditions before after dry dry 
drying drying 

Starting spore survival C 1 6.7 X 10-1 7.4 X 10-2 8 X 10-3 

wild mutant 1.3 X 10-6 2.5 X 10-5 3.2 X 10-4 2.5 X 10-4 

frequency 

Population increase in 1 19 X 250 X 190 X 
mixtureb mutant 

frequencyC 

spore survival C 1 5.8 X 10-1 7.1 X 10-2 

mutants (%) 56 57 23 

a Average of four determinations at 23° C. Washed spores of strain 23 in water 
(109jml) were dried in glass bulbs over P20 S and under high vacuum; they were 
then sealed and some samples were opened immediately to estimate effects of desic
cation alone. Others were stored for 7 and 91 months. When pertinent spores from 
all the bulbs were resuspended in the original volume of saline 0.14M and tested 
for survival and resistant mutants. 

b Mixture of Az-resistant and Az-sensitive parents was stored as in a to determine 
probable selection; "reconstruction" experiment. 

C Comparative to first column ("before drying"). 

Table 13. Biophysical characteristics of DNA isolated from spores and vegetative cells of 
Bacillus subtilis a. (SPIZIZEN and EVANS: unpublished data) 

DNA 
characteristics 

Density 

Affinity for MAK 

Hyperchromicity 
on denaturation 

Biological activity 

DNA from 
spores 

heavy 

1.703 gjcm3 

low 

unusually high 

normal 

normal 

light 

1.719 g/cm3 

low 

unusually high 

little; only 
origin markers 

elevated ca. 5°C 

vegetative 
cells 

1.703 gjcm3 

normal 

normal 

normal 

normal 

a Analyses performed with purified DNA samples from spore preparations ob
tained by gradient centrifugation in renografin. 

vertants than either spores stored in liquid suspension or vegetative forms of 
the same bacteria. Revertants seem to include both large and small colony 
formers (SERVIN-MASSIEU et al., 1970). 
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It is interesting to point out that HINTON (1965) has postulated that any 
damage suffered by organisms while in a cryptobiotic state cannot be repaired; 
thus, mechanical damage, damage by ultraviolet light or high energy radiation, 
are strictly cumulative. 

Interesting differences between spore and vegetative form DNA have 
recently been found by SPIZIZEN and EVANS (unpublished). These differences, 
shown in Table 13 might be attributable to the elimination of water or to 
accompanying solute concentration taking place during the sporulation process. 
Perhaps these differences are also associated with the increased frequency of 
mutation observed in spores and in cryo-desiccated cultures of microorganisms. 

VII. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
The preservation of microbial cultures by freeze-drying has been employed 

routinely in industry as well as in basic research under the assumption that 
this procedure does not alter any characteristics of the strain. However, a 

Table 14. Influence of inoculating dried spleen cells into Swiss mice a. 
(From WEBB, 1965) 

Number of Animals Total no. 
animals with tumors of tumorsb 

(%) 

Controls 36 11 5 (3 L,2MC) 
N on-dried cells 24 8 4 (2L, 2MC) 
Dried cells 24 42 14 (7L, 7MC) 

a Pooled spleen cells from 1 year old mice were homogenized and centrifuged. 
Some cells were dried for 30 minutes. Animals received dried or undried cells intra
peritoneally. After 12 months the animals were sacrified, autopsied and sections 
prepared for study. 

b Figures in brackets indicate numbers of leukemias (L) and mammary carci
nomas (MC). 

number of reports suggest that the lyophilization of microbial cultures can 
introduce various types of genetic changes. These changes seem to be due to 
a direct effect of the process on the genotype of the treated cells and also to 
selective phenomena associated with differential survival of variant types in 
lyophilized populations. Among the many variables involved in the lyo
philization process, the elimination of water, or dehydration, seems to be most 
responsible for genetic changes, since an elimination of water from the vicinity 
of DNA alters, in a significant way, the normal configuration of the hereditary 
macromolecule. In a natural system involving dehydration, namely sporulation, 
it has been determined that an increase in mutant proportions above that 
typical for hydrated, vegetative forms, can occur. 

The problems discussed in this review require much more extensive in
vestigation and it is hoped that this discussion may motivate further research 
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along these lines. Eventually definite answers at the appropiate molecular 
levels must be obtained regarding the nature of genetic changes after removal 
of water from the cell, how the formation of spores provokes anomalies in 
the configuration of the genetic material it contains and the actual mechanism 
of this natural dehydration, how changes in hydration influence normal 
mitosis, etc. The reward for such efforts may conceivably even include solutions 
to problems with broad biological significance, like carcinogenesis, which, as 
indicated in Table 14, has been shown to have some relationship to simple, 
unesoteric molecules of water (WEBB, 1965). 
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bacterial ribosomes 106 
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ribosomes 106 
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- -, antibodies specific to human and 
kangaroo enzyme 65 
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determinants 64 

- oxidase 112 
cytophilic antibodies as "specific" 

receptors 11 
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mitochondrial DNA-polymerase 111 
- "pocky" mutant of Neurospora 

108, 112 
- ribosomes, chloramphenicol 

resistence and cycloheximide 
sensitivity 106 

- -, dissociation into 37s and 60s 
subunits 101 

D-amino acid oxydase from hog 
kidneys, reaction of holoenzyme 
and apoenzymes with antibodies 76 

- - - polymers 19,20,22,23,32, 
38 

degradation of L- and D-polypeptides 23 
dehydration, alteration of bacterio-

phage DNA in lysogenic bacteria 136 
-, effect on DNA structure 137 
-, - - microbial variation 131, 133 
-, - - phage induction 136 
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freeze-drying on 137 
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in E. coli by 134, 135 
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38,39 
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-, effect of desiccation on 136 
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iodinated, binding to mouse spleen 
cells 8 
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D-polypeptide, immunogenicity 20, 
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- -, organ distribution 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 31, 32 
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Staphylococcus aureus 133 
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66, 67 

- -, cross-reactivity in complement 
fixation test with anti-hen egg
white lysozyme 58 

egg-white lysozyme, localization of 
antigenic determinants 60, 61 

electron micrographs of lyophilized 
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cens 138, 139 
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activity 78 
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plasmic ribosomes with 105 
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34, 36, 38, 41 

- -, correlation of persistence in 
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enzymatic degradation of polypeptide 
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56 
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chondrial protein synthesis 110 
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109 
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methods in microorganisms 121 
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- dehydrogenase isoenzymes, as-
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oxylic groups of trypsin 70 
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enzyme 75 
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in complement fixation test with 
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of secondary response 12 
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esterase-antibody complex 69 
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Hemophilus intluenzae, stability on 
freezing 131 
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reaction with corresponding 
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hormone-mediated activation of cells, 
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activation 14 
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human leucocyte lysozyme, cross
reactivity in complement fixation 
test with anti-hen egg white lyso
zyme 58 
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complement fixation test with 
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humidity, effect on DNA structure 137 
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40 
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40 

l3lI-labeled albumin 40 
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12iI-labelled human cytochrome c, 
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chromes c from anti-human cyto
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immune response to hapten-polycation 
complexes in responder and non
responder guinea pigs 38,39 
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antibody fractions of lysozyme 55 
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chrome c 65,66 
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78,79,80 
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antigens in 37 
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lactate dehydrogenase, fractionation of 
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